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State News

Planning ahead

What's in a name

Long-term investments eyed
through new state-run trust

WKU tourney still
offers top competition

See page 2
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Watching reruns
Eastern, Western each
seek repeat performances

See page 8
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FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Now
that the General Assembly has all
but decided to pay Vietnam-era
veterans the full bonus given
veterans of other wars, Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson says he has
favored that proposal all along.
The House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee on Thursday
set the stage for today's action on
the bill proposed by Rep. Hank
Hancock, D-Frankfort, to pay
veterans a bonus of $300 or $500,
depending on whether the in-

Hijacking of
Soviet plane
reported by
authorities

"I can't do that sum!" thinks Drew Thompson, playing Simple Simon
hi this scene from "Babes in Toytand," opening tonight. Ashley
Cleaver, playing Contrary Mary, is in charge of the math lesson.
More than a dozen Mother Goose characters appear in this musical
Christmas fantasy presented by the Playhouse in the Park -at the
Calloway County Public Library Dec. 2, 3, 9, and 10 at 7 p.m., and
Dec. 3, 4, 10, and 11 at 2 p.m. Call 759-1752 for ticket information.

Elsewhere
ASSOCIATED PRESS
B The

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Atlantis and a crew of five military
astronauts rocketed away from Earth today on a secret mission that
reportedly will deploy a powerful radar satellite to spy on the Soviet
Union and guide the new stealth bomber.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration's refusal to turn
over classified documents from the Iran-Contra trial of Oliver North
jeopardizes the prosecution's central charges against the former national security aide.
WASHINGTON — George Bush's latest fence-mending gesture is a
meeting with Michael Dukakis, the Democrat he bested in an often
rancorous campaign for the presidency.
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan — Thousands of supporters celebrated in
city streets, dancing, beating drums and chanting "Long live
Benazir!" after Benazir Bhutto was named prime minister, becoming the first woman to lead a Moslem nation.
NEW YORK — Joel Steinberg's former lover, testifying for the
first time in his trial on charges that he beat his 6-year-old illegally
adopted daughter to death, failed to say whether she heard or saw the
girl being struck.
UNITED NATIONS — Arab diplomats said they will introduce a
resolution today to move the General Assembly to Geneva so PLO
Chairman Yasser Arafat, denied a visa by the United States, can address the body.
MEXICO C1T1 — President Carlos Salinas de Gortari promises
political and economic reforms as he begins a six-year term marked
by unprecedented inauguration day protests in Congress and in the
streets.
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TEL AVIV, I§rael AP — Five
armed people who commandeered
a busload of 30 children in the
Soviet Union and traded them for
a plane out of the country landed
in Israel today, Israel radio said.
An army spokeswoman said
there were eight crew members
aboard the plane held by five hijackers, one of them apparently a
woman. She did not say where the
army got the information.
Tel Aviv's Ben-Gurion Airport.
where the plane landed, was placed on alert, with military vehicles,
fire engines, first aid teams and
rescue units lined up on the
tarmac.
Israeli radio monitors said that
Tel Aviv's control tower had contacted the hijacked plane. Can I
talk yftt„the hijacker?" a controller asked. "No," the pilot
responded.
Israel Army radio said the plane
at first headed toward Pakistan
and Iraq, but then changed course
(Coned on page 2)

dividual served in Southeast Asia.
The proposal calls for initial
proceeds of a lottery to pay for the
bonus, estimated to cost from $35
million to $50 million, depending
on participation by eligible
veterans.
Hancock, who attended a
private meeting with Wilkinson on
Thursday, said the governor
favors the enlarged bonus
program.
"I think he's going to come out
and endorse it," Hancock said.

Tom Dorman, Wilkinson's
legislative liaison, said the governor has always favored a program
of $300 and $500 bonuses and
believes they could be paid in first
year proceeds along with the
childhood development and senior

citizen programs.
Wilkinson's own bonus bill,
however, proposed the spending of
only $23 million for a veteran's
bonus.
Ironically, the A&R Committee
put first dibs on lottery money for

•

35 CENTS

FBI mafia sting operation nets big catch
BUFFALO, N.Y. ( AP — The
FBI says a sting operation that
began in a small suburban Buffalo
storefront knocked out a massive
American and Sicilian Mafia drug
operation that was selling millions
of dollars worth of heroin in the
United States and cocaine in Italy.
Although the international food

trading company set up by agents
three years ago never handled any
drug shipments, it allowed the
FBI to establish contacts with
organized crime operations in the
United States and Italy, G. Robert
Langford, special agent in charge
of the FBI's Buffalo office, said
Thursday.

As a result at the investigation,
which broadened to include FBI
offices nationwide, the FBI and
Italian authorities have charged
more than 200 people in a
multimillion-dollar heroin importation and cocaine distribution
operation involving Sicilian Mafia
figures and the Gambino crime

Special honor

family in New York.
A total of 68 people were charged in the United States and 133 in
Italy as a result of a three-year
FBI undercover operation in
which agents traveled to Italy and
posed as buyers who discussed
(Coned on page 2)

Special hours
announced 133
LBL officials
for residents

Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Sunday through Tuesday calls
for partly cloudy conditions
each day.

356.1
3116.9

(Coned on page 2)

After defeating ineumbant Jane Stokes Nov.8 in the race for the magistrate's seat in District 2. Steve Lax 1.1i1S
sworn into office by Judge-Executive George %leaks Thursday afternoon. Lax will serve on the Fiscal Court as
representative of his district for the next four years. Stokes had been appointed to the remainder of her late
husband's term.
staff photo b. Jeannie Brand,tetter

Tonight: clear. Low in the
mid-30s. Light wind. Saturday:
mostly sunny. High in the
mid-60s.

LAKE LEVELS

the legislature itself. The committee voted Thursday to pay for the
cost of the current special session
from lottery proceeds. If the session lasts three full weeks, the
total cost could approach $700.000.
Acitivity picked up on several
fronts Thursday as the special
legislative session moved toward
completion of its first full week.
The budget committee took a
formal vote to delay spending any

Taking the oath

Members of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club stand behind a holly tree planted at the
Murray-Calloway County Park Thursday afternoon in honor of the late Gil Hopson, former member of the
park board. Pictured above, from left, are: Myrtle Douglass; Jane lane; ,Sallyanne Sawyer; Jo Williams,
garden department chairperson; Louise Raker; Mary Hopson; and Rosanna Miller, garden department project chairperson.
Stet photoh I Ian I oudy
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Decision firm to delay spending lottery proceeds

News In Brief
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The Tennessee Valley
Authority's Land Between the
Lakes recently announced its
winter and holiday schedule and
its special programs to be
presented this winter.
The Homeplace-1S50 and Em.pire Farm closed for the winter at,
5 p.m., Sunday. Nov. 27, and the
Woodlands Nature Center will be
closed on weekends and Dec. 24, 25
and 31 and Jan. I. It will be open on
all other Saturdays and Sundays
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The North and South Welcome
Stations and the Golden Pond
Visitor Center will be open during
the winter from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
daily. These facilities will be closed on Christmas bay.
Eagle tours will be offered by
Woodlands Nature Center each
weekend from Dec. 3 through
‘farch 12. Naturalists will provide
a close look at the live eagles and
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Kentuckians can make long-term plans
for investing through new state-run trust

Proceeds...

the legislature on matters involvThe commission proposed that
ing administrative regulations, the first $1 million in
winnings
property acquisitions and
would be exempt from state inbudgetary matters.
come taxes. The legislative plan
The legislative would also re- would make the first
$600 tax-free.
quire the lottery corporation to
Rep. Ramsey Morris, Denter into contracts only after Hopkinsville, said no action
is likecompetitive negotiation or ly on a bill until Tuesday.
bidding.
Morris, who is chairman of the
Another significant change from House State Government
the lottery commission proposal tee, planned to set aside Commitinvolved taxation of lottery and Tuesday for debate Monday
on the
winnings.
'egislation.

(Cont'd from page 1)
other proceeds of the lottery until
1990, and a small group of reprsentatives began hammering out a
lottery bill that bears little
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
pay only for tuition, tne trust may yields possible with multimillion- resemblance to the
bill offered by
state-run trust, through which
also provide for payment of dollar investments.
Wilkinson.
Kentuckians could make longschool-provided room, board and
The legislation was effective in
The budget committee voted to
term investments to pay for colbooks, Finance Secretary L. July, but because of Gov. Wallace pass over the bill
that would divide
lege or vocational school, will
Rogers Wells Jr. said in the Wilkinson's delay in appointing a first-year lottery
proceeds equally
begin operating in July, the
release.
board, the board did not meet until among the bonus, early childhood
Finance Cabinet said.
Details of the trust's operation Wednesday.
development and senior citizens
Directors of the Kentucky
will be final in a few months,
The legislation allowed parents programs.
Education Savings Plan Trust,
cabinet spokesman Jim Clarke or other eligible investors, from a
The governor's disappointed
who met Wednesday, are consaid.
child's birth up to age 15, to pay in- that they've taken that position," (Cont'd
from page I)
sidering a system whereby the
Wells also is chairman of the to an investment fund. Princip
al Dorman said.
making major drug purchases, the
trust would pay a student's fees
trust, which was created by the and earnings would be exempt
Rep. Greg Stumbo, D FBI said.
directly to the institution, a news
1988 General Assembly as a way from state taxes unless the funds Prestonsburg,
said legislators told
Substantial amounts of imrelease said Thursday.
for small investors, their money were withdrawn or used for the governor that his
ideas are not ported heroin
And unlike most programs that
were sold to the
pooled, to benefit from the higher another purpose.
dead.
Gambino Mafia family in New
The legislation also provided for
"We assured him that as far as
a second fund, an endowment that members of the General York, which allegedly arranged
for nationwide distribution, accorwould solicit donations from
Assembly were concerned that
pfivate sources and would be delay was not rejection," Stumbo ding to a complaint filed in the
case in Philadelphia. Some of the
shared by investors whose said.
heroin was passed to buyers in
children opted to attend a KenStumbo said legislators believe
U.S.
pizza parlors. Other drugs
tucky school.
that waiting until the 1990 regular
were
session will allow for more shipmen concealed in wine
ts.
reliable information to be
One
of
those arrested in the
developed on how much money a
Kentucky lottery will raise. At police roundup was Giuseppe
that time, lawmakers may vote to Gambino, a nephew of Carlo Gambino, the late reputed head of the
spend the money the way the
Gambino crime family.
The market looks good for governor wishes, Stumbo said.
The lottery legislation being
growers of dark air-cured tobacco
crafted
by the small group of
when sales begin Dec. 12 in
Mayfield. Murray's first sale will representatives would give far (Cont'd from
page 1)
be either that same afternoon or more authority to a lottery board and flew
toward Israel.
and much more oversight of the
the next day.
In Moscow, an official said
Will Ed Clark, general manager operation by the General
Assemb
gunmen
ly
than
in southern Russia had
the
bill
drafted
by
of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association, said that Wilkinson's Kentucky Lottery commandeered a bus loaded with
school-children and teachers and
dark air-cured quotas have been Commission.
The commission bill would
demanded to be given a plane to
cut approximately 45 percent over
the last four years, mainly create an all-powerful position of leave the country.
"A group a "armed bandits hibecause of lower demand. This president who would be
has led to greatly reduced crop answerable only to the governor jacked a bus with 30 schoolthat appointed him. The board, children and a teacher and
sizes.
This year's crop in the western also appointed by the governor, demanded a plane to deliver them
and eastern districts is expected to would effectively serve only in an abroad," Albert Vlasov, head of
the Soviet news agency Novosti,
Item
Wholesale Price
Nowl
be about 7.5 million pounds. The advisory capacity.
The legislative proposal would told a news conference.
markets
in
these
district
Shirts
s are
$16.00
$ H 20
"In order to save the children
Mayfield., Murray, Owensboro, let the governor appoint a fiveNeckties
$ 1 3.50
$9 45
and the teacher a decision was
Russellville, and Springfield, member board subject to confirmation by the state Senate. The
made to give a plane," Vlasov
Tenn.
governo
r
would
then
said.
recomm
He said the hostages were
end
Clark said there was a possibilinow safe in the Soviet Union.
ty there would only be enough a president to the board, which
could reject the nominee.
The Tass news agency also said
tobacco brought in to justify a oneMEN'S
The president would not sit on the hostages were safe.
LADIES.
Nay sale. He emphasized that
the board, but be answerable to it
*Sweaters
Vlasov said he did not know how
*Party Dresses
growers who wait may not get
and could be fired by the board many hijackers were involved or
•Sportshirts
*Sweaters
there crops sold.
without cause.
what type of weapons they
Clark said the average price
*Dress Shirts
•Skirts
The board would also have to possessed. He said the incident
paid last year for dark air-cured operate
*Neckties
*Blouses
under the terms of the began Thursday in the city of Ordwas about $121 per 100-pounds. Open Records
and Open Meetings zhonikidze in southern Russia, just
This year's average support price Laws
Absolutely No Returns!!!
with additional exceptions north of the Georgian republic.
is about $101.
unique to the lottery. For
Menahem Eyal, spokesman for
Sales will begin in Mayfield on ple, discussion of a matter examrelating
Ben-Gur
ion Airport near Tel Aviv.
Dec. 12 at 9 a.m. Depending on the to the security
of the lottery could
quoted
Soviet.
officials as saying
amount
on
the
floor, sales will be conducted in secret.
OPEN EVERY DAY
the jet was an Ilyushin-76 that was
move to Murray either that afterUnder the legislative plan, the
given permission to take off from
noon or the next day.
board would also have to report to an airport near Moscow
.

Mafia sting...

job O... 4.

Market favorable
for local growers

Hijacking...

ALL Samples Must GO!
CASH and CARRY

Reduced 30% bfkanajciajg

At English Sole on the square• Murray

HIGH QU LIMY! L W

ACES

Model 9850
12 Volt •
Magnequench'
Cordless 3/8"
Driver/Drill Kit

Model 621
3/8" Heavy-Duty Variable
Speed Reversing Drill

$89"

13599

BEARINGS
Model 9725
Two Speed
Porta-Band Saw Kit

Winter hours...
(Cont'd from page 1)
other birds of prey at the nature
center and guide vistors on a 2-12
hour field trip to observe bald
eagles wintering around-LBL. The
cost is $2 for those 18 and over, Si
for those under 18. Programs are
scheduled from 9 a.m. to 11:30
a.m. on Saturdays and 2 p.m. to 4
p.m. on Sundays. Preregistration
is required and all participants
should schedule eagle tours with
the center by calling 5021
924-5602, ext. 238 weekdays, 7 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m.
Although The Horneplace-1850
will be closed for general visitation, a special "Winter at the
Homeplace" program, requiring
preregistration and a 25-person
limit, will be offered on the following Saturdays: Dec. 17; Jan. 7, 14,
and 28; and Feb. 4 and 11 from 9
a.m. to 11:30 a.m., and again at 2
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. The cost is $6 per
person.
Visitors will have the chance to
experience the special intimacy of
The Homeplace's log home in
winter, sit in front of the open fire
and enjoy Anadama bread from
the woodstove and sip hot cider
warmed over the fire. A wagon
ride through the buffalo pasture
will provide a treat for the family.
For reservations call (502
924-5602, ext. 238.
Empire Farm will open for
three days during the winter to
host workshops by renowned Kentucky basket makers Scott Gilbert
and Beth Hester on Dec. 10, Jan.
21, and Feb. 18. The first session
will help beginners make their
own 10-inch egg basket. The second session will give
intermediate-level participates
assistance in constructing a swing
handle market basket, and the
third session will center on a twill
weave market basket. Participants should bring work
clothes, a sharp knife, a cloth
measuring tape, a towel, and a
lunch. Materials will be provided.
Preregistration is requireid and
the cost is $25. Call 1502 924-5602
for information.

MILL SUPPLY
BEARING & SUPPLY

Model 9647 Tiger Club'
"
P All-Purpose Saw Kit
753-3412

Special Offer On
Armstrong
Slide Hammer
Puller Set 71-679

MODEL 9725

POWER TRANSMISSION
Model 7514
1 2
Extra-Heavy-Duty
Variable Speed Reversing Drill

.untaNIS
• —3 arm InlamIWEHernat 21 Side
Hammer POI,
3 --E xlis 6 long Reverstri• Arms
'--2 Arm Hub
I —Sono Jaw aflac6rneol
2—Emtra Skorier Internal Arr"As
I —Cross Arm Bar
Frl.C."Q

LOGGING SUPPLIES
Welding & Cutting Outfit

List Price $221 .87

•

Accessories Inciuciec
With Deluxe Outfits
•25-toot Length Of 3/16" Twin Hose
*Flint Lighter
*Goggles. Shade = 5

RIGGING SPECIALITIES
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT

MACHINERY METAL & WOOD

Model 617
71/4"Push Handle
Circular Saw

AW-32
Amp
WAWA,

225

MODEL 617

Model 330
Speed-Bloc'
Finishing Sander

2251125 Amp
AMC Wsider

97999
$299.99 ACIDC

•

9
9
9
5
$
A
I
L
MODEL
330

•
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PERSPECTIVE
Commonwealth Comment
By Michael D. Ward
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Hard-line Hyde now an old softy

What a pleasant surprise. All
And I can't find one word by ed prison. He could
these years, I've thought of Henry
have cut a deal
Henry Hyde expressing any com- and pleaded guilty
Royko
Hyde as a law-and-order kind of
and got off witl
passion for Ronald May.
a fine.
guy. A real hardnose when it
Says
You've never heard of Ronald
"But for that," he now recalls,
comes to punishing those who
May? Of course you haven't. He "I would have had
kfOi
break the law.
to stand up and
is odd never became a household name say that I was
I thought that was one of the
guilty."
as North did': In all likelihood,
So he refused and went to prison.
reasons Hyde has kept getting reti
May's name means nothing to "That's the price
elected
you have to pay
Congress
to
time
after
The sixth amendment to our in absolute poverty and has a little
Hyde.
for standing up for what you
time
—
because
reflected
he
the
United States Constitution, has income, but not enough to retain
These days, May, 41 works as a
Hyde isn't denying that the two dispatcher and customer's rep for believe," he says.
been interpreted by our Surpreme private counsel. Once again, the conservative values of his west
As you might also recall, the
men broke the law. To him that a security alarm company in
Court, to guarantee a lawyer to deffendant is probated on condition and northwest suburban
issue
to the strikers wasn't money
constitue
nts.
isn't the issue. He considers them
every criminal defendant in this that regular installment payments,
Texas. It's not bad work. It pays What they wanted
But
were changes ii
now
it
turns
out
that
way
well-meaning, if bumbling, the bills for May and his family.
country. ,
however small, are made to the down deep,
work conditions that would reduci
Hyde is a softy.
patriots.
This means legal counsel assured state.
But just barely.
stress, make the job less , of a
Just the other day, Hyde made
And the way he sees it, even if
even to those people who cannot afHe used to have a better job. It pressure cooker,
All of this sounds good and even headlines
reduce the
when he pleaded for a they are guitty, a pardon is simply
ford to pay for one.
paid considerably more, and it chance of life-or-de
looks good on paper. As a practical
ath decisions
Although this of course adds matter it doesn't work too well. We presidential pardon for two men a way of saying:
gave him greater challenge and turning out to
be death.
tremendous expense to the state for really don't recoup as much as we who stand accused of a number of
"All things considered, and satisfaction.
You can make an argument, a.seriois
crimes.
the cost of administering our probably should.
looking at the totality of events, 'I
He was an air traffic controller many did, that
These men are John Poindexter, forgive you."
the controller
criminal justice system, no one
The reasons are many. First of
in Texas. He started in 1970 and were striking
as much for the safewould deny that it is just and right. all is the tracking and monitoring the former admiral, and Oliver
Hyde figures that if he and other worked in a control tower until
ty of passengers on planes stacked
In Kentucky, those indigents who problem. Probation and parole of- North, the former Marine colonel, Conservatives sell Reagan on this 198-1.
over Chicago or New York as they
are charged with a crime which ficers, public defenders, pro- who have been indicted for what act of compassion, Reagan might
Then his career fell apart. May were for themselv
es. .
can carry a jail or prison sentence, secutors, and courts are all over- they did in the Iran-contra do it sometime in January before
was president of the Fort Worth
After
he
left
prison,
May drove
are defended the Office of Public worked, underpaid, and understaff- scandal.
he leaves office.
local of PATCO, the controllers' hack until his
electronic skills go'
Basically, what they did was to
Advocacy which has its main office ed. It is difficult enough to superAnd that makes political sense. union.
him, a better job. His wife workeu
in Frankfort. These lawyers are vise defendants on probation close decide that Congress is made up of Once George Bush is.sworn in, he
And he was one of 77 PATCO although their kids
were small.
known better by the name "public enough just to make sure they do a bunch of dumb palookas, so they can't do it because it would create. leaders who
were nailed by the
But, as May says without selfdefenders". Full time public not get into more trouble. Keeping didn't have to follow Congress' political heat. But Reagan has Justice Departme
nt for commitdefenders are all across the state, up with repayment of attorney fees laws.
nothing to lose. In fact, if someone ting the crime of going on strike pity. "that's the price you have to
pay for standing up for what you
They
could sell weapons to the wrote him a zippy flag-waving
and there are some who are part is almost a hopeless extra burden.
against the government.
believe."
crazy
ayatollah
,
buy
and
illegally
time—that is, they can maintain a
pardoning speech, he could turn it
Also, most people committing
That, you surely recall, was
In a way. North and May have
private practice as well as do crimes for which they are pro- ship arms to the contras, lie to into a patriotic holiday.
when
Reagan took the hard line something in common. Both
Congress
and,
public defender work.
stood
in
effect, set up
Or he could play it low key and, against the strikers. He fired them
bated, have been involved in proup
for
somethin
g
they
believe:
For a person to qualify for a perty offenses. That is, financial thier own shadow government.
while getting on a helicopter, snap all and brought in replacements.
was right.
But Hyde doesn't think this is d'ff a salute and shout to the press:
public defender in Kentucky, he need for some reason or another
He let the nation know how tough
But there are obvious di!•
must first satisfy the court that he has—usually combined with drugs reason enough for them to stand "By the way. I pardon North and
he was. (Lucky for the crazy ferences. May didn't
get to appear
is in fact indigent, and cannot af- or alcohol—led to the crime. An ex- trial and, if convicted, go to Poindexter."
ayatollah that he wasn't an air on network T‘
with medals all
ford to pay for an attorney. The law
In a way, I can see Hyde's point. traffic controller.
tra financial albatross is the la' prison. He's aghast at the thought.
over his chest, xplaining why he
requires a person seeking the ap- thingthe defendant needs in his ef- "--"North is an authentic hero," If North and Poindexter thought
May was sentenced to a year thought he was ght.
Hyde
says. "...For God's sake, I they were standing up for what
pointment of a public defender to fort to straighten out his life.
and a day in prison; but the judge
And May didn't .ve an influer
fill out an affidavit as to his or her
_Even with our public defender don't want to see him going to jail. they thought was noble and right, later cut it to 90 days in the -stamtiaI congressman like Henry' 1-1%.'
personal assets and list any income system in place, we still have pro- I don't want his name tarnished." maybe compassion would
be
mer, plus 18 months of probation. going in and clouting
for him
which they might have.
So Hyde says he and other con- appropriate.
blems with -equal" legal represenThis made May a convicted the president.
The judge then decides whether
tation in criminal trials. In most in- servatives are going to make a
On the other hand, I've been felon. And under Texas law, he
no
But I'm glad to see that
the defendant qualifies, and if so, stances the very poor get good pitch to President Reagan about wading through the Congressional
longer has the right to vote or own doeg have a compassionate
appoints the public defender to hansr
representation with our state public pardoning both North and record, old news clippings and a firearm.
his nature.
dle the case for the accused.
defenders. And the valuable Poindexter.
other sources.
Actually, May could have avoidToo bad it didn't surface in 19'i
Thirty-six states, including Kenresources of the state are behind
tucky, and the federal government them. But the big disparity comes
have legislation that specifically
between the persons of modest, but
permits recovery of the costs of a
not impoverished means, and the
public defender. This is discresuper rich. A middle class defentionary with the judge and can be
dant scraping together $3,000 is not
handled in several different ways. going to get the same quality of
If a person is totally penniless,
representation as a movie star
Dear Editor:
they can be probated, and ordered
pouring out a half million in atunderprivileged youth program
who help us put on fund raisers
Yes, we are very appreciativ,
to repay a certain amount to the
During the holiday season, we at and we are thankful. These law
torney fees.
en- that keep our camp solvent, plus and thankful
state for their lawyer expense,
to everyone w;
the Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys and forcement officers transport
We have come a long way in the
the the many other sheriffs, good
helps us build the underprivil.
when they find employment.
Girls Ranch are very thankful and youth to and from camp
quest for "equal justice". We still
at no citizens, etc. who help us with out youth
of Kentucky. We can rn.
want to express our appreciation. charge to the child. These
Sometimes a defendant may not be
have a long way to go.
sheriffs fund raising efforts.
them good citizens, great Kr!
To our members: Thousands of and deputies have
transported
We are thankful to be able to tuckians and outstan
Kentuckians are to be thanked for over 8,000 needy children
dir
since provide gifts to over 250 children
Americans.
being members of the Kentucky 1979. We are thankful
for these
Sincerely,
Sherriff's Association and Boys outstanding sheriffs and duputies. at Christmas time. We are
Ten years ago
thankful for our good friend,
Ray
H. Stoess
and Girls Ranch. These people
Our contributors: Groups such
Betty Lowry of Murray has been sponsored by Garden Department
Executive Director
allow us to remain operational. as the Honorable Order of Ken- Frank Impellizzeri who makes
named as recipient of the Ken- of Murray Woman's Club, accorKentucky Sheriffs Boys
They make it possible for over 900 tucky Colonels have given us pizzas for the children at our
tucky Mental Health Volunteer ding to Mrs. M.O. Wrather, comChristmas Party and during sumGirls Ranch
unfortunate 9 thru 13 years olds to enough funding to help build
new mer camp.
Award by Kentucky Mental mittee chairman.
enjoy a free camping season each facilities since 1980, the latest
beHealth Association.
Recent births reported at Mursummer. Our membership is now ing a new barracks that will
now
Joy Waldrop, guidance ray Hopital include a boy to Mr.
at an all time high and we are serve 130 children per week
and
counselor for Calloway County and Mrs. Wade Jones, a girl to Mr.
thankful.
double the amount that we could
Elementary Schools, spoke at 51st and Mrs. William D. Hancock, a
Dear Editor:
Our Sheriffs and Duputies: The take care of in the late 70's. We are
shopping.
birthday party of Murray boy to Mr. and Mrs. Howard
I've been busy Christmas shoppmajority of the 120 county thankful for all the golf pro's and
I do hope that the next electio.
Business and Professional Matheny, and a boy to Mr. and
ing, but, alas, not in our fair "dry" Murray residents will give us 1:
sheriffs's offices participate in the club managers all over Kentucky
Women's Club on Nov. 17 at Holi- Mrs. Jerry Creason.
city. I know how city represen- opportunity to shop at home for
day Inn.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mason
tatives have urged us to make it a our holiday gifts. In the mea!
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Orr will be Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
"Murray Christmas" by spending time...Ho. Ho. Ho — It's off •
married for 50 years on Dec. 8.
Klapp, Mr. and Mrs. John L.
our money locally.
Paducah I go. And I will continu
Kay Ellen Garrott and Richard Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dill,
But frankly, I do enjoy being to go until Murray offers me ti.
Allen Snider were married Oct. 14 Mr. and Mrs. Barney Weeks,
able to serve our guests a "wet" choice of products I wish.
at Walnut Street Baptist Church, Galen Thurman and Joe Hal
drink over the holidays. UnforSeason Greetings,
Louisville.
Spann, all of Murray, attended the
tuantely, the only way I can do this
Walter Penny
Births reported include a girl to Fall Shrine Ceremonial at
is by driving to a "wet" city,
Essex
Downs Apt. D32
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Burkeen, Madisonville.
Paducah in my case, to do my
Murray. Ky. 42071
SENA
TOR
WEND
FORD
ELL
Nov. 17.
Forty years ago
Twenty years ago
I. .S. Senate. Washinstoa, D.C. 20510
The new Disabled American
The total rainfall for the month Veterans Chapter in Murray will
WRITE A LETTER — Letters to the editor are welcome and enof November was rP.04 inches, ac- receive its charter on Dec. 7 at a
BURLEY MARKET OPENIING BRINGS NEW HOPE
couraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the iter's adcording to John Ed Scott, local meeting at Calloway County Courdress and phone number must be included for verificatju The phone
I was in Owensboro recently for the opening of the 1988 burle
weather observer.
thouse, according to Charles L.
number will not be published.
tobacco sales, -and I have hopes for a good crop. Burley production
Donald R. Rowlett, son of Mr. Eldridge, temporary adjutant.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and
and Mrs. Buford Rowlett, is now
for Kentucky is forecasted to be up 11 percent over last year, due largely
In high school basketball
should be on topics of general interest.
serving with U.S. Navy at Train- games. Hickman beat Murray
to significantly increased yields, projected near 2200 pounds per acre.
Letters must not be more than 500 words. Longer letters cannot be
ing Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
Reports indicate that despite early drought conditions, there were
Training, Hazel beat Puryear,
published.
Births reported include a girl to Hardin beat Almo, and Sedalia
good moisture levels during the curing season in most parts of the State.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit freMr. and Mrs. Jay Michael Bucy, beat Kirksey. High team scorers
Hopefully this will translate into high quality leaf on the auction floor
quent writers.
Nov. 23, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. were Hutchins for _Hickman,
and good returns for our farmers.
Address correspondence to: Editor: The Nlurray Ledger &
Stanley DeLine, Nov. 27.
Jackson for Murray Training,
I believe this year's sale marks a turning point for Kentuck
Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Murray State University Racers Taylor for Hazel, Jones for
farmers. Burley quotas increased 2 percent this year, the first increase
beat University of Texas at Arl- Puryear. Siress for Hardin,
in five years. This was due in large part to the 24 percent increase in
ington in basketball game. High Phillips and Miller for Almo.
manufacturers' purchase intentions.
scorers were Claude Virden for Cates for Sedalia, and Carson for
Now that the pool has been dramatically reduced, this year's inMSU and Eddie Stallins for Texas. Kirksey.
crease should be the beginning of a healthy new trend. It seems that
Thirty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders
we arc finally turning the corner.
The Annual Christmas spent the holidays with their
Without question, the continuing development of export markets
sea*0 rOar
Decorating Contest for the city of daughter, Mrs. William Cherry
cCONK SACK
will be the key to the long-term health of the tobacco industry.
Murray will again this year be and Mr. Cherry at Lexington.
to.oto it*0VW
.
The recent breakthroughs in Japan and Tajnt, followed by recent advances in Korea, have had significant restiltsW
.
'e must continue
to monitor these markets. Other areas in Asia -- Thailand for instance
-- present continuing opportunities. In addition, %se must continue to
maintain market shares that already exist.
WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
Exports should advance from last year's 563 million pounds, in
TED DELANEY, General Manager
part
because of these trade initiatives, a less expensive dollar, and the
MARY ANN ORR, Advertising Manager
expected
good quality of this year's crop. And increased exports are
JANET WALKER. Classified Manager
the key to maintaining good prices for our farmers.
The 10th of each month is a very important date to your
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
newspaper car
/ler Your carrier must receive your payment by the
The Murray Ledger & Times 'I'M'S Mie 700 ,
Over the past few years, tobacco issues ha‘e taken on several new
10th of the month in
order
to
pay
their
bill.
dimensions. The stakes are higher and the rules more complicated,
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sunday,
You see, these carriers are independent business hien and
which means that representing tobacco interests isn't as easy as it used
women. They
July 1. Christmas Day. New Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them
to you at the retail
Newspapers Inc , 1001 Whitnell Dr . Murray. Ky 42071 Second Class Postage
to be. It now requires much more than assuring the sound operation
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th they
•
have to dig down
Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
of the price support program.
Into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please
pay
We
your carrier prompUy before the 10th of each month
must now be concerned with the threat of regressive excise
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by carriers 34 25 per month.
They
depend on you to write their pay checks
payable In advance By mail in Calloway County and to Benton. Hardin.
taxes, the impact on the balance of trade, the use of tobacco products
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky . and Paris, Buchanan and Puryear.
your carrier
in public places and in the transportation industry, and many other
Tn . $51 00 per year By mall to other destinations $8500 per year
So paying by mall is a simple way to avoid

Representing poor
part of court's job

Mike Roykg,
if

Letters To The Editor

Sheriffs' work commended by director

Looking Back

Resident will shop elsewhere

Report
to Kentucky

Remember the 10th

Mifrray Ledger & Times

To reach all departments of the newspaper phone 753-1116
The Murray ledger & Times Is• member of the Associated Press. Kentucky
Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by The Mur
r ay ledger & Times

Issues.

believe the saerifice of the last few years is finally beginning to pay dividends, and the industry has returned to firm footing.
We've waited a long time for this turnaround. Let's hope the recent
opening of the burley markets represents a continuation of this trend.

getting caught without the
right change and you avoid the bother of monthly
collection

Still, I
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Sunshine Center plans project

Cancer Support Group to meet

The Sunshine Center will participate in a project which will give
parents a night out and raise funds for disabled children as well. On Friday, Dec. 9, from 6 p.m. to 12 midnight, Sunshine Center will provide
childcare services and special activities so parents can have a night out
alone, or perhaps to do some Christmas shopping unencumbered by the
children. The day care center will donate its time and labor so the foe
which the parents are charged may be donated entirely to the Kentucky
Easter Seal Society to help fund its treatment programs for children
with disabilities. For information on enrolling your child or children in
Parents' Night Out, contact Lee Walls at The Sunshine Center, First
Assembly of God, Highway 94 East. phone 753-6695 or 753-8945.

The Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, Dec. 6, from 4 to 5 p.m.
in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Sue O'Nan, clinical
social worker, will speak about "Stress and the Holidays." Nancy Rose,
director of the group, invites all interested persons to attend.

Camera Club will meet Monday
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Monday, Dec. 5, at 7
p.m. in annex of Calloway Public Library. Each one is asked to bring
fall prints or slides. All interested persons are invited to attend, a club
spokesman said.

Tour of homes to be Dec. 11
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will have its annual
Tour of Howes on Sunday, Dec. 11, from 1 to 4 p.m. Homes to be visited
are Buel and Dean Downey, 1105 Sycamore St., Bill and Rose Allbritten,
1504 Kirkwood, James and Marilyn Willis, Oaks Estates, Scott and
Beverly Wright, Highway 94 West, and Maxine Cunningham, 1550 Mockingbird Dr. Tickets at $4 each may be purchased from Paula Crouse,
759-1703, Valerie Morris, 753-9862, Sammons' Bakery, Holland Drug,
Treasure House, or at any of the homes the day of the tour. The public is
urged to attend this annual special event.

Brooks Chapel UMW will meet
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church Women will meet Saturday,
Dec. 3, at 6 p.m. in the hofne of Jean Fry. Sunshine friends for 1988 will
be revealed and new friendtFlrawn for 1989.

Nativity scene on Dec. 9 and 1

Oaks' ladies plan luncheon

The annual Nativity Scene with extra features added this year ill be
on Friday and Saturday, Dec. 9 and 10, from 6 to 9 p.m. each evening at
Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Church, located on Highwa# 1429,
214 miles west of U.S. Highway 641 North or just west of North 16th
Street Extended. Churches sponsoring the event this year are Coles
Camp Ground, Independence, Temple Hill, Hazel, Mason's Chapel and
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Churches. The public is invited to
view this special event for the holiday season.

Annual ladies' day Christmas luncheon of Oaks Country Club will be
Wednesday, Dec. 7, at 12 noon at the club house. Reservations should be
made by Monday by calling Melva Hatcher, 753-9517, or Belinda Elliott,
753-0245, co-chairmen for the event.

LaBresska Louise Turner born

Amanda Jo Govern born
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Govern of Rt. 1, Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Amanda Jo, weighing eight pounds seven ounces, measuring
21% inches, born on Wednesday, Nov. 16, at 5:12 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Susan Thacker.
Both parents are employed at Fisher-Price Toys. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. David Govern of Wichita, Kan., Ms. Judy Govern of Chattanooga, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Thacker of Wingo. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Slater of Wingo and Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Smith of Canada, Ky.

Deltas hear Whitfield

Am vets dinner to be Sunday

Mr. and Mrs. Joel Turner of Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter, LaBresska Louise, weighing seven pounds 10 ounces, born on
Thursday, Nov. 10, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is
the former Christina Johnson. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Dewight
Turner of Paris and Mrs. Louise Hargrove of Camden, Tenn. Greatgrandfathes are Troy Turner of Paris and Alton Hopper of Milan, Tenn.

Amvets Post 45 Auxiliary will have its appreciation dinner for the
AMVETS at the regular monthly meeting on Sunday, Dec. 4, at 2 p.m. at
post home at Paris Landing, Tenn. Tonya Young, co-chairman of Henry
County alliance for Drug Free Tennessee, will be the guest speaker.
Each lady is asked to bring a large dish of food for the dinner.

Supper at Girl Scout cabin

•••

MAR-LANE
CERAMICS
SALE

Youth study will be Sunday
Youth Foreign Mission study on "Xission: Nigeria" will be Sunday,
-Dec. 4, froml2noon to3p.m.in parlor of First Baptist Church. Lunch at
50 cents per person will be served to the youth. The guest speaker will be
Evelyn Fredenburg, retired missionary nurse to Nigeria, Africa.
A

Donna Whitfield, seated right, spoke at the November meeting of
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club. Also pictured are the
hostesses, Roberta Tarry, seated left, and standing, Hazel Tam
left, and Laurine Andrus, right. The department will meet Saturday at 10 a.m. at the club house.

Elkins graduates at Groton

25% off
On All Greenware
OTHER SALE ITEMS INCLUDE:
*Finished Items
*Paints
*Bisque Ornaments
*Much More
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY ONLY!
1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.

A potluck supper for all Girl Scout leaders and their spouses and
guests of Murray Neighborhood Council will be Monday, Dec. 5, from 6
to 7 p.m. at the Girl Scout cabin, located on Sharpe Street between North
Eighth and North 10th Streets, Murray.

Navy Seaman Apprentice Robert F. Elkins, son of William E. and
MaDonna L. Elkins of Hardin, recently was graduated from the Basic
Enlisted Submarine School, Groton,Conn. During the six-week course,
Elkins was introduced to the basic theory, construction and operation of
nuclear-power and diesel submarines. In preparation for his first
assignment, he studied shipboard organization, damage control, and
submarine safety and escape procedures. Elkins joined the Navy iii
March 1988.

Guy's weavings are
exhibited at library

2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m

753-2540

Patients are dismissed'

On 783 between Hwy 94 W & Hwy 121 W

Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Russell Davidson and Gingles Barnes of Murray and William
Lassiter of Hazel from Western Baptist: Robert Beach and Chase Redden of Murray from Lourdes.

MOVIES IN
MURRAY

(Bargain Matinees)
SAT. & SUN. $2.50

eii,e4„4:, THEATRE

LUXURIOUS
ROCKING
CHAIR SEATS
70 HR. TEL.
753 3314

STARTS TONITE FOR 4 BIG WEEKS

Designer Area Rugs

By CROMWELL HAUGE
Art Guild member
Currently on exhibit in the main
reading room of Calloway County
Public Library, 710 Main St., are
the handwoven works of local
weaver, Sallie T. Guy of Rt. 6,
Murray.
Her smaller pieces may be seen
in the display case in the lobby:
larger pieces are hung on the
walls.
A weaver since 1962, Mrs. Guy
has won numerous awards in
various competitions and art fairs.
She has entered her work in invitational exhibits in Kentucky, Mon-

THE
NAKED
GUN

All 6 x 9
Only

'369"
Reg. '449.00

traiton tots ii
PU1E11001.

Carved Rug With
Contempory & Country Look

YOU'VE READ WE AD,
NOW SE 1}1 MOVIE

Only

(1:30, 3:20)

s269°°

tana, Minnesota, Texas, Ohio,
Massachusetts, New Jersey and
Illinois.
Not only does she weave but she
spins many of her yarns on her
spinning wheel which is a very
functional furnishing in her studio.
It doesn't just sit there looking
pretty.
Several weaving publications
have published her articles, both
instructional and conceptual.
Mrs. Guy serves on the Arts Advisor): Committee of the Kentucky
Arts and Crafts Foundation; and
is a member of the Handweavers
Guild of America, serving in
several capacities.
She also is a member of the Kentucky Guild of Artists and Craftsmen, and is presently serving on
the Standards Committee.
Her professional schedule is full
— instructing in special classes at
Murray State University and the
Tennessee Valley Authority:
seminars and workshops for
various guilds; demonstrations in
spinning and weaving for many
groups: custom orders, private
teaching and limited production
for exclusive galleries and stores.
She and her husband, Lt. Col.
Carroll W. Guy, recently returned
from a trip to New Zealand and
Australia where the best grade of
wool is produced.

l.. 9:10 • Sorry, NO PASSES.

*4th Hilarious Week*
Helix&

Reg. '399"

WALTER'S
PHARMACY

Anditstrne

Stenciled Texture
Berber

ittitieSt

Saves
Christmas

Only

s299°°
Reg. $229"

III

.!44

7 1 -,

(l:30. 3:55) 7:00.9:70

*COMING FRI. DEC. 16th*
BILL
MURRAY

Country Styling and
Traditional Flowers
Designed to Create Beauty
•

MANY STYLES and COLORS AVAILABLE

Now $219.00
Reg $349 00
The Debutante" Machine
Model 6212

"Ask Walter about
shipping UPS at
Walter's Pharmacy.

5 popular stitches• Built in
buttonholer• Drop-in bobbin
• Adjusts to vanous fabric
thicknesses• Free arm tor
sewing sleeves• Built in
carrying handle

Ship
all your
packages

Other machines starting at $129 00

here,
and
Save up to

Murray
Sewing Center
Bel-Air Center/753-5323

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sundays 1-5

SINGER

Terry's Decorating
.,Aithr,lrie Shopping Center

R

PQ4cD"
I

PUNCH
;
s DI°1(
LINE

Walt•r Mohr
Pharmacist

64.4140•10 IS
.4•0414,411.4014,
c4144,411.4

753-3321

SINGER
POPOOUC•
•

'A TistlemAtli 01
the Singe Conspansi
Gabor and Citrying

casco.on all models

40%!
Try Walter's Pharmacy
We care about your
health

753-7688

519 S. 12th
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Coming community events are listed
Friday, Dec. 2
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order
of Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall at Aurora.
---Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
---Adult Choir of Memorial Baptist
Church will have arChristmas
rehearsal at 7 p.m.
---Community Theatre will present "Babes in Toyland" at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County Public
Library.
---MSU Department of Music and
Department of Speech, Communications and Theater will present "An Evening of Opera" at 8
p.m. in Johnson Theater, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University. For information call
762-6797 or 762-4521.
---Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers and Lakers will play
basketball games with Fulton City
at Fulton.
---Murray High School Tigers will
play basketball games with
Paducah Tilghman starting at 6
p.m. at Murray High.
---Cheerleaders of Murray High
School will sponsor a dance following the basketball games.
---Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
for members only.
---Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.

Saturday, Dec.3
Women's Aglow Fellowship of
Murray will meet at 12 noon for
lunch and meeting at 1 p.m. at
Kenlake Hotel.
---Playhouse in the Park will present "Babes In Toyland" at 2 P.m

Saturday, Dec.3
and 7 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library.
---Dance will be from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. at Murray Moose Lodge. This
is for members only.

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-H
eart.

atheort. Inc.
Children's
Fashions

Saturday, Dec.3

Sunday, Dec. 4

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
---Horse Sale, sponsored by Anderson's Western World, will begin at
12 noon at West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center.
Murray State University Lady
Racer basketball team will play
St. Louis at 7:30 p.m. in Racer
Arena. Admission is free.
---Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ will have its annual dinner
at 6 p.m. in cafeteria of Calloway
County High School, followed by a
singing at new Glendale Road
church building.

Sunday, Dec.4

Shown as director in a Christmas
musical program at 2 p.m. at club
house, South Seventh and Vine
Streets. This is open to the public.
---AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
_
---Playhouse in the Park will present "Babes in Toyland" at 2 p.m.
at Calloway County Public
Library.

Murray Women's Bowling
Association will continue its
Doubles Tournament from 1 to 4
p.m. at Corvette Lanes.
---Four Rivers Music Friends will
meet at 2 p.m. in Annex of
Calloway Public Library.
---"Christmas by the Lake" will
continue from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Paris Landing State Park.
---Amvets Post 45 Auxiliary will
have an appreciation Ipotluck
super for the Amvets at 2 p.m. at
post home at Paris Landing.

Christmas Open House will be
from 5 to 7 p.m. at Murray Country Club.

First Christian Church will have
Menus for the various lun- pizza; Thursday - chili and
sand(Cont'd on page 7)
chrooms in the city and county wich, crispy beef sandwich
or
schools for the week of Dec. 5 to 9 hamburger; Friday foot long
have been released by Judy Hina hot dog, fajitas or pizza.
Choices of
and Joanna Adams, food service fruits and vegetables, french
fries,
directors for Murray City and fruit drink and milk are available
Calloway County Schools respec- daily.
4-BUTTON, 4-CYCLE DURA 10
tively. The menus, subject to occaUNDERCOUNTER DISHWASHER
Murray High
sional change, are as follows:
•Super Scrub cycle for pots and
Monday - bacon-cheeseburger
Sunday, Dec.4
pans
---or meat loaf; Tuesday - crispy
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Newsom
•Dura
10- tub and door liner
MURRAY CITY
fried chicken or hot dog; Wednes- will be honored on 50th wedding
with 10-year warranty
---day - lasagna w/French bread or anniversary with a reception from
•3-level wash system
Elementary breakfast
corn dog; Thursday - ham and 2 to 4 p.m. at Goshen United
•Large capacity upper rack
Monday - cereal at Robertson, cheese sandwich or chuckwag
Methodis
t Church.
on;
•On/off indicator light
cinnamon toast at Carter; Tues- Friday - fish nuggets or sloppy
---•Soft food disposer
day - poptart at Robertson, joe. Choice of fruits
Mr. and Mrs. William Keys
and
•Reversible front panels
sausage and biscuit at Carter; vegetables, pizza French
fries, Blakely will be honored on 50th
Wednesday - cereal at both; baked potatoes, flruit drink and
Now Only
wedding anniversary with a recepThursday - sausage and biscuit milk are available daily.
tion from 2 to 4 p.m. in Fellowship
at Robertson and poptart at
Hall of West Fork Baptist Church.
---Carter; Friday - donut at RobertMagIc Chel.
The couple requests that guests
CALLOWAY COUNTY
son and honey bun at Carter. Fruit
not bring gifts.
---or fruit juice and milk are
Breakfast
---We Service What We Sell
available daily.
Monday - honeybun; Tuesday
Murray Art Guild will have its
Robertson
- bacon, egg and toast; Wednes- annual Christmas Open House
Monday - hamburger or fish day - apple turnover; Thursday from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Guild, 103
nuggets; Tuesday - pizza or bak- - breakfast 'pizza; Friday - North Sixth St.
ed pork chop; Wednesday - taco sausage and biscuit. Cereal, juice
Village Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 N
---salad or chicken nuggets; Thurs- and milk are available daily.
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)
Murray Woman's Club will pre759-1505
day - hamburger or hot dog; FriEast, North, Southwest
sent its Music Chorus with Margie
AA and -Al-Anon will meet at 8
day - pizza or chili w/sandwich.
Monday - pizza or turkey club
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
Choice of fruits and vegetables sandwich; Tuesday - corn dog
or
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
and milk are available daily.
cheeseburger; Wednesday ---Carter
chicken nuggets or barbecue sandSaturday, Dec.3
Monday - chicken nuggets or wich; Thursday - chili and
And 6 Foot Christmas Trees t
Murray Rotary Club Country
hamburger; Tuesday - pizza or crackers or hot ham and cheese;
Ham Breakfast will be from 6 to 10
peanut butter and honey sand- Friday - lasagne or chili dog.
Now Reduced 20%!
a.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant.
wich; Wednesday - taco and Fruits, vegetables, fries, desserts,
Murray Rotary Club Christmas
salad or grilled cheese; Thursday milk and fruit drink are available
Christmas Placemats,
Parade will start at 10 a.m. in
- sloppy joe or foot long hot dog; daily.
Murray.
Friday - chili w/cheese and
Napkins & Napkin Rings
Calloway Middle
---crackers or chuckwagon. Choice
Monday - spaghetti w/meat
Now Reduced
Parents' Night Out will be at 6
of fruits and vegetables and milk sauce or deli ham sandwich;
Tuesp.m. at Carr Health Building,
are available daily.
day - beef nuggets or barbecue
BEL-AIR CENTER
SALE PRICES GOOD THRU SUNDAY, Dec 4th.
Murray State University.
Middle, High breakfast
sandwich; Wednesday - pizza or
Monday - poptart at Middle, chili dog; Thursday - barbecue
---Delta Department of Murray
French toast w/syrup at High; chicken or hamburger; Friday Woman's Club will meet at 10 a.m.
Tuesday - cinnamon toast at Mid- chili crispito or turkey club sandat club house.
dle, oats and toast at High; wich. Salad bar, fruits,
---Wednesday - French toast sticks vegetables, fries, milk and fruit
"Christmas by the Lake" will be
at Middle, scrambled eggs w/toast drinks are available daily.
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. with
at High; Thursday - pancakes at
Calloway High
Kiwanis pancake breakfast from 7
Middle, honey bun at High; Friday
Monday - taco salad or chicken
a.m. to 1 p.m. in Inn, all at Paris - sausage and biscuit at Middle, fillet sandwich; Tuesday
- fish
Landing State Park.
poptart at High. Choice of cereal, nuggets or chili dog; Wednesd
ay
fruit or fruit juice and milk are - spaghett w/meat sauce
---or
Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church
available daily.
barbecue sandwich; Thursday of South Hazel will have a song
Murray Middle
barbecue ribbette or grilled
festival from 6 to 8 p.m. at Central
Monday - tamale pie, ham and cheese w/vegetable soup; Friday
High School Building, Jones Bend
cheese sandwich or pizza • Tues- - chicken nuggets or sloppy
joe
day - spaghetti w/meat sauce sandwich. Hamburgers,
Road, Paris, Tenn.
d French read, chicken fried cheeseburgers, pizza, salad bar,
---Annual bazaar will be at steak or cheeseburger; Wednes- fries, fruits, vegetables, milk
and
Lakeland Wesley Village from 9
y - turkey melt, sloppy joe or fruit drinks are available daily.
a.m. to 3 p.m.
-- -713-00115
108 Smith 1:1111 stn.et
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 Free
1115“ . bill
.
dint! I
and Accepted Masons will meet at
7 p.m. at lodge hall on Walnut
Street.
---Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
and Accepted Masons is scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at lodge hall on
Highway 464 East.
--- Murray Women's Bowling
Association will have a Doubles
Tournament from 1 to 4 p.m. at
Corvette Lanes.
-- - Square and round dancing with
music by Bill James and the
Wonder Band will be from 7:30 to
Carpet and Furniture Cleaning
11 p.m. at Lynn Grove Roller
Steam Extraction-Dry Cleaning
Rink.
Philip A. Rose
Telephone
Couples Bridge with Max and
Murray
759-4450
Hazel Beale as hosts will be at 7:30
p.m. at Oaks Country Club.

LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS

$279

V

Underwood Appliance

ALL SILK WREATHS

•

•

1tvk%

2001o!

Tis the season to spend
with family and friends...
Let us help make your home
beautiful this holiday.

TED
e0115
MAGNIMENT SEVEN
FAMILY STYLE DINNERS
(I) Roast Pork
0 Barbecue Beef
® Catfish
0Barbecued Chicken
® Country Fried Steak
® Ham Steak
® Chopped Steak

P.A. ROSE

Suprise her with a
Bright's Gift
Certificate

Open
Monday - Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Sunclay 1:00 p.m. - 5:0Q p.m.

gRIOITS
DOWNTOWN

MURRAY

BUMLOW '3.99
No one brings more to the table than Jerry's"

Served from 4 p.m
Monday thtough Saturday
all day Sunday
Whia they last'

IL

Offer good
a limited time only
4)
at participating Jerry.%

its

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

S. 12th St., Murray

I.

4•, .1' •:
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An original bulletin board to illustrate the first Thanksgiving was
designed and made by East's second grade students in Doll Redick's
class. Cory Duncan, Jason Pritchett and Ashley Anderson admire the
results of their work.

"The Magpie's Nest," a reading story adapted from an English folk
tale, provided second grade students at East Elementary an opportunity
to be actors, actresses, directors and costume designers. The magpie
explains to other birds how to build a nest. The birds are Adam Herndon,
Julie Woolum, William Lee, Rebekah Osborne, Ashley Kirks,, Mary Beth
Scott, Ryan Cain and Liberty Duncan. Kneeling are Kevin Harper and
Jason Hill.

a

Robertson Center kindergarteners learned about Indian food recently
when Aim Mitchell brought corn and sassafras roots to show the
children what Indians used for food. The children shucked the corn,
picked the kernels off the cob, then ground the corn to meal. Samantha
Gibbs, Mitch Woods, Sara Buchanan, Tiffany Cathey, Jenny Colson and
Ashley Collins get instruction from Mitchell on how to ground the corn.

A

A
Amy Tipton and Michelle Colson discuss the growth of the sweet potato
plant being grown by the students in Doll Redick's second grade at East
Elementary.

a
A
in
a

Fifth graders at East Elementary recently enjoyed a ghostly comedy
performed by fellow students. Diana Cothran's reading class performed
the play "Ghost in the House.'Students of the class were able to try-out
for parts, make props and plan costumes and sound effects.

Mitch Woods and Sara Bowles, Robertson kindergarten students show
some of the Indian things that were brought in to share during a unit on
Indians for Thanksgiving.
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Lori Flood uses the microscope to examine a wasp. Lori drew a picture
to show the parts of a wasp.
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Representatives from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department and
the county attorney's office recently spoke with members of the
Calloway County Education Association at their meeting held mi Nov.
22. Calloway County Deputy Sheriff Billy Brandon, Calloway Middle
guidance counselor Jeri Harrell and Assistant Calloway County Attorney David l. Harrington discussed the topic "Drug and Alcohol Use
and .Abuse in Calloway County."

Jenny Colson, Anthony Cogdell and Nichole Futrell enjoy playing in a
teepee made as part of Indian study in kindergarten for Thanksgiving at
Robertson Center.

Barbara hart listens as Amberly Perry and Michelle Phillips explain
the dinosaur diorama made by the second grade students in Doll
Kedick's class at East Elementary.

Kindergarteners of Tammy Shearer and June Pierce at Robertson
(enter got a real "taste" of Indian food recently . Ann Mitchell, grand•
mother of Sara Bowles, brought corn and sassafras tea (tonic tea) for
the children to sample. Here, Mitchell helps granddaughter Sara serve
the goodies to Darrell Hargrove.

Middle school children present frightful play
First there was "Friday 'the
ment classes joined the audience
13th," "Halloween." and . which was received in the "front
"Nightmare on Elm Street." Then
' office" as new students. Mr. and
came Calloway County Middle
Mrs. McKill (center) played by
School's drama enrichment class
Martin Elkins and Angela Peal,
production of "McKill's Boarding
along with McKill students April
School."
Letterman, Dana Dillingham,
After a study of the elements of
Richard Bess and Brad Mahan,
horror and mystery found in the
greeted the students and provided
literary works of Poe, Hawthorne,
the audience its schedule which inand Wells, the 27 sixth and seventh
cluded a stop in the library,
graders wrote and produced the
cafeteria, science room, and
Halloween treat
locker area. While McKill's Boar.
Various areas of the boarding
ding School was dedicated to
school were set up in the drama
"Creating Student Bodies" most
room. Other sixth period enrichof the audience did survive.

Holding models of the Indian homes constructed by kindergarteners at
Robertson Center, Chris Todd and Tiffany Cathey show off what they
learned during a study of Indians.

Material for this page was submitted to the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County School
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger it Times. Please direct
your questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-436.1) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-28911).
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Community...

(omf,d from page 5)

Sunday, Dec.4
potluck luncheon at 12 noon with
other activities featuring Dr.
Roger Carstensen throughout the
day and evening.
————
Youth of First Baptist Church
will have a foreign mission study
at 12 noon in church parlor,
————
Monday,Dec.5
Potluck supper for all Girl Scout
leaders and spouses or guests will
be from 6 to 7 p.m. at Girl Scout
cabin.
Murray Band Boosters will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in band room at
Murray High School.
————
Murray High School Freshmen
basketball boys will host Fulton
County at 6 p.m.
Murray High School J.V. and
Varsity basketball girls will play
at Lone Oak at 6 p.m.
————
Calloway County High School
1..ady Basketball girls will play at
Cdwell County.
————
Auditions by Playhouse in the
Park for "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum" will
be at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
————
Murray Unit of National Hairdressers will have its holiday dinner at 7 p.m. at Brass Lantern,
Aurora.

Monday,Dec.5
Murray State University Art
Department and Organization of
Murray Art Students will have
their annual Christmas sale of fine
arts and crafts in Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center.
————
Mid-Continent Baptist College,
Mayfield, will have preregistration for spring semester
starting today.
————
Reservations for ladies'
Christmas luncheon on Wednesday at Oaks Country Club should
be made today with Melva Hatcher or Belinda Elliott.
————
Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association will have a
luncheon at 11:30 a.m. in small
banquet room, Curris Center,
Murray State University.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Masonic
Lodge, Benton. For information
call 759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
————
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n' Gals
Club is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
at Golden Corral Restaurant.
————
Murray -Calloway County
Camera Club will meet at 7 p.m. in
annex of Calloway Public Library.
— — 7- —
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in home of
Ann Herron.

Monday, Dec.5
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
————
Bible Class (nondenominational) will be at 7 p.m. at New
Life Christian Center.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Week of
Prayer for Foreign Missions
meeting at 10 a.m.; deacons'
meeting at 7 p.m.; Puppet Practice at 7:30 p.m.
————
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include children's activities and ladies' exercise at 6
p.m.
————
Fidelis Sunday School Class of
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
meet at 12 noon at Sirloin
Stockade.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Week of Prayer for
Foreign Missions meeting at 9:30
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.
Betty Sledd Group of FirstiiBaptist Church WMU will have a
Christmas prty at 6:30 p.m. at
home of Debbie Bell.

TVA earns communication award
TVA has been selected to
receive a top national award for
its communications efforts during
TVA's recent reorganization.
TVA earned the Gold Mercury
Award for corporate multi-media
campaigns in the 1988 Mercury
awards competition. Mercury
Awards are presented annually to
honor outstanding achievements
in communications by individuals,
agencies, and corporate
organizations.
"The support of our employees
and the public is crucial to TVA's
success in serving the Tennessee
Valley, and we can best gain that
support through open communication," said TVA Chairman Marvin
Runyon.
"We've made a conscious effort
to keep our employees and the
public informed throughout our
reorganization," Runyon said,
"and we're honored to have those
efforts recognized nationally with

this award."
The Gold Mercury Award,
which is the second communications award TVA has received this
year, is presented from "Communicating a New Way of Doing
Business at TVA." The award
recognizes the innovation and consistent quality of TVA's media
relations work, employee communications activities, and major
speeches by TVA Board members
to employees and other constituency groups.
About 40 other organizations
competed in the campaign
category, including Metropolitan
Life, the National Easter Seal
Society, the National Federation
of Independent Business, and
Transamerica Corporation. Each
entry was judged by three panels
of judges, representing public
relations and corporate communications executives, writers,
designers, and photographers.

MSU to host drama tourney
Saturday at Johnson Theatre

a

Murray State University will host
the Murray Regional Drama Tournament Dec. 3 in the Robert E
Johnson Theatre.
The event is a qualifying competition to the state drama tournament, said Kathryn Ballard,
regional director of the Kentucky
High School Speech League and
assistant forensics director in the
MSU Speech Communication and
Theatre Department.
Students from Murray, Union
County and Daviess County high
schools will compete.
Each group will be given one

hour to present a one-act play or a
portion of a play and then will be
critiqued by a panel of judges.
Groups receiving two or more
superior ratings will advance to the
state tournament, Ms. Ballard
said.
Registration begins at noon and
performances begin at 12:45 p.m.
Awards will be presented following
the performances.
.The event is open to the public at
no charge.
More information about the tournament may be obtained by calling
Ms. Ballard at 502i
762-4448.

Craven Crowell. TVA Vice
President of Governmental and
Public Affairs, will accept the
Gold Mercury Award for TVA in
ceremonies December 7 at the
Waldorf—Astoria Hotel in New
York City.
"TVA is a unique public corporation that touches the lives of
many people," Crowell said, "so
it's essential that we communicate effectively with many
audiences."
Crowell called the national
award "a tribute to the value of
the TVA Board's policy of open
communciation and to the hard
work of a professional staff that
I'm proud to be associated with at
TVA."
During TVA's reorganization
and downsizing this year, the
Governmental and Public Affairs
staff initiated several new communications programs to inform
employees first about important
announcements affecting their
future.
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Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be'? To find out what 1.1w stars say, read
the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1988
dence.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
A private chat bodes well for your
financial interests. Some at work may
be difficult to deal with. Time by
yourself now is conducive to creative
thinking.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You shine today in group activities,
but shouldn't become involved financially with a friend. Patience is
needed now in dealings with children.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
A home matter requires your
attention today. Try not to argue with
family members. Further study puts
you on the right track in career and
financial interests.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Some you deal with today just
won't listen. Don't force issues.
Tonight others are more receptive.
Group activities and gatherings ,with
friends are emphasized.
PISCES
nee
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
gage
Career talks prove beneficial for
your financial interests today, but it's
a "poor time for investments or
lending money to others. Avoid
arguments.
IF BORN TODAY, you have a way
with the written and spoken word. A
born writer, you nevertheless have to
work to develop your talents. You're
versatile and at times are in danger of
scattering your energies. You usually
get along well with others ,and are
both .ftiendly and popular. Sales,
travel, criticism, advertising, and
public relations are some of the fields
in which you'll find happiness. Birthdate of: Joseph Conrad, writer;
Heather Menzies, actress; and Andy
Williams, singer

Goe

A

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Nov. 30, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
McCadams baby boy, parents.
Carmela and Tansel, Box 202,
Paris. Tenn.:
Jones baby girl, parents, Angie
and Jeffrey, Rt. 1, Box 36A,
Buchanan, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sallie Spiceland, Rt. 4,
Murray; Robert L. Myers. 1313
Sycamore St., Murray: Gregory
Dan Wells, 1620 Walnut St.,
Benton;
Mrs. Marlene Salmon, Rt. 2.
Box 26, Puryear, Tenn.; Charles
Overcast, Box 46, Hazel; Mrs. Iris
Simmons, 325 Hale St.. Mayfield;
Mrs. Marsha Schroadet and
baby girl; Rt. 10, Box 143, Benton
Mrs. Tina Paschall and baby boy
itt. 2, Box 275A, Puryear, Tenn
Miss Edna Shipley, c/o Carl
Lee, Rt. 6, Benton; Mrs. Lul,i
Burgess, CR Box 57, New Concord; Dallis Miller, 319 Woodlawn
Murray;
Floyd McKenzie, Rt. 1, Box 79.
Murray; Mrs. Edna Cunningham
Rt. 4, Box 93, Murray; Mrs. Viola
Little. M8 Southside Manor.
Murray;
Mrs. Maurine Lofton, 204 South
15th St., Murray; Mrs. Roxie McCreery, Rt. 5. Box 1272, Murray;
Robert Davis lexpired I Rt. 8
Box 1020, Murray.
•

-Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

That's
State Farm
insurance."
Call.
Donald E Henry

END OF THE SEASON SPECIALS
* PRIME BEEF STEAKS *
T-Bone - 8 oz.. .
Ribeye - 8 oz.

'5.45
'6.95

T Bone
Ribeye

12 or
12 or

'7 00
'8 25

* FRESH CATFISH FILLETS & FIDDLERS *
Small Order

'4.00

Large Order

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm. is,there

'5.00

* YOUR CHOICE *
Meat Loaf, Roast Beef or Baked Ham
1 Meat, 3 Vegetables
'3.45
1 Meat, 2 Vegetables

'3.00

•/
1
4 lb. Hamburger

'1.35

'1.15

•

lb Cheeseburger

[

'STATE FARM

* MANY MORE SPECIALS *
• Spe,

Good thru Deco— nt'

INSURANCE

KENTUCKY LAKE LODGE
Hwy 68 & 80
RESTAURANT
AC4ra8'05'

hristmas TINS & Gifts

gM3
27.99
3/8-In Cordless

WEST BENS

Drat/Screwdriver

,orr,lohrrarcl « terraria.« veolame &INN,

13.99
Cordless Screwdriver

charges tr bass soy sways'early
ne.,,nri wirwrirn. hyh.3 rah •naufltsmips bit
wan,

9.99
2-Speed Al, Cleaner/Deodorizer,
evs
co sm.*e paten thAP,arKI OOPS

hoe,

12.99

,r,o

3' 2-01. Slow Cooker
shaped anc1s,r/,
'*

^,01.11•91/

"1,,,1
,
ous mea,s

',MARLTON EACH

1,Afiff-ti
Elegance and Beauty
for your Home.

7

12.99
Electric Knife has stainlesssteel blades hole-in handle
styling tor better balance

Layaway
For
Christmas

27,,

diagonal

SE2709P
Console Color TV
with Remote Control
Featuring:
• Computer Space Command TV,VCR
Remote Control
• Chromacolor Contrast Picture Tube
• 100% Modular Zenith Reliant Chrism%
• 171t Channel Tuning
• l'i ,ptarnmahle Channel Scan

59900

YOUR $
CHOICE

First
Alert

BARGAIN
TABLES
$1.$3.$5

12.88

Rechargeable Flashlight
saves money because it needs no
batteries Features krypton bulb
tor*bower Itil light Compact

et sal
Model 8E2709P
Classic style. Pecan finish

Shop early...
while selections are good

39,99
Pour °mem' 8-Cup Coffee Brew",
s designed to start brewing dele,,
ee immediately! Long-life rano,
n includes durable copper tut-,
d a stainless-steel tank. Almon,
!i cup Replacement
99
i)ecanter

$10 - 95

•ra.

8.99
100-Light String-A-Lon •
Miniature Set ,ocludps a BONUS
354ight 1104' ChOosai clew of assorted Color
mirt2 BIN

:Now

The gualit goes in hefore ihe.tla me goes on

TUCKER TV
M-F 8-5

1914 Coldwater Rd.

S&.8-12

753-2900
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Hospital reports
listed for Nov. 30

Your Individual
Horoscope
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
DO your? best to stay out of
arguments as the day begins. A career
matter needs further scrutiny.
Tonight the focus is on partnerships
and making plans for the future.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
1
1111r
Advice you receive now may be
faulty. Don't let anger undermine
efficiency today. A work project
captures your attention. Judgment is
good about financial interests.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Getting along with a friend may be
difficult today. A financial proposition is tricky and complicated. Couples have good times together
tonight.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You're inclined to be somewhat
impatient before noon. There are still
some unanswered questions about a
relationship. The afternoon is favorable for family and work interests.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You're more in tune with creative
projects than the regular work routine today. The morning may bring a
disagreement, but tonight is favorable
for dating and recreational pursuits.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Sit
Quarrels about money today are
possible, though your judgment is
excellent now in financial interests.
Shopping for the home is favored.
Focus on family tonight.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
You're good at expressing your
views, though you may have to deal
with some argumentative types
today. Serious intellectual work is
favored. Catch up on correspon-

2, 1988

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray. Ky.

Mon.-Fro. 7:30-6
Sat. 7:30-5
Sun. 1-5 till Christmas

Phone
753-2571
753-4110

lanialareard
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Wendy's name is missing, but competition stays the same
Murray opens WKU tourney against Tulsa
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
Wendy is no longer playing hostess, so the ninth annual Western Kentucky Invitational basketball tournament promises to be a not-so-polite affair.
The action begins tonight in E.A. Diddle Arena in
Bowling Green at 6 p.m. with Murray State taking v
/
1
4.
1
Tulsa in the first game, followed by Western Ke tucky and Drexel at 8 p.m.
MSU is 2-0, while this will be Tulsa's first regular
season game. The Golden Hurricane defeated
Athletes in Action 90-67 in exhibition play.
Western is 1-1 after whipping Western Carolina
and losing to Butler, while Drexel is 0-1 after a loss to
St. Joseph's and is playing in the first of four tournaments on their December agenda.
"I think it's a good field for this region," Racer
coach Steve Newton said. "Drexel is picked in the
top of their conference, Tulsa's in the upper echelon
of the Missouri Valley, and of course Western's a top
team year-in and year-out. They've got to be the
favorite playing at home."

Tulsa's coach J.D. Barnett is familiar with
Western Kentucky, having coached at Sun Belt foe
Virginia Commonwealth. Last season, his third at
Tulsa, his club suffered through a 8-20 year.
One expected starter for Barnett's ball club, Wade
Jenkins, suffered a knee injury in the AIA game, and
is out for eight-to-10 weeks. Ray Wingard, a 6-8
senior center, will lead the 'Cane while defensive
specialist Brian Loyd, who held Bradley's Hershey
Hawkins to 17 points last season, might draw Murray's Jeff Martin.
"Wingard is an excellent post player, whose
developed a reputation as being an outstanding
player," Newton said. "They played a lot of people
against Athletes in Action so they're a deep team."
"They've recruited some shooters from junior college to help rebuild their ball club," Newton said.
Melvin Conway and Marg Giorgare are junior college transfers that Tulsa is hoping will take some
pressure of Wingard.
"Tu4a's a quality program with a great tradition," Newton said. "We're looking forward to play-

mg them on a neutral floor."
Murray has defeated Oakland City College and
Lamar in their first two games of the season, behind
the play of Martin and the suprisingly strong Racer
inside trio of Chris Ogden, Linzie Foster and Popeye
Jones.
Although not looking past Tulsa, Newton admits
his team would like to play the host Hilltoppers in the
final, which would be the 133rd time the two schools
have met in basketball.
-It's always been a great rivalry when Murray
and Western have played," he said. And after last
season's disappointing loss in Racer Arena, which
saw the Racers blow a six-point lead with just under
five minutes remaining by missing 3-of-5 free
throws, Murray may be looking for revenge.
The loss to WIC: on Jan. 12 put the Racers at 6-7,
and MSU preceeded to go 16-2 for the rest of the year.
"It was a tough game," Newton said. "I think they
would like the opportunity to play them again. Our
goal is to play in the championship round of the tournament and win it, and if it's Western we'll be
ready."
Western's opponent in the first game, the Drexel
Dragons, are led by John Rankin a 6-7 senior for-

ward who averaged 19.6 points and 8.4 rebounds last
season, and is the third all-time leading scorer at the
Philadephia based-school.
Murray Arnold's Western team is led by Brett
McNeal and Anthony Smith. McNeal is averaging
18.5 a game while Smith is tossing in 17 points and
pulling down 10.5 rebounds a contest.
This is the ninth annual tournament, but the first
time it has not been sponsored by Wendy's of Bowling Green Inc., which dropped their sponsorship
after last year's tournament. Murray played in the
tournament in 1986, finishing fourth.
Besides playing in this year's tournament, Murray
State will renew the home-and-home arrangement
with Hilltoppers next season.
"The reasoning behind that was to give our fans a
chance to see us play in two tournaments (four
games) within a close driving distance of Murray,"
Newton sad. The Racers will also be competing in
the University of Alabama-Birmingham Classic on
Dec. 16-17.
Championship and consolation action in the WKU
Invitational will take place Saturday night at 6 and,8
p.m.

Eastern, Western each
hoping for repeat win
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Eastern and Western Kentucky's
football teams are both hoping for
repeat performances Saturday —
the Colonels from last year and the
Hilltoppers from earlier this
season.
Western Kentucky won this
year's regular-season meeting
16-14, but Eastern won last year's
first-round playoff matchup 40-17.
_
This time it's the quarterfinals
of the NCAA Division I-AA
playoffs, and both teams will be
primed for the 1 p.m. EST contest
Saturday at Hanger Field in
Richmond.
"We're definitely looking forward to this game," said Western
safety Vincel Anthony. "Now it's
just like last year. They beat us
twice, and now we'd like to return
the favor."
But Eastern goes into Saturday's game with a few
psychological advantages besides
last year's playoff victory — a better ranking 17th to Western's
12th); a better record 110-2 to
Western's 9-3): and, of course, a
friendly crowd in the stands.
"There's not much doubt about
the fact that our crowd helps us a
lot," said Eastern coach Roy
Kidd. "They get fired up. and it
fires the players up."
But Western coach Dave
Roberts said the rivalry between
the two teams transcends all other
factors.

"Whenever Western and
Eastern get together on the football field, it's a war," Roberst
said. "They know just about
everything there is to know about
us. and I hope we know enough
about them to be ready Saturday."
The Hilltoppers must contend
with Eastern's vaunted running
attack, which is led by senior
tailback Elroy Harris, whose 1,684
rushing yards and 22 touchdnwns
led the nation this season.
Western will counter with senior
tailback Joe Arnold, who has 1,527
yards rushing to his credit as well
as 14 touchdowns. Arnold's
rushing total is a single-season
record at Western.
Eastern rode into the quarterfinals on the wave of its ninth
straight win, a 28-17 victory over
the University of Massachusetts in
a game in which the Colonels had
to overcome a 14-point deficit in
the first quarter.
Western upset 3rd-ranked
Western Illinois 35-32 in the first
round. The Hilltoppers built a 35-3
lead, and then survived a furious
fourth quarter rally by Western
Illinois.
If Western is driven by revenge
this time, then Eastern's players
are looking at it as a matter of
pride.
"I can think of only one thing
that would be worse than losing to
Western." said senior center Mike
Delvisco. "That would be losing to
them twice in one year."
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Lady Tigers
claw Fulton
in 64-39 win

Staff Report
Murray High School's Lady
Tigers started a season with confidence, then found out competence was just as important
Thursday night in their 64-39 win
over Fulton City in Murray.
'We felt confident going in that
we could win the game,',' Harrell
said, noting the difference between that feeling and previous
season-openers for the Lady
Tigers.
"But we also knew we had to
play well," Harrell added.
The Lady Tigers did have their
moments — good and bad, Harrell
said. "We did have sloppy play at
times, but we had some real good
play at times, as well."
Surviving a second-quarter
slump, the Lady Tigers moved to
1-0 on the year behind the 41-points
produced by Jennifer Parker, Ann
Greenfield and Yolanda
Greenfield.
''We had some transition
points," Harrell said, adding that
the Lady Tigers inside game suffered due to foul trouble concerning 6-1 senior center Michelle
Calloway's Erika Musgrow goes up for a lay-up as Paducah Tilghman's Markie
Jones. "Michelle got into some
Copeland looks on. Musgrow
led the Lady Lakers with 17 points, but went down with a severe ankle sprain
foul
trouble and had to sit some,"
in the fourth quarter of
Calloway's 62-46 loss to the Lady Tornado.
Harrell said. "That's not what we
staff photo b‘ Ihts id Rame
need."
Also on the not-needed list was
some poor shot selection, Harrell
said, as well as some other factors
he lumped together under "typical
By DAVID RAMEV
Tilghman',s Markie Copeland 10-3 early deficit, and scored the first-game mistakes."
had 17, Laronda Lowery had 12, last eight points of the first
Sports Writer
Harrell said most of the
The Calloway County Lady and Kerrie Peck and Carletta quarter to take an 11-10 lead. But
mistakes came from enthusiasm.
Lakers were battling neck-and- Taylor each tossed in 10.
Tilghman, behind Copeland. "Everyone wanted to do well," he
neck with the Paducah Tilghman
Tilghman won despite conver- fought back in the second quarter said. "They may have
overLady Tornado until the ugly head ting on just 36 percent of their field to draw ahead by three at exerted at times."
of turnovers showed up in Jeffrey goal attempts, while the Lady halftime, 26-23.
Murray hit the floor running,
Gym, costing the Lady Lakers a Lakers hit 53 percent. But
A lay-up by Musgrow, and a
posting a 22-10 lead over the Lady
62-46 decision to Tilghman Thurs- Calloway's turnovers cost them turn-around bucket by Garland
Sherrill fooled the rumor
Bulldogs by the end of the first
field goal attempts, as they only put Calloway up by one early in
mongers again after the game. day night.
period.
Several television stations
A Holly Cherry free throw gave put the ball up 32 times, compared the third quarter. Tilghman tied it
But Fulton came back in the seCCHS a 32-31 lead early in the with 72 from the Lady Tornado.
reported he would resign. Sherrill
up at 27 with a free throw W; cond quarter, outscoring Murray
didn't resign, and refused to shed
third quarter, but Calloway
"Our turnovers and their con- Laural Houser, but Musgrow hit 13-11 to close to within
a 33-23
miscues "turned over" into Tor- versions of our turnovers was real- two free throws to put the Lady halftime
any light on whether he will stay at
gap. "We got kind of
nado tallies as PTHS ran off eight ly the -difference in the ball Lakers ahead 29-27. Two charity sluggish,"
Texas A&M.
Harrell said of the sestraight buckets to take a nine- game," Calloway coach Rose tosses by Copeland knotted the cond period,
"You guys want to talk about
noting that Fulton
point lead and never looked back. Elder said.
football, then talk football. I didn't
score again, but Musgrow took advantage of Murray's fouls
The Lady Lakers stayed relatively
even talk about all this with the
Elder also felt that the youth of answered right back, going coast- to score charity-line points
during
close until Erika Musgrow went her ball club also had a factor in to-coast against the Tilghman the lull.
team. That's not even a question."
down with a severe ankle sprain the PTHS victory.
Someone asked: "Will you be
press. A Taylor bucket on a steal
The Lady Tigers rebounded
with 4:30 remaining in the ball
coaching at A&M next year?"
"When you play up-tempo like tied it up before Cherry's free from the halftime intermission
game.
"I guess you don't want to talk
they do, you have to ready to play throw gave CCHS a one-point ad- with a 13-8 third quarter, pushing
The loss makes Calloway even and you have to react. I think our vantage. Then Calloway came their lead to 46-31, then
about football, evidently you
closed off
for the season after aopening win youth may have showed. We had a unravelled.
don't," Sherrill said. "Good luck
the night with an 18-8 fourth
over Lone Oak. Tilghman is now couple of kids reacting, but we had
and I'll see yon September, I
Peck hit a 3-pointer and quarter for the 64-39 final.
2-0.
guess," ahd
a couple of kids standing around Copeland scored on a three-point
Parker led all scorers with 20
Curry was like someone on
Musgrow led the way for the waiting for things to happen. And
play. Felicia Edmonds hit a tur- points during the night, with Ann
Lady Lakers with 17 points and 10 when you do that against naround, and after a Musgrow and Yolanda
death row who got a reprieve call
Greenfield reaching
from the governor. An Alabama
rebounds while Cynthia Garland Tilghman, you see a lot happen."
miss on the front end of a one-and- double figures with 11 and 10
and
Cherry each had 10.
Calloway bounced back from a (Cont'd on page 9)
(Cont'd on page 9)
points each. Stephanie Vanover
added nine.
The Lady Tiger junior varsity
was also victorious. defeating
Fulton 34-31 behind Melissa
Bogard's 18 points.
10 LI 31 MI
MIKK'iS
32 33 44 M
INDIANAPOLIS iAP — Notre
He says all four, including his
will be like being in a domed, by ABC-T%
Fulton 311J — Taylor 13, Beadles 10 Bell II
6. Michael 1
Dame coach Digger Phelps calls young Irish team that has five stadium in Seattle this season."
Last year Kentucky defeated In- dandling
Murray (64 — Parker 20 A Greenfield 1
the combined 6-6 record of the four freshmen and no seniors, have the
said Phelps, whose Irish face Ken- diana 82-76.and Notre Dame beat
Y Oreonfleld 10. Vanover 9. Bogard 6, M Jones 4,
Wooldridge 2 Fairbankk 2. C Jones Hansen
teams participating in the second potential for success in the NCAA
tucky in the second game.
Louisville 69-54.
Bell
Big Four Classic basketball Tournament.
Indiana plays No. 13 Louisville
Louisville is 0-2 after losing to
nrris — f killon 0 I Murray I o
doubleheader Saturday
"The conditions Saturday will in the opening game.
Xavier 85-83 in the Big Apple Na
misleading.
be similar to what the Final Four
"I love it for our kids to see tional Invitation Tournament and
40,000 people there. I love to see to Vanderbilt 65-62 on a last
the bands get going before the second. 3-point shot Wednesday.
game, because that typifies what
Kentucky is 2-2 and Indiana is
Season tickets are being ofgoes on at a Final Four 3-2. The Irish are 1-0 after
fered
for the 1988-89 basketball
semifinals," said Phelps.
defeating St. Bonaventure 92-72 in
season at Murray and Calloway
"That type of conditioning,
their season opener Monday.
County high schools
think that once the kids taste that
Phelps says each of the Big Four
'Prices for the season passes,
It gives them the confidence to try
participants can reach the Sweet
good
for all regular-season
to get the same thing going 16 of the NCAA Tournament.
home
games,
are reduced from
throughout the season. so they've
"I think strength of schedule.
the at-the-door costs.
got
that
carry-over
getting
effect
it
into
down
the
and
getting your
on home and commercial
For more information or to
NCAA first and second rounds or kids improved and getting ready
equipment
purchase tickets, contact
regionals."
for postseason play are the keys,"
athletic directors Cary Miller
802 Chestnut St
A capacity crowd of 40,000-plus said Phelps. "Once you're ready
at Murray or Jim Jury at
Murray 753-8181
is expected for the doubleheader. for postseason play, then you've
Calloway County.
which will be televised nationally just got to make things happen "

•
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Lady Lakers lose game and guard

Curry gets off his hot seat
but Sherrill still feels heat
COLLEGE STATION, Texas
( AP) — "See you in September,
maybe," said 'Texas A&M's
Jackie Sherrill as Alabama's Bill
Curry celebrated a 30-10 "Hurricane Bowl" victory and a "contract in concrete" through 1992.
Sherrill departed the locker
room in a huff when he was peppered with questions about his
future after Thursday night's loss
to his alma mater. Texas A&M
president Dr. William H. Mobley
is investigating charges against
Sherrill that "hush" money was
paid to former player George
Smith during an NCAA probe that
cost the Aggies a chance at a bowl
game. The NCAA said it won't act
on this allegation until the A&M investigation of Sherrill is
completed.

a
a

1

Big Four Classic

Phelps says Big Four may lead to Final Four

Season tickets
are now on sale

A
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CHRISTMAS
Keith's Lawn &
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NASCAR's Bill Elliott learns the meaning of a wild ride
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
So there was race car driver Bill Elliott, old Awesome Bill from
Dawsonville, owner of the best nickname in sports, cruising along in
an
F-16 jet fighter, on a little joyride a few thousand feet above Georgia
.
Elliott, one of NASCAR's marquee names and winner of the Winston
Cup this season, had made a recruiting film for the U.S. Air Force.
The
payback was a ride in an F-16, fulfilling a dream for Awesome Bill,
an
amateur pilot who has logged some 2,500-3,000 hours in the air.
"I enjoy flying," Elliott said. An F-16 ride? Hey, that's a heck
of a
deal. We got up and they let me fly a bit."
Accompanying Elliott and pilot Wayne Conroy was an F-15. "We were
doing some combat maneuvers," the racer remembered. "Then I glanced up and there was a plane in my face."

Curry...
(Cont'd from page 8)
alumni group was reported to
have a $2 million trust fund to buy
out his contract.
The "governor," in this case,
was Alabama interim president
Roger Sayers, who 4nnounced
nine hours before the game that
Curry's contract "wasn't for sale"
and would be honored for the next
three years.
• •

The biggest game on the final
weekend for America's majorcollege teams won't be played in
this country. At Tokyo, Japan.
Oklahoma State's 12th-ranked
Cowboys have a date with history
as well as with Texas Tech. The
top Cowboy is Barry Sanders, the
junior running back who is
favored to gain a Heisman Trophy
and a collegiate rushing record on
the same day.

I

SCOREBOARD >-

They hit, the F-15 nailing the F-16's wing, and the next
thing Elliott
knew, he was in a crippled aircraft. Very crippled.
"It was so fast, I didn't know what had happened. I looked
out the window and part of the wing was gone. We were losing
fuel out of what was
left of the wing. A regular plane crashes when
that happens. My immediate reaction was that we were going down and that
this was not happening to me.''
Now, Elliott has been in a crash or two in his time.
That is an occupational hazard for people in his line of work. But he had
never experienced
anything like this. "A crash on a track is like slow
motion," he said.
"You hit the wall and that's it. You face that every
day. It's a known
deal.

"This thing, you didn't know what would happen."
The next time Elliott looked out the window, he saw the pilot
of tht
F-15 parachuting toward earth. The abandoned plane would
crash in a
field. Just about that time. pilot Conroy passed his passeng
er a note. It
%Vas the only method of communication available because
the collision
had knocked out their normal voice link.
"He wrote,'I'm going to try to slow down into a landing configur
atior.
If I lose control, eject.'
"And," Elliott said, "he underlined 'eject.'"
As often as Elliott has flown, he has never jumped out of
an airplane
And he was not anxious to start right then. "I was thinking
about the
movie,'Top Gun,' and splattering against the canopy," he
said. "I was a
passenger, and I was thinking. 'This thing can't really be flying.'
"We were maybe 30 or 45 minutes away from the base. The
pilot was
from Utah. I figured he didn't know the area. I looked down
and I didn't
recognize anything. I thought, 'What can I do to help him?'"
The answer was not much. Just sit tight. Soon, Conroy
flashed a
thumbs up sign to Elliott and the F-16 glided into a smooth
landing at
Dobbins Air Force Base outside Atlanta.
"I don't think I was scared at the time," Elliott said. "But
later. when
you consider what might have happened, well, I didn't
By The Associated Press
Tripucka was most proud of how
sleep for two
days, thinking about that plane at 2 o'clock."
Would you take a charge from the Hornets hung in.
After that. Talladega, Daytona and the rest of the raceways
6-foot-6,, 2_53-pound Charles
were,like
"Finally," he said, "I think we
a day at the beach. Elliott went from the F-16 adventure
to win his first
kept our composure. It takes makBarkley?
Winston Cup, capturing six races and finishing in the top five
15 times.
Rex Chapman and Tim Kemp- ing big plays ... we made them at
He held off Rusty Wallace's late charge - Wallace won
four of the last
ton would, at least with the game the end of the ball game."
five races - to take the title by a slender 24 points and gets
his S629,364
Ron Anderson scored 30 points
on the line. They did Thursday
payoff at NASCAR's award banquet tonight.
for
night and Barkley drew a chargPhiladelphia and Mike GminIt's particularly meaningful for Elliott considering the
near-disastei
ing foul at the buzzer, preserving ski added 23.
he survived before the season ever began. He thinks
about that often
Charlotte's 109-107 victory. The
Elsewhere, it was Atlanta 127,
They examined the F-16 after it limped into Dobbins and
a friendi\
win gave the expansion Hornets, Washington 115: Cleveland 99. • soul
informed Elliott that the collision had damaged his seat's ejection
4-10, a two-game winning streak - Milwaukee 96; and Denver 133,
capability. "That means, if we had to eject, I couldn't have gotten
out "
thpv beat Miami, the other new Sacramento 126 in overtime.
he said.
team, on Tuesday night.
Kelly Tripucka hit a layup with
four seconds left, giving the
Hornets a two-point lead. Then
Barkley stormed down the lane,
ran into the pair of Hornets and
was whistled for the foul.
"You don't call a charge on
that!" Barkley said. "You don't
call anything!"
Tripucka disagreed.
"He made a great basket, but he
knocked down three or four guys
to do it," said Tripucka, who
finished with 25 points. "If it were
first-and-10 on the goal line, it
would have been no penalty."
Cold weather is upon
Ed Badger, Charlotte's assistant coach, had offered $10 to any
us. Shop now for the
player who would take a charge
from Barkley. But money wasn't
best selection & prices
on Chapman's mind when he
on fireplace inserts made the play.
"It was a reaction play," said
wood & coal furnaces
Chapman, who had 19 points. "If I
had it to do over, I might not step
and free standing stoves.
in. The call could have gone either
way."

NBA roundup

Charging Barkley gives
Charlotte win over 76ers

alIMMINEr

service.
good coverage.
good price-

,

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there
AAAAA Paola

That's
State Farm State Farm Insurance Companies
insurance." Home Offices Bloomington Illinois
.14 its.•MC

America's #1 Wood Stove

High School Basketball
THI RSDAV14 GAMES
GIRLS
Belfry 54. Betsy Layne 32
Berea 63. Ky School For the Deaf 47
Breathitt Co 64-, Wolfe Co 52
Breckinridge Co. 52. Tell City. Ind . 14
Buckhorn 67. Morgan Co. 66
Calvary Christian 49, MidcHetown Ohio.
Christian 25
Cavema 45. Edmonson Co 34
Clay Co 62. Casey Co 45
Clinton Co 56. Adair Co. 52
Corbin 51. Madison Cent 34
Cordia 69. Red Bird 55
E Carter 59. Fleming Co 57
Ft Thos Highlands 56. Sliver Grove 13
Garrard Co 50. Danville 44
Grant Co 43, Pendleton Co 32
Hancock Co 56. Cannelton. Ind . 40
Johnson Cent 74, Wheelwright 37
June Buchanan 55, Jenkins 52
Leslie Co. 80, Letcher Co. 32
Lex Bryan Station 71. Franklin Co 67
Lea Lafayette 85, Bath Co 39
Lou Manual AI. Shelby Co 34
Marion Co. 50. LaRue Co 39
Maysville St. Patrick 68. Nicholas Co 47
McLean Co AA. Fordsville 47
Mt. Olivet Deming 63. Bellevue 51
Muhlenberg M. Greenville 42
N. Hardin 39. Taylor Co 38
Notre Dame 48, Newport Cent Catholic 29
Owensboro 62, Daviess Co 51
Owsley C'o *17. Lee Clo 58
Paris 54, Lex Tales Creek 45
Prestonsburg 50. Lawrence Co 39

Pulaski Co. 61. Knox Cent. 50
Rowan Co 60. Mason Co. 57
Trimble Co 56, Williamstown 26
W Carter 68. Ashland 61
Warren East 59, Allen Co. 41
Washington Co 48. Bardstown Bethlehem 11
Webster Co. 81, Dawson Springs 23
Western Hills 41. Jessamine Co. 40
Whitesville Trinity 50. Central City 19
THURSDAY'S G AMEN
BO'S'S
Ashland 67. Greenup Co. 59
Berea 70. Ky. School for the Deaf 47
Betsy Layne 77. Boyd Co. 76, 4 OT
Bulint Cent 61, Boyle Co. 54
Bullitt East 72, Spencer Co 60
Central City 93. Graham 59
Coy Holmes 71:Cerv.Catholic 84
Cumberland 56. Middlesboro 54
Frankfort 56. Dayton 45
Franklin Co 70. Bellevue 50
Garrard Co. 71, Russell Co 56
Green Co. 48, Taylor Co 45
Henry Co. 74, Burgin Co 63
Holy Cross 71. Scott 56
Hughes-Kirk 90. Bremen 61
Knox Cent 78, Bell Co 56
Lou Seneca 72. Ninth & 060
Lou. Waggener 94. Christian Academy 72
Madisonville 83. Apollo 67
Mercer Co. 47, Western Anderson 30
Newport 68, Ludlow Si
Riverside Christian 69. MMI 38
Simon Kenton 83. Silver Grove 51
Walton-Verona 66. Bishop Brossart
Western Hills 62 Gallatin Co 12

College Basketball
EAST
Boston College 90. New Hampshire 7.
Fordham 78, Hofstra 64,
Iona 77. Hawaii 63
Loyola. Md 118, Lebanon Val 83
Penn St 80. Vermont 60
Tou son St 115, Gettysburg 70
West Virginia 61. Fresno St 57
6011.111
Baptist Coll 611 Voorhees NI
Campbell 81. Ferrum 52
Citadel 93. N C ,Asheville 77
Clemson 79. Furman 64
Howard U 57, Bowie St 56, OT
Maryland 97. Md E Shore 53
Mississippi St 113. SE Louisiana 61
Morgan Si 91. Lincoln. Pa 50
SW Louisiana 96, Louisiana Coll 63
UCLA 91. Miami. Fla 66
VMI 78. Shenandoah SA

ANoodstoves

MIDWEST
Kansas 98. Seattle 85
St Louis 83. Bradley 77
W Michigan 92, Valparaiso It

sot-nrivEST
Purdue 63. Texas Tech 54
Texas 87, Sam Houston St 79
Texas-Arlington 75 Hardin-Simmons 60
FAR REST
Air Force 94. Mesa, Colo 69
Arizona St 106. Indiana St 91
Cal-Santa Barbara 95, Loyola Marvrtiount
94
Fullerton St 59. Utah 57
Gonzaga 75 E Washington 63
Montana 67, Portland 62
Montana St 91 Lewis(lark St *2
Oregon 93. Whitworth 67
Pepperdine 96. N Arizona 61
Weber St $0D. Brtghan, V-.,/' c

Olympics-Television
NEW YORK i AP - NBC stunned CBS with a record bid of $401 million to
win the U S
television rights for the 1992 Summer Olympics at Barcelona. Spain
NBC. which televised the Summer Olympics at Seoul had been considered a longshot
to get
the Barcelona rights C'BS was favored because it already owns the TV rights to
the 1092
Winter Games at Albertville. France
CBS didn't announce Its bid, but a network source told The Associated Press that
it offered
approximately $360 million in the second round of the two,rourid auction ABC's
bad was
almost as high as that of CBS another network source said ABC *a the rugh bidder no the
first round, according to an NBC' official

Lady Lakers...
(Cont'd from page 8)
one, a Taylor bucket put Tilgham
ahead by nine. Cherry ended the
Laker drought with another charity toss, and after a Edmonds stick
back, Ann Paul converted a threepoint play for Calloway.
Tilghman's lead stayed between
eight and 11 points until
Musgrow's injury. Musgrow will
most likely miss the next two or
three games, and is scheduled to
be x-rayed as a precaution:
Musgrow's injury adds to the
depletion in the Laker guard
corps, joining Stephanie Barnett
and Pam Bucy on the injured list
Elder must now turn to freshmen
to handle the backcourt duties.
''We have a couple of kids who are
capable of stepping in."
The Lady Lakers visit Fulton City tonight.

Six Pack Pepsi

, Use this coupon and receive a 6 pack
of Pepsi for only 99' with any pus
I purchase
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200 E. Main St.
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Nationwide offers
flexible solutions
for your
business insurance
problems See a
professional today
your local
Nationwide agent

99

RENTAL SALES

• •
7\11

It's good
business
to have good
insurance.

•
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Kentucky's
#1
z
Stove Dealer

talilunaa
le se 51 62
4aioray
II LI 44 44
'Calloway 4 461 - Musgrow 17. Garland 10.
Cherry 10. Paul 5. Lambert 2._k4erndon 2. Evans.
Waldrop. Trenholm. Burkeen. Stalls. Mitchell. 17
FG. 12-24 FT
Tilghman 162 - Copeland 17. Lowery 12. Peck
10. Taylor 10. Edmonds 9. Woodson 3. Houser I.
Kirchoff, Farmer, Young Harris 23 FG, 7,14
FT
Records - Calloway I -I. Tilghman 2-0

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
739-9888

Italian Village
Pizza •.

Available at:

•
•

STOREWIDE
Through December 10th
With This Coupon

•

•

•

Sale Items Excluded

•

•
(lOiS Out • Free Delivery OW,

Expires 12/4/88
I

I

•

FREE DELIVERY'

FREE DELI-VERY'

2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS

1 LARGE
16" PIZZA

With cheese plus two toppings of
your choice on each pizza
Dine In•Carry Out•Free Delivery

With cheese plus 2 toppings of your
choice
Dine In•Carry Out•Free Deliver‘

f-'xplres 12/31/RR
•
•••••••••

Expires 12/31/88
-1%00
'co 9600

Central Shopping Center-Murray
l:.cS 3rd ',trio I. l'Admih
142 04,
010

I6inttUtk8 tisk% Mall
441 1211

Chestnut
Street

Dale Willis
The National Hotel
100 N fith St -Suite B
753-2508

'5.99

'9.99
•

DENNISON-HUNT

-7

.1

•..cc. •

,

753-8844

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

NATIONWIDE
INSURANCE

0
1 . .
1 Natoonwode .111 on your
snid.
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This 8-point buck in the middle
was taken by Danny Smith of Benton. Mark Smith, right, also bagged an 8-point, 176-pound buck.

STEVE VANTREESEfThe Sun

This spike was taken by Rudy
Smith of Kirksey during an LBL
quota hunt.

Point well made

as, and Jack Lindley
d by A.L. Crupper of Hammond, Kans
Elco Go Boy, a pointer (right) owne
pionship Invitational
was named winner of the Quail Cham
(standing) of Anderson, Ind., Monday Area. The champion dog, handled by Andy 10augherty of
nt
gly throughout the
at West Kentucky Wildlife Manageme
seven bird frnds and performed stron
ed
scor
),
right
g
as runner-up. The
Inola, Okla., (kneelin
ed
pick
was
Miller's Peter Pan (left)
second from left)
three-day competiton, judges said.
g,
elin
(kne
r
Mille
el
Ferr
s of Texas and
number two dog is owned by John Wellthe pointer. At far left is field trial scout Ronnie Beane.
of
of Murray, who also was the handler

Hunters'harvest

killed durTerry Turner and son Jesse pose with a 10-point, 152.1b. buck
n.
gun
seaso
ucky
Kent
ing the
ie Smith of Kirksey.
This 8-point, 170-pound buck was taken by Ronn

and live minnows fished over
cover of some kind will bring
favorale results.

WIWWWWVII•WO

r Shell
Suvicepe
1e "Ser
64Wher
Is Our Business"

Fishing Line
By Jerry Maupin

Fishing conditions. are pretty
good right now if you are interested in crappie. Several local
anglers have been taking some ex-

Gary Bowers, Steve Stutts,
Dr. Gene Cook of Murray (left) poses with
t pheasant-hunting trip
recen
a
g
durin
oun
Calh
Terry Clements and Matt
in Kansas.

cellent fish in fairly shallow water,
while others are working their
usual brush piles and ledges. Artificial lead head jigs. tube jigs

At this time, the water level is
dropping slowly but by the time
you read it. things will probably be
different.
We seem to be close to a normal
winter fishing season and this
makes a lot of difference in
whether we go or not.
There is still some dingy water
in places but not enough to shut the

crappie off. Even the wind is better by allowing us to work some
open water!
A few sauger are being taken
but nothing like a good run yet. We
can expect them to move on a good
current and not until then.
Black bass anglers are doing
OK, but slow fishing is ahead.
Most everyone switches to crappie
because of the faster action and it
helps to stay warm. Observe the
rules!
Happy Fishing!!

essee
David Ryan and Keith Houston fished Tim's Ford Lake in Tenn
Nicky
ds.
72-poun
of
and caught these six stripers that weighed a total
ver.
Ryan was present as an obser

10
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Holland Tire Co.
Subsidiary of Holland Motor Sales

"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"
zve Feature.* Name i3i and Tires
• Computerized Balancing
Wr), e, You Wait
aMv
• The Performer WM Road Hazard Warr
753-5606

Fishing, Hunting,
Camping & Boating
Equipment

Benson
Sporting Goods

ct 6-point and
Mrs. Jerry Maupin with her first buck. It was a perfe
her husband
with
ng
hunti
was
She
weighed 154-pounds field dressed.
Jerry.
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MSU plays to begin
"A Perfect 10 in Two Nights,"
sponsored by the Not University
Theatre Showcase (NUTS). will
feature the writing, directing and
acting talents of students enrolled
in a playwriting course at Murray
State University.
Five different one-act plays, all
written by students, will be
presented at 7 p.m., Dec. 6-7, in
Room 310-B of Wilson Hall. The
plays, "Why" by Tish Usher, and

"Don't Know What We'd Do
Without You," by Bill Phillips, both
of Murray, will be featured. Admission is Si.
The course is taught by James I.
Schempp, associate professor in
the Speech Communication and
Thearte Department. More information about the plays may be obtained by calling Schempp at 502
762-4636.

City fire crews answer two calls
The Murray Fire Department
answered a pair of calls withi4 two
minutes Thursday afternoon.
City fire crews were called at
3:59 p.m. to East Chestnut near
the railroad to a bus that had
caught on fire during a salvage
operation, according to a fire
department report. The report
said the bus was owned by Bandy
Steel, and that a cutting torch was

being used when the bus caught
fire.

Matt Owens, 13, got two bucks, of five and six points, on opening day in
Calloway County.
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Monday, Dec.5
Band Boosters Meeting; F.H.A. Executive Meeting; Knowledge
Bowl; Freshmen Boys Host Fulton County 6 p.m.: J.V. and Varsity
Girls at Lone Oak 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec.6
J.V. and Varsity Boys at Hickman County 6 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec.7
Activity Period; Black History Committee,: FHA, MHS-TV, YAC,
Talent Search; M.S.U. Academic Contest.
Thursday, Dec.8
Ring and Senior Announcement Presentations; Junior and Senior
Class Officers/3-4:30 p.m.; J.V. and Varsity Girls at Carlisle County:
J.V. and Varsity Boys Host MCHS/6 p.m.
Friday, Dec.9
Speech Team Departs For Princeton/Cincinnati.
Saturday, Dec. 10
ACT Test Date ;. Speech Team at Princeton/Cincinnati; WSJP No.
268/Third WSJP "Student Of The Week".

smen were going to obtain drinking water from three area creeks.
Additional relief was expected
by Friday from Anheuser-Busch
Co. in Columbus, Ohio, which
donated 50,000 12-ounce ,cans of
pure water, Armstrong said.
The governor's order authorized
Adjutant General Michael Davidson to activate National Guard
troops and equipment as needed.
It also directed the Natural
Resources Cabinet and its Division of Water to join the effort,
under DES direction.

aei

Let us, "Hide"
your Christmas
Presents!
Our Lay-away plan
will help keep your gift a secret this yeor.
We have many items that will please
your special handyman or decorator.
Lay-away: Fast, Easy, Convenient!
•Gift Certificates available in any denomination.
•Open 7 days a week.

Treas Lumbet Deft center.
Itel Air Shopping renter Murray, KY
759 1390
4Cit: si.or Compipte tnmP Building renter
MON

Fri

50•00 fat II; 544 I -II

Open House
10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Saturday, December 3rd, 1988

Large Selection of Original Artwork & Unique Crafts
Prices Ranging From $5-$1,000

Water Colors
Line Drawings
Sculpture

Burley price
still sinking
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP - Kentucky burley growers sold almost
21 million pounds of leaf on Thursday for an average price of $162.69
per one hundred pounds, the
Federal-State Market News Service said.
The price was down 5 cents from
the previous sale on Wednesday.
Burley farmers sold a total of
20,756,504 pounds of leaf, with all
but two of the state's 28 markets
reporting sales. The tobacco was
valued at $33,769,056.
Farmers in Cynthiana received
the highest price for their tobacco,
more than $1.63 per pound on sales
of 855,636 pounds. Bowling Green
growers took in the lowest price of
the day, more than $1.61 per pound
on sales of 632,766 pounds

bet
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nd it
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This button buck was taken by Elisha Smith of Kirksey during an 1,111
youth hunt.

GRIRAIFIF

_
Olive Street Gallery Gift Shop
— Art Supplies Also Available

Wheel

600 Olive Street
Niurray

753-3138

1111.1101111110MIUM*11101611111101116111101011111,116111XXXXIMIEWINgt

The Gift Th
All Year L
Wien y Ledge

rule

VfaaXX.X.A3OtatYaajA_/Z!ELI!;5i!
Pittman

Weavings
Pottery
Jewelry

Great Original Gift Ideas for Christmas

Phillip Carter is shown above with a 110-pound, 6-pointer he bagged in
the county.

utts,
trip

and
and

WHEELWRIGHT, Ky. ( AP ) Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has
declared a state of emergency and
authorized the National Guard to
truck water to Wheelwright in
eastern Kentucky, where
residents ran out of drinking water
Tuesday.
Wilkinson's executive order,
dated Wednesday, cited the "considerable hardship and ... health
hazard" that occurred when the
water level inside the town's only
drinking source, an old coal mine,
dropped during the weekend.
The system, which serves about
1,000 people, ran out of water
about 8:30 a.m. EST Tuesday.
Don Armstrong, a spokesman
for the state Department of
Disaster and Emergency Services, said Thursday that Guard

MHS Calendar

Another city crew was called to
the General Services Building of
Murray State University at 4 p.m.
when an electrical motor in a condensation unit overheated, the
report said. Firemen disconnected
the power to the motor, the report
said.

Governor declares emergency
Sun
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Call
Circulation
At
753-1916

'

Alignment

Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

1 Tires,

410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779
*IAN% "VVILlialLAVibliVtaaaVVialliVINN,113NiaL71_.

* --WI

PZZViNIAINNOk‘
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,
0 4441,,,

4 illirT1444
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Something Fun
For Everyone!
Super -Products,

rho McCluro's

I i II I I tii,triiii.,
I ti till '
WI all 6101 ft, I I if ,fffi

AUDIOIVIDEO
SALE

Supor Dos's'

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
11 2 MI on , lwy 94E , Murray Ky 753-6116

*. EA.

VEVEVE.E. ILEVENE.
IMILEA.11%..E.E.TIEC-111

o

"Your Complete
Automotive
Headquarters"

os
oo

it

as. wr
dP

•

_
D & W Auto Supply •0
o
512

We still have a good —
selection of VCRs I TVs
for Christmas — All on Sale
at greatly reduced prices
Free Movie Club Membership
within Audio or Video Purchase

1
1
i

1

- We Install Automotive Glass

S. 12th

AAA.t.ILEA.EVEASEE.

753-4563

=ZED 1
RENTAL SALES

1

(110 4 Ilirm

CENTER
1.1 SIG

eet:3-

1

Christmas Card Will Be Sent)
mnonaisa1a1.lionsaumnamMaNualesiliansillam=11****1.

1
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Murray-Calloway County
Devotional Page

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

This page is made possible by these firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.

Church Directory
SINKING SPRING
GROVE
MorningUNION
11 00 a in
Worship
10 30. in
Morning Worship
7 30 p m
Evening Worship
6 00 p ni
Worship
Evening
SPRING CREEK
UNIVERSITY
10 00 a in
Sunday School
9 00 a m
Bible Classes
11 00. m
Morning Worship
10 00 a in
Worship
6 45 p in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
6 00 p m
Training Union
WEST MURRAY
ST JOHN
10 50 a m.
Morning Worship
9 30 a m.
Morning Worship
6 00 p no.
Evening Worship
10 45• m.
Sunday School
CHAPEL
WILLIAMS
SUGAR CREEK
10 00 a m
Bible Study
11.00 a in
Morning Worship
11 00 a
Morning Worship
6 45p m.
Evening Worship
Wed Eve
UNIVERSITY BAPTIST
7.00 p.m
Bible Study
9.45 a m.
Sunday School
10 45 a m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Mid Week
7 00 p in.
Service
VICTORY BAPTIST
10 00a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
6'00 p.m
Evening Worship
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
WEST FORK
520 S 16th St
Morriiiig Worship
11 00 am
11 00 a m
Sunday School
Sunday Evening
6.00 p m.
ii 505 in
Sacrament Meet
Wednesday Evening 7'00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship 9 a in and 10 50 a.m
Evening Worship
6 p m
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620 W Main
Fall Schedule
Eucharist 8 and 10- 30 a m
Holy
ST HENRY'S
9 15 a in
Church School
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Daily Morning Prayer7 45 a.m
5.00 p m
Saturday
9.00 a m
Sunday
ST LEO'S
CHRISTIAN
CATHOLIC CHURCH
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sunday Names 6:00 p.m Sat
Sunday
9.30 a.m
8.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Sunday
10:30 a m
Morning Worship
-.
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road. Dexter
10.00 a in
Sunday School
FIRST CHRISTIAN
11 00•m
Worahlti
930 a m
Sunday School
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10.45 a in
Worship
St
115 S 4th
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
910 a m.
Sunday School
FELLOWSHIP
10:45 a.m
Worship
10:30 a m
Worship
7 p m.
Wednesday
9:30 •.m
Bible School
irth NEW TESTAMENT
8'00 p.m.
Evening Service
CHURCH OF MURRAY
10. m
Sunday School
II a m. lk 7 p.m.
Worship
p.m.
7:15
Wednesday
759-9862
SailVial

ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 9 15 i m
Sabbath School
Sat 11 00 a m
Worship

BAPTIST

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

201 S. 3rd.

CHARLIE'S
SAFE- -DISCOUNT PHARMACY
We Can't Afford To Be Less Than The Best"
753-4175
Charlie Adams. Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitnell (Across front Ledger & Times'

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr.

Carroll Tire Service 7,
5
7.1.
and
411.
Wheel Alignment, Inc.RucH
753-1489- 1105 Pogue(1 2 Block East of 12th)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10

'Certified

teacher
•Custom Orders
•Supplias
Rt. 1, Murray
753-2540

WAL•MART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995

PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

753-5273

701 Main St

COMPLIMENTS OF

CO.
TAYLOR SEED753-5742

Lynn Grove Road

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
HIH-BURGER
Open Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-8 p m
Sun. 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
759-1648
413 S. 4th

"..

HOLLAND DRUGS
Court Square • Downtown Murray
i5'. Cosh Discount Oct Prescriptions

fastside

BLOOD RIVER
11 00 a ra
Morning Worship
6 hop m.
Evening Worship
CORNER
CHERRY
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship
.
6 p.m.
Church Training
7 p.m.
Worship
7 pm.
Wednesday
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
10'00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00a
Morning Worship
COLDWATER
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6 00 p.m.
Evening Services
BAPTIST
COLD WATER
CHURCH
9 45 a.M.
Sunday School
11 00 am.
Morning Services
6 00 p.M.
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6 30 p.m.
Wednesday Serv
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.
Worship Service
6 00 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
11 OD •in
Morning Worship
6 46 p.m
Evening Worship
E3041A.NUEL MISSIONARY
11 00 a ni.
Morning Worship
6 30 p.m.
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6-00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
9 30 •.m.
School
Sunday
10 45 am & 7 p.m.
Worship
6'00 p.m.
Church Training
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6'48 p.m.
Evening Worship
'--GRACE BAPTIST
9 96 a.m.
Sunday School
10 45 a.m.
Morning Worship
Singing Eve Worship 6 00 p in

OAK GROVE
II • m 56 30 p m
Worship
Sunday School
10 a in
OWENS CHAPEL
10 00
Sunday School
11 00
Preaching
5 30
Prayer Service
6 00
Church
POPLAR SPRING
11 00* in.
Morning Worship
6 30 pm.
Evening Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
11 00 a.rn.
Morning Worship
7'15 p.m
Evening Worship
SC1YTTS GROVE
11 00 a m.
Worship Service
6 00 p.m.
Evening Worship

EPISCOPAL

CATHOLIC

INDEPENDENT

CNIRISTIAN

=INTIM Sallia

Farmer Ave & 17th St . Murray
11:00 a m
Sunday
11:00 a m
Sunday School
7.30 p m
2nd Wed
12'00-3:00 p.m
RR and Wed

JENOVAN'S
WITNESSES

aim=OF COMET

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
10 30. m
Watchtower
9 30 a m
Bible Lecture

METHODIST

Mausoleum - Cemetery Lots
Complete Counciling Service

753-2654

PACiLU
510 Main St. 753-2975

STOCKADE?

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
753-0440
Bel-Air Shopping Center

MURRAY HOME
AUTO

Morning

CHESTNUT ST
MURRAY

NAZARENE
804 Chestnut

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
11.00 a m
Morning Worship
10:00 a in
Sunday School
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
0 45 a.m.
Sunday School
10 45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6 00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship 6'30 p.m

Judy's
of Murray

BETHEL CHAPEL
10 00 a in
Sunday School
11 a no & 7 p no
Worship

11 a m & 6 30 pm

THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRISTAlmo Heights
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship Servicell a.m. k 7 p.m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd.
10-11 a.m..7:00 p in
Sun Sir
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
10'00 a in
Sunday School
11 a in h 7 pm
Worship
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10'00 a.m
Sunday School
WWorshipIlarn &7poi
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
7:00 p.m
Saturday Evening
1030am & 7pm
Worship
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
2 p in
Worship
TRINITY CHFUSTLAN CENTER
10
a.m.
School
Sunday
11 am.
Worship

Sun
as
Chu
Ove
p.m

753-2244

JONES TIRE & APPLIANCE
GOOD/YEAR

inge

INDEPENDENT DEALER

721 S. 12th St.

753-0595

scri
10:4
Cho
All
with
Su
Chu
An
servi

SUNDAY 'BRUNCH"
BUFFET
9:00 A.M. UNTIL 2:00 P.M.

THE BOSTON TEA PARTY
753-0910

Located Inside Holiday Inn

641 South

MURRAY NISSAN, INC.
4111b.
Chrysler • Dodge •
NISSAN
• Plymouth • Dodge Truck

111PAIS

604 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7114

Ham &7pm

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10 00 ant
Sunday School
11 00-7 30 p.m
Worship Sirs
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Service.
10 00• m
6 00 p m

ERN HERITAGE REALTY
"We Make House Calls"
Chuck Williams, Broker - Owner
759-9ERA
The Village

PRIIIISTTEIRIAll
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9 30 a.m
Sunday School
10'45 a m
Worship

Tann
Bri
will b
Churc
a.m.

7515005

BLALOCK-COLEMAN

NORTIPPLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9.15 a.m
Worship Service
11 00 a in
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 i10• no
Worship
Service 11 00* rn & 7 MIT m

r7uneru1 Worne, gnc
IMMINI.0.41MMO.

Murray. Ky.

753-6800

West View Nursing Home

VIS1

0000.aut0

1401 South 16th Street P.O. Boa 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
TEL EPHONf
LOWELL K BECK
(502)753-1304

753-5312

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE

VLSTION

DISCOUNT FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
753-5242

BEL-AIR CENTER
30,

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

46€4.4.1,3

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

753-5142

ROY'S
DISOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

THEATRES

Roy McKendree
Olympic Plaza

1008 CHESTNUT

Intucky Fried Chicken
Jack Marshall

Franchisee

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N

12th

Call In Orders 753 7101

1 7,1,

Hooting • Air Conditioning • Sheet Metal
Service Through Knowledge
753-8101
802 Chestnut

St R\ 1(1 CENTER

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT Zag
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Arbgs

507 N. 12th

Wrecker Service
Air Conditioner Service
Rudy Lovett-Owner
5 Points - 753-3571

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches
12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

753-8841

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
753 6719

408 N. 4th

ITALIAN VILLAGE
lad

The Only Real Italian Pizza-

FIA

Central Shopping Center

753-9600
759-9600

•
759-4796

QUICKPRINT
of murray

Southside
Shopping
Center

"Modern Technology for Today's Printin• Neads"

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

Chevron

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

0

70 1 4061

Pharmacist
753-2380

RANDY THORNTON

D & W Auto Supply
We Install Auto Gloss'
Auto Point Motenoi
Try Our Car \Nosh

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 8.m
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

1417

Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station'
Calvin Clark - °manor
753.2593
Main

GOLDEN
CORRAL
[Farnity Steak House

Home of the
"Famoui 50 Item
Salad Bar
719 5 12th
753-3822

PicigiY wiggly
7 DAYS A WEEK
HWY 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

OPEN 7 AM MIDNIGHT

ARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI- MAZDA, INC.
West Ky. Economy
ROO Chestnut St

Car Center
753-8850

CA LLOWA Y
MONUMENT WORKS
Quality Monuments & Markers Since 1932
James Smothers - Owner
1707 Whisks

The
wills
p.m.
direct
Jones,
Eaves
will s
hour
evenin
serve
day S
supe
7th
John
about
scriptu

BEL-AIR LAUNDRY
& CLEANERS

Industrial Road 753-142.3 or 753-0182

at 11
Reall
p
cline
and
panis
solos
Steve
Rev,

CABLE

BelrAir
Center

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10 00 a m ,
Sunday School
11 CO a m I
Worship Service
i
MOUNT PLEASANT
11 00* m
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Evening Worship

YSTEM

Ch
All

Great Steaks. Salad & Food Bar

406 N. 12th St.

TRINITY MISSION
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
i&iirshiti

wi
as

LOUIE'S
STEAK HOUSE

CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a.m
Sunday School

DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a m & 6 p in
Worship
7p m
Saturday

pas
6:
Mil

Full Service Florist
753-1515
110 N. 12th

PENTECOSTAL

MURRAY ELECTRIC
S

401 Olive

753-6168

4
SIRLOIN %_ •moirs

STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a . m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10'00 a.m
Worship
11 -00 a.m
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11'00 a.m
Morning Service
Pratt
J
Pastor William

,,

LI/THERMI

501 N. 4th

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10'00 a m
11:00 a.m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a.rn
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a.m
Morning Worship
10 45 am
6 00 p m
Evening

Worship

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9 00 a in
9 50 a rn
Morning Worship
g Worship
Evening
600p m
COLDWATErt
•• .
10'50 a in
Morning Worship
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
Sunday School i
9 30 a m
DEXTER
Bible Class
10 30* in
10 50 a no
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
FRIENDSHIP
10:00 a m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
•
BETHEL UNITED
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
9 30 a m
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Morning Service
Sunday School
10 30 a m
Evening Worship
6-00 p.m.
2nd & 6th Sun Night 6'00 p m
7- 30 pm.
Wed Worship
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
HAZEL CHURCH
Sunday School
HAD•in
OF CHRIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Bible Study
1000 a in.
lirt & 3rd Sun. Night 7•00 p.m
10.50* m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p m
Evening Worship
7 00 p no.
Mid-Week Worship
COLD WATER
HICKORY GROVE
11 am.
.
Worship
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10* in
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
9 00
Worship Service
KIRKSEY CHURCH
9 45
School
Sunday
CHRIST
OF
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
10110 a m
Sunday School
Sunday School
10,00 a m
10,50 a m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a m , 6:00 p.m.
Worship
7p m
Worship
FIRST METHODIST
Sunday * Wednesdays i
10'50 a.m_
Worship
MT OLIVE
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
CHURCH OF CHRIST
11 00•m.
Worship Service
10 00• m
Sunday School
10 00 a m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 OD a m
GOSHEN METHODIST
6 00 p in.
Evening Worship
Church
00 a no.
10
School
NEW CONCORD
Worship Service
11 00* m.
10 50 a m.
Morning Service
Evening Sir Wor
6 30 p no.
Evening Worship
6 00 pm.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
il 00 a m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a m.
10 00• no.
Worship
Evening Worship
6 00 p no
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
PLEASANT VALLEY
10 00•in.
Sunday School
10 45• m
Morning Worship
11 OD a m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
600pm
KIRKSEY UNITED
SECOND STREET
Sunday
10 00 a no
School
Morning Worship
10 45• in
11 00• m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
600pm
Evening Worship
6 00 p no
SEVENTH & POPLAR
8 30 a no
Worship Service
LYNN GROVE
9 45 • in
Bible Study
9 a a al
Worship Service
10 40• m
Worship Service
Church School
10 45 a m
6 00 p no
Evening Worship
CHAPEL
MARTIN'S
UNITED
7 30 p m
, Wed Bible Study
Worship Service
9:30 a m
Winter
School
Sunday
10•m
107 hop m Summer .

Jimmy Lamb, Owner

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
Hwy. 641 North

CIIIIIICII Of MINS
CHRIST Of LATTER
OAT SAINTS

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

MT CARMEL
10 a m
Worship
li a m
Sunday School
worship MT HEBRON
10 a m
11 am
Sunday School

ir.

m. .

EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
10:0C a in
Sunday School
11:00• m
Morning Worship
6'00 p m
Evening Worship
Wednesday Evening 7.00 p.m.
BAPTIST
HAZEL
11•00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
5:00 p m.
Church Training
6-00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Evening 7.00 p in.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10.00 a m.
Sunday School
11 00 a m.
Worship Service
5:30 p.m.
Evening Service
KIMSEY BAPTIST
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
730 p m.
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
10 ho. m
Sunday School
11.00 a m &
Preaching
600 p m.
7:00 pm.
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7.00 pm.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
let Sunday
2 00 p m.
3rd Sunday
2 00 p m.
•
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
9.30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11:00 •.m.
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
11 00 a m_
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 hop m.
NORTHSIDE.
11 00 a in.
Morning Worship
7 00 p m.
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10.00• m
Preaching Serv.
1100 a.m.
Nightly Service
111:03 D m

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10 00 ii-m
Sunday School
11 00•m
Morning Worship

733-7002
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Sermons and music listed for weekend's ch
urch services

Various churches in Murray and and 10:40 a.m. services and
about nion Meditation" with scripture sing
a solo at morning hour. At
Calloway County have released in- "From Whence Come
th My from Malachi 3:1-7 and Romans eveni
ng hour a trio composed of messages on "The Coming 10:50 and Beverly Stephens will
formation concerning their ser- Help?" with scripture from
Psalm
2:1-6 at 10:50 a.m. service. The Al, Jane and
Messiah" from the book of Isaiah
sing a solo at 6 p.m. Sunday School
vices on Sunday, Dec. 4, to the 121 at 6 p.m. service. Assis
Jason Chapman will
ting will Chancel Choir will sing an an- sing "Awa
at
6 p.m. service. Alvin Csrey will
will be at 10 a.m.
Murray Ledger & Times as be Jerry Bolls, Jamie
y
in
a
Mana
ger"
and the
Potts, David them, "Sing Noel" with Kim
Youth Choir will sing. Steve Lit- direct the music with Janet Arnold
follows:
Kirksey United Methodist
Ryan, Dan Grimes, B. Steve Sim- Black as
and Beverly Carter as accomdirector and Joan tlefield is minister of
Dr.
Palestine United Methodist
Charles Morris, pastor, will
music with panists. Jack
mons, Ron McNutt, David
Bowker as organist. Church Scool Joyce Hernd
Norsworthy will speak about "Prepare Ye
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, Vaughan, Jack Rose, Jim Wilso
on,
Tama
ra
The
Outla
nd
n, will be at 9:45 a.m., LNYF at 4:30 and Allen
Way" with scripture from Luk,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. Johnny Bohannon,
e Knight as accom- serve as deacon of the week. SunRobert p.m. and Bible Study at 6:15 p.m. panist
s. Sunday School will be at day School with Stanley Anderson 3:1-6 at 11 a.m. service. He also
services. Stanley Duncan and MCDougal, Wayne Wilso
n, Fred
First Christian
9:30 a.m. and Church Training at 6 as director will e at 10 a.m. will speak at 6 p.m. Ron P
Mary Conner will direct the song Douglas, Alan Marti
n, Max
Christmas play practice will be at direct the
Dr. Roger N. Crstensen, presi- p.m.
service with Faye Childress as Walker, James Thurmond
music with Clarice
, Edgar dent, Institute for Biblical
5
p.m.
Norsworthy as accompanist. SunSouth
pianist. Sunday School with Jim- Rowland, Max
Pleas
ant
Grove
Farley, Bob Literacy, will speak at 10:45
Westside Baptist
day School will be at kb0 a.m.,
a.m.
my Burkeen as superintendent Hargrove, Bobby
United Methodist
McDougal and service. The Chancel Choir
The
Rev.
Glynn Orr, pastor, will
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor,
will
will be at 10 a.m.
St. Leo's Catholic
Steve Dublin. Bible classes will be sing an
speak about "The Christian Wife"
anthem, "Come, Jesus, will speak about "One
Masses will be at 6 p.m. SaturSinking Spring Baptist
at 9:50 a.m.
of
the
with scripture from Ephesians day and at 8
Holy Child, to Me" with Lee Kern World's Great
The Rev. Eddie Young, pastor,
and 11 a.m. Sunday
est Financial TranMemorial Baptist
as director and Maxine Clark as sactions"
5:15-24 at 9 and 10:50 a.m. services with Fr. Stan
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
with scripture from
Tillman as pastor.
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, organist. Assist
and about "Marriage Manage- Assisting will
ing will be Bob Luke 21:1-4 at 10:45 a.m.
services. Mark Paschall will serve will speak at 10:50 a.m.
e C. Paradise, Sr.
service. ment: Relationsh
and 7 p.m. Boeschel, Jim Clopton, Faye Holy
ip Renewal" at 6 Mary Anne, Mark Whitaker,
as deacon of the week. Max services. Freddie
Communion will be served.
Lisa
Algood, deacon
p.m. service. Tommy Scott will Whitaker,
Austin, Don Chamberlain, Betty The Church
McGinnis will direct the music of the week, and
Mary Getzen, J.
Choir
, directed by
Herbert Key will Gore, Gary White, Al Zimmerma
direct the music with Kathy Ligon. Schwartz, Bill
n Truman Whitfield, will sing "In
with Laura Paschall and Sharon assist. Morgan Owen
will direct and Emily Gore. Sunday School the Bleak
Patsy Neale and Susie Scott as ac- Dowdy, Kevil Whitaker, Tom
Furches as accompanists. Sunday the music with Marga
Midwinter" with Joan
ret Wilkins will be at 9:30 a.m., pot-faith din- Coope
companists. Mitch Chapman will Mikulcik, David D'Angelo, J
r and Tommy Gaines as acSchool with Jim Potter as director and Brenda Hart as accso
mpanists. ner at 12 noon, and other services compa
sing a solo at 9 a.m. The Junior Westphal, M. Hill, Earnest, M
nists. Assisting will be
will be at 10 a.m. and Church The Sanctuary Choir
Jerry 'Kelly.
will sing at 2 p.m., 5:45 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Steve Gordon, James Rogers, and Senior High Vocal Group, Chris Kurz, Bill Lalicker, Chri5
Training with Eric Knott as direc- "Who would Send a
Baby?" an
"One Accord," will sing "We Bow Portner, Franc
First Baptist
Charles Nesbitt,
tor will be at4.p.m.
es Ross, P. and I'
"Christmas Angels Medley" at
Down" at both morning services. Jurz and J.
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will Mr. and Mrs. Gary Cooper, and
and C. Boltz. Bible
St. JoiTh's Episcopal
Dennis Kelly. A
morning hour. The ordinance of speak at 10:45
Teresa Gilson will sing a solo at Study will be
a.m. and 7 p.m. ser- Chrismon service will
The second Sunday of Advent Th Lord's Supper will
at 9:30 a.m. Sunda
be
be observed vices. David Travis, deacon of the prese
nted
will be observed with the Holy at evening hour.
by
the
youth
at
5:30
Sunday School week, G.T. Moody and R.P. Hodg
e p.m. with choir practice to follow.
Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a.m. Fr. will be at 9:40 a.m.
and Church will assist. The Youth Handbell
Andre Trevathan will preside. Training at 6 p.m.
West Fork Baptist
Choir will play "Festival
The Rev. Wayne Carter, pastor,
Deacon Sam Gilkey will assist and
Goshen United Methodist
Oveture," the Sanctuary Choir will speak
preach. Lectors will be Nancy
about "How Far Can
The Rev. Susan Allsop- will sing "0
Little Town of You See?" at 11 a.m. servi
Schempp and Kathryn Mowery. Atkinson, pastor, will
ce and
speak at 11 Bethlehem" and Keith Inman will will
begin a series of Christmas
The Church School will present the a.m. service. Dale
Parker will be
Advent Wreath ceremony at 10:30 lay assistant and
problem requires more than an office
Sue Ann Hutson
DR. GOTT
a.m.
will be in charge of children's
call, he may be willing to make billing
Hazel Baptist
adjustments to assist you.
church. Robert DeSimone will
The Rev. James T. Garland, direct the music with Carol
DEAR DR. GOTT: Sometimes I get
yn Pool
spells where I: methodically keep dopastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and and Donna Parker
By James H. Cain
as accomPETER
ing what I'm doing, but I'm not there
6:30 p.m. services. Gene Orr panists. Eric Villaflor
and Jamie
mental
ly. When my husband sees this
GOTT M.D.
Miller will direct the song service Miller will be acoly
:._____—..14.inakes-me drink-a glass- ordradg
tes. Sunday
e
with Gwyn Key and Oneida White School will begin at
juice. In 30 minutes I'm fine. What
10 a.m. and
as accompanists. The Church the annual charge
does
this
mean?
conference will
Choir will sing "Allelu, Sing be at 7:30 p.m.
DEAR READER I don't know the
with Dr. William
DEAR DR. GOTT: I think I've been relation between orange juice and the
Alleluia" and "No Ordinary Vaughn, district super
intendent, bleeding internally.
I've had a few at- recovery from your spells.
Child" at the morning service. presiding.
tacks where blood will just pour from
There are several possible causes
Sunday School with Joe B. Adams
my rectum. I can afford an office visit of your symptoms. You could be expeNew
Life
Chris
tian
Cente
1. Sin should be called by its first name.
r
as director will be at 9:45 a.m. and
The Rev. Mark Welch, pastor, and that's it. Could I do something riencing small seizures that could be
2. Some people's minds are not only closed, but bolted as well
Church Training with Charles
about my diet to cure this'
diagnosed by an EEG (electroenceph3. Floating members cannot help a sinking church.
Overcast as director will be at 5:30 will speak at 10:45 a.m. service
DEAR READER: No, you cannot. alogram, a brain wave test).
with
the
Rev. Karen Welch direc- You really need
Tempted to sin? Better make sure you find a secluded spo'
4.
p.m.
I doubt that hypoglycemia (low
to know the source of
ting the music. Men's Prayer the bleeding, which
where God can't see you.
First Presbyterian
could be coming blood sugar)is the reason for your difBreakfast ;4,11 be at 7:30 a.m. and from something as plebian as a bleed- ficulties. However, this condition
5. Tact is that rare talent for graciously ignoring the opporThe Rev. Thomas Schellcan
Sunday School at 9:30 a.m.
ing hemorrhoid or from a condition be diagnosed by a blood test for sugar
tunity to point out that you were right in the first place.
ingerhout, pastor, will speak about
that is serious, such as a tumor or and insulin.
6. The ladder of life is full of splinters, but we don't feel them
University Church of Christ
"Who Needs A Savior?" with
Check with your doctor. You need
until we begin to backslide.
Charley Bazzell, minister, will infection.
scripture from Matthew 1:21 at
If your doctor is forewarned about an examination and furthe testing to
7. God pity the person who finds that the most difficult secret
10:45 a.m. service. The Chancel speak about "Walking in Love" your symptoms, he will likely be able get at the root of the problrem.
for
with
him to keep is the opinion he has of himself
scrip
ture
from
Ephes
ians
Choir will sing an anthem, "Let
to diagnose it in one office visit.
For more information, I am sendFor instance, he may request that ing you a copy of my Health Report
All Mortal Flesh Keep Silence" 5:1-20 at 10 a.m. service and about
with Anne Lough as director and "Zechariah the Seer" at 6 p.m. you prepare yourself for an office ex- "Hypoglycemia." Other readers who
Susan Chamberlain as organist. service. Assisting will be Ernie amination of the lower intestinal would like a copy should sent $1 with
tract. Known as proctoscopy or sig- their name and address to P.O. Box
Church School will be at 9:30 a.m. Bailey, Bill Boyd, Hamp W. moidoscopy
, this technique can be 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be
CALVARY TEMPLE
A nursery is provided for both Brooks, Lloyd Hasty, Jim Feltner, carried out only when the lower
bowel sure to mention the title.
Pete
Waldr
op, Bobby Bazzell, is free of waste. Thus,
services.
Hwy 641 S. Murray
DEAR DR. GOTT: This morning I
you may need a
Barry Johnson, Max leaver, mild laxative and
Eastwood Baptist
753-7389
an enema on the woke up, to my horror, with excreDr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will Chrles Stark, Jerry Stark, Al day of your office visit, so that the ment between my legs. I'm 45, have
Sunday School
doctor can use an instrument to ex- had 4 children, never had
10:00 A.M.
speak about "Five Fearful Facts" Starnes, Jeff Dunman, Jack
an operation
Worship 8. Praise
11:00 A.M.
at 11 a.m. and about "Are You Wilson, Billy Pritchard and Greg amine the bowel. In this way, one of- and am taking Inderal for mitral
fice visit may suffice for diagnosis.
Time of Celebration
valve prolapse. Why would this
Really A Born Again Christian" at DeLancey. Bible classes will be at
6:30 P.M.
On the other hand, if you go to the happen?
9
a.m.
Wednesday - Family Night
6 p.m. service. Gunner Nance will
appointment with an unprepared
Z:30 P.M
DEAR
READ
ER: Many healthy
Elm Grove Baptist
direct the music with April Mack
bowel, he may ask you to return.
Nursery & Transportation Provid
people will occasionally experience
ed
The
Rev.
David
Brash
er, pastor,
Incidentally, you may want to fecal incont
and Mildred Lassiter as accominence, especially during
Pastor E. F. Clere
panists. Loma Borders, Rhonda will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. check with your physician about your deep sleep when voluntary contro
l
is
servi
financ
ces.
ial
Music will be directed by
difficulties. If your health temporarily lost
Beam and Gunner Nance will sing
"WE'RE A CHURCH THAT CARES"
solos. Assisting will be the Rev. Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett
and
Teresa Suiter as accomSteve Todd, announcements, the
Rev. Randolph Allen, Bible panists. Sunday School with
reading, and Brent Evans, Bob Brooks Oswalt as director will be
Tanner, Jerry Conley and John at 10 a.m. and Church Training
Brittain, ushers. Sunday School and Junior Choir will be at 6 p.m.
Asbury
will be at 10 a.m. and Children's
Congregational Methodist
Church and Junior Church at 11
The Rev. Layne Shanklin,
a.m.
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 7
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor, p.m. services. His morning topic
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 5:30 will be "No Room at the Inn" with
p.m. services. Leland Peeler will scripture from Luke 2:7. Sunday
direct the music with Dwane School will be at 10 a.m. and Bible
Jones, Susan Jones and Donna Study at 6 p.m.
Lake-Land Apostolic
Eaves as accompanists. The Choir
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
will sing "Who Am I" at morning
hour and "Fill My cup, Lord" at will bring a lesson entitled "As A
evening hour. Brent Manning will Christian, You Are A Threat to
serve as deacon of the week. Sun- Satan's Kingdom" from the book
day School with Kyle Evans as of Job in the 10 a.m
superintendent will be at 9:45 a.m. preaching/teaching session.
Evangelistic service will be at 6
7th & Poplar Church of Christ
John Dale, minister, will speak p.m
First United Methodist
about "Beginning Again" with
The
Rev. A. Nowell Bingham,
scripture Colossians 3:1-2 at 8:30
Peoples Bank, Bank of Murray, & Murr
minister, will bring a "C,ommuay Ins.
$300 Savings Bond
Murray Cablevision
3
Free
Mo. of Disney
Merle-Norman
Bottl
e
of Decollette
Judy & Shere's
A
Curling Iron
Pier I Imports
A
Ratt
an
King Chair
Sears
--3
A
Boom
Box
Artcraft Photography
Free Photo Package
Carolyn's Corner
Swivel Rocker
Keel's Vacuum
$25 Gift Certificate
Murray Florists
$25 Gift Certificate
Video Mart
All omericirm 91-1/1
A Weeks Free VCR Rental and 5 Movies
Spoke 'N Pedal
1510 Chestnut Murray, Ky
A Scooter
Treas Do-It-Center
A Cordless Power Screwdriver
Murray Sewing Center
753-FOOD
Portable Singer Zig-Zag Sewing Machine
Bel-Air Laundry
$25 Worth of Free Dry Cleaning
Lunch Hours Mon.-Fri. 11-2
Dinner Hours Tues -Sat 5-10
Storey's Food Giant
.A Country Ham
Lunch Speelais: Soup & Sandwich of the Day '3.99
Sirloin Stockade
$25 Gift Certificate
Choice of Fries or Homemade Chios
Enjoy our House Sp•cialties and Tompting Desserts
Tuesday: Taco Bar '2.99 Widnday: Burger, Salad, Fries
'4.59
Fried Chicken, Salad, Fries
Thursday Lite Nita:
Fri.: 1602.'12.99
Soup, Salad, Sandwich '5.99
Orange Roughy '9.99
,10 oz Sirloin '7.99
Sat. Nits Dinner for 2:
Prime Rib for 2 '21.99
Chicken Picatta '16.98
Shrimp Scampi '21.99
Chicken Florentine '19.98
Remember Mario's For Your Christmas Luncheons & Dinners
Start Your New Years Ott Right Dine At Marto's
Ask About jrO Senior Citzens Discount
Master Card, American Express & VISA Accepted

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
77>il, SCRAPBOOK
-
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After the Rotary Christmas Parade..,i
%
Join Us for the

Bel-Air Christmas Kick-Off,

Visit Santa 12 p.m.-4 p.m.
Photos with Santa 1 p.m.-3 p.
Register For These Great Gifts To Be

Given Away.

GRAND OPENING

All Prizes Will Be Awarded by Santa at 4:00 p.m.

So, Don't Miss tIe Fun
At the Bel-Air center
Saturday, December rd

- t -:
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Nixon biographer to speak at MSU

Murray Middle School students will participate in the ninth Annual Talent Search conducted
by the Talent
Identification Program at Duke University vitose goal is to identify the very bright in order
to nurture their
talents. They qualified by scoring at the 97th, percentile or above in reading comprehension and/or
Math Concepts and Applications on the Kentucky Essential Skills Test. These participants are required
to complete the
SAT and if their scores rank at the 1000 mark will be invited to a summer program at Duke
tured are front row, left to right, Chris Fuhrmann, Angela Hasty, Jeanne Clark, Joy Roach,University. PicHeather Scott,
Jennie Bell; Second Row, Frank Ybanez, Geoffrey Ball, Eric Romaine, Melony
Stambaugh, Rachel
McShane; Third Row, Amy Gupton, Mike Steffey, Misty Clark, Scott Krieb, Sara Klaus, Clay
Bolin, Amy
Downey, and Beth Rose. Not pictured are Sam Green and Kathy Bomba.

Dr. Stephen E. Ambrose, Nixon
biographer and professor of
history at the University of New
Orleans, will deliver an address in
the C.S. Lowry Distinguished Lecture in the Humanities Series at
Murray State University on
Wednesday evening, Dec. 7.
His presentation, sponsored by
the College of Humanistic Studies
and organized through the Department of History, will begin at 7:30
p.m. in the auditorium of the
Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
Titled "Nixon and Vietnam,"
the lecture will focus on Vietnam
during the Nixon administration.
A question and answer session
will follow the lecture, which is
open to the public at no admission
charge.
The lecture is being included as
part of "Nam and the 60s: A Personal American View," which
centers around an exhibit of
photographs made in Vietnam and
the United States between 1962 and
1975. The show is on display in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery at Murray
State.
Ambrose earned the Ph. D.
degree from the University of
Wisconsin and is the author of
American military history which
includes, "Eisenhower and Berlin,

Long-distance rates drop; user fee rises
Staff and wire service reports

distance calls saves enough to more than 124 miles by 3.8 percent. price cut will go to large volume
Long-distance calls over AT&T
offset the effects of the line charge, It will make smaller cuts in rates users.
lines are cheaper toclay.
according to James Lande in the for interstate calls of shorter disRates for Reach Out America,
That's the good news. On the
FCC's industry analysis division._
tances, which account for about a
AT&T's long-distance calling plan
t‘A§01.1t half the
other side, however, you're now—77Purth
of AT&T interstate calls.
people are at
.
for residential customers, will be
- paying 60 cents 'a ffitifith tnor'e ThT least breaking even," he said.
Only calls made over a long- cut 4.9 percent.
local telephone service no matter
American Telephone & Telegraph distance carrier are affected. For
AT&T WATS rates will drop 4
which phone company you use.
Co. long-distance rates are going
example, calls made within the
percent and the company will resThe federally-mandated subscri- down by 3.8 percent. US Sprint said South Central calling area to a
tructure the service to bill calls
ber line charge rises to $3.20 a it will drop its rates Jan. 1
destination also in the area are not individually based on time and
an
month beginning today. Meanwhile, average 3.85 percent, about
affected, said Dwane Tucker, distance, rather than by the curthe
AT&T already has announced cor- same for business as for residential regional manager for Bell in
Padu- rent hourly pricing method. This
responding long-distance cuts, and
customers. MCI expects to cah.
reduction will take effect Jan. 1.
other major long-distance carriers announce details of a price cut next
will follow suit soon.
month.
"Calls that originate and termiIncreasing local rates and lowerAT&T is able to make its $697
nate within western Kentucky will
ing long-distance charges have million annual reduction,
and US
not be impacted at all by this," he
been common for four years as Sprint and MCI theirs,
YOU'RE WANTED ON THE
because
said.
"This is a shift in costs from
federal regulators shifted the costs
PHONE ITS SOMEONE WHO
costs
connecting
the
local
the
of
to
long-dista
nce
companies
to
of the local phone network to local
SAYS HE'S GABRIEL BUT PE
network are being reduced by the
local service. It's just continuing a
customers.
SHOULD BE 6ERONIMO.
corresponding increase in customprocess that has been in place since
In the past, long-distance rates ers' monthly bills.
June of 1985. This will go up again
subsidized local telephone service,
AT&T will cut its basic longApril 1, 1989 ... another 30 cents."
but that practice began to end in
distance rates for calls traveling
With the new rates, the largest
1985 when the government imposed
the subscriber line charge to
reduce the subsidy long-distance
companies pay to maintain the
local network.
While basic phone bills have
NANCY
risen, for about half of all customers long-distance price cuts of 38
W0A1-11 I REALLY
percent since 1984 have more than
Associated Press
AAD
A CLOSE CALL
dated equipment, writedowns in the
offset the increase, according to the
TI-11 MORNING
NEW YORK — American Tele- value of related equipment and
Federal Communications Commisphone & Telegraph Co. said today it reductions in employment.
sion. The other half don't use longwill cut thousands of jobs and take
distance enough to benefit, and
AT&T said it would reduce the
a
$6.7 billion charge against its number of its network employees
their overall bills are higher.
A customer who makes about fourth-quarter earnings to cover by 10,000 and the number of its
expenses related to getting rid of operator service employees by
$5.20 a month in direct-dialed longoutdated equipment.
6,000 over the next few years.
AT&T said the charge would
AT&T does not yet know how
reduce its profits by $3.9 billion, many of the employees will be
resulting in a loss for the year, but given jobs elsewhere in the comWTT17119.
would not "adversely affect our
pany because that depends on the
ability to pay dividends and concompany's growth, spokeswoman
tinue investing in the business."
LuAnn Gardner said.
AT&T's stock was off 1242 cents a
AT&T has a freeze on hiring over
share to $29.75 in early trading
most of the company. Although the
today on the New York Stock
freeze indicates that the company
Exchange.
is stringently cutting employment
The bulk of the charge, $5 billion,
costs, it also gives the displaced
is to reflect on the books the lower
employees a better chance to find
value of outdated network equipwork elsewhere within the comPADUCAH, Ky. ( AP — A fire ment. The remaining
$1.7 billion is
pany
because they will not face
that broke out in a house near this for the costs
of removing the out- competition from new hires.
western Kentucky city has left two
young children dead.
Lone Oak Middle School prinBEETLE BAILEY
cipal Cliff Owen had the job of trying to identify the charred bodies
Learn to see the sickness.
MAYBE
of two children. Then he had to tell
I'VE BEEN
friends and classmates of Carrie
HANDL I NG
PO. Box 1 7700. Waihington. DC 20041. Or coll, tollfree
Van Meter, 13, and her sister,
THE MEN ALL
Stephanie Van Meter, 11, that the
1 - 800 - 33 - 5 95 9
VV RON&
girls were dead.
Carrie was an eighth-grader:
Stephanie, a sixth-grader.
"I've been here 15 years i 13 as a
teacher 1, and it's the first time
I've ever had to do this," Owen
said. "I hope it's the last."
The girls died, apparently in
'Country Gifts •Unique Men's Gifts
their sleep. about 3:30 a.m. Thursday after fire broke out at the
'Signature Insulated Tumblers
home of their guardians, David
and Elizabeth Sommers.
Lone Oak Fire Chief W.B. Ford
said kerosene and electric heaters
were in use and a state fire marFree Gilt Wrapping'
shal was trying to determine if
759-1911
either was the cause.
The fire appeared to be accidental, he said, adding that the house
had an unused fireplace.
According to Coroner Jerry
Beyer, Sommers said he awoke to
the smell of smoke and carried his
two children — Erin, 2, and Seatls10 GOOD
tle, 3 — outside to safety. The
CAU_ING IslAMES, BRuNN.
children were in the bedroom with
BE iYtY MAIN.. You Go ON BEING
1-2 order country ham,
F'RESiDENT,,,
him.
OR ELSE!
two eggs, home fries,
Sommers said he started back
into the house to get the Van Meter
On I y
toast or biscuits and gravy.
girls but was forced away by
*Check For Our Weekly Dinner Specials!,
smoke and heat, according to
Beyer.
Mrs. Sommers, who is
separated from her husband, was
not at the home when the fire
759-1R64
started.

1945,'' "The Supreme Commander: The War Years of D.D.
Eisenhower" and "The Military
and American Society."
The lecture series is named in
honor of Dr. C.S. Lowry, who
taught 43 years at Murray State

and was named Distinguished
Professor of the Year by the
Alumni Association in 1964. Both
the Lowry Center and a perpetual
scholarship administered by the
Alumni Association bear his
name.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
"He that is everywhere is nowhere."
— Thomas Fuller

"If you can't do better at finding
missing queens, you should look for
better ways to play the hand,"
crabbed a resentful North. Look
over the play to see if you can find a
surer way to land 10 winners.
West's club 10 was covered in
dummy, and East's king went to
South's ace. The ace and king of
trumps failed to drop the queen and
South then tried hearts. He cashed
the ace and finessed to the nine, and
East got his second queen. In no hurry to release the high trump. East
wisely led a second club to knock
out dummy's honor. South fired his
last shot by playing hearts, intending to discard his losing club. No
luck there either. East ruffed the
heart king and the defenders ended
up with four winners.
South's misguess in trumps was
one that anyone might make, but he
should never have subjected himself
to a second misguess in hearts. After cashing his two high trumps,
South should lead a diamond to
dummy's queen and a diamond back
—I6-1119 -king and West's ace. West
knocks out dummy's remaining club
honor and South counterpunches by
exiting with a trump. Now, regardless of how the defense continues,
South gets either a free finesse in
hearts or a ruff and discard, thus
eliminating the need for finding the
heart queen.

NORTH
l22 A
40 A 10 8 5
•K J 9 6
•Q 10
•Q J 7
WEST
EAST
*3
•Q 4 2
8542
•Q3
•A 9 8 3
•J 6 5 4 2
•10 9 8 4
4K 5 2
SOUTH
*K J 9 7 6
•A 107
•K 7
4A 6 3
Vulnerable - Both
Dealer: South
The bidding'
South West
North
East
1+
3•
Pass
Pass
4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
is

Opening lead Club 10

th
th

BID WITH THE ACES
12 2-B

a
ti

South holds •Q 4 2
•Q3
•J 6 5 4 2
•K 5 2

th
in

North South
1
—TNT
3V
ANSWER: Four hearts. Should be
enough to provide a decent play for
game.

sar
telt
list
Wh
car

Send bridge questions to The Ares, PO Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225 with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 12$1. United Feature Syndicate
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LOOK,KID I'M TfMN6 TO
FINISH WRITING MY CWRISTMAS
PLAY! STOP BOTI-IERIN6 ME
OR I'LL CHANGE YOUR
PART TO A SHEEP!

AT&T takes loss, cuts
jobs for new hardware

Middle-schoolers
die in blaze; state
working on cause

American Mental Health Fund
4

Come By After The Parade On Sat.

‘NIAA9
HAPPENED ?

IT vioN5 Mg TURN TO
PAM? TUE TRANA
Jr
AN
TI-9
kEIF 14
A ATOSTTI MEDIC)
I +04Aok A6KED

z

YOO AND WE. SHOULD BE
ROMPING ABOUT HAVING
THE 'TIME OF YOUR LIVES

IM 51ANVINCr
ON HIM

ri
AC

FROM NOW ON
I SWEAR TO
KEEP MY TEMPER
AND LEAD THEM
WITH KINDNESS
AHD WISDOM

4
9
12
13
14
15
17
19
20
21
23
27
29
30
31
32
34
35
36
37
39

CJ's Casuals

,

•,

EVER) .s

15

anti SUN. TIL NOON

Country Ham Breakfast

2.85

1.11031EPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
16

12

27
31
35
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CLASSIFIEDS

Van Buren
Legal

1

L

egal

1

Legal

Legal

1

ORDINANCE NO. 88-883
Gallons per Month
Rate Per
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING AND
Thousand Gallons
RESTATING ORDINANCE NUMBER 751,
Minimum Rate ...
24.00
AS AMENDED, WHICH IS CODIFIED AS
For the First 2,000.
200
CHAPTERS 52.09 AND 53.02 OF THE CIFor the Next 2,000
1 69
TY OF MURRAY CODE OF ORFor the Next 2,000.
1.49
DEAR ABBY: I have been work- numbers - now
DINANCES, AS AMENDED, RELATIVE
For the Next 2,000
the marketers use
1.28
ing for a marketing research firm computers that
TO
WATER
AND SEWER RATES FOR
For the Next 2,000 .
simply dial
1.08
for thetpast two months, telephon- numbers, one after
CUSTOMERS INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
For the Next 50,000
the other.
0 95
ing homes around the country to get
THE CITY OF MURRAY CORPORATE
All over 60,000
Telemarketing is a blatant inva0 81
opinions from consumers regarding sion of privacy.
LIMITS
.
(C)(2) Sewer rate schedule for outside
Your town can
which products and services they legislate against solicitor
Be it ordained by the City Council of the
city customers.
s coming
use. The only bad part of my job is to your door - but
City of Murray, Kentucky, as follows:
Gallons per Month
not your phone.
Rate Per
the abuse I have to take from some Think of how many
Section 1: §53.02 WATER RATES AND
Thousand Gallons
baths, naps,
of the rude people I encounter.
TAP-ON
FEES is hereby amended and
nights' (or days') sleep, family
Minimum Bill
7.00
I very politely introduce myself, dinners, lovemaking sessions
restated as follows:
For the First 2,000
and
350
then state that I want only a few funeral receptions have been
The
followi
ng
schedul
e of water rates is
For the Next 2,000
inter296
minutes of their time to get some rupted. And how many
established by the city for water furnished
For the Next 2,000
sick, dis2
61
information about the products they abled and elderly people
to its customers:
For the Next 2,000
have been
2 24
use daily. I explain (if they let me inconvenienced by a ringing
(A)
A
rate
of
$.62
per
1,000
For
gallons
the Next 2,000
shall
tele1 89
get that far) that I am not selling phone.(We won't even go into
be charged for water used by the city for
For the Next 50,000........... .
how
1.66
anything, I am just gathering many gullible people have
commercial purposes. "COMMERCIAL
.All over 60,000
been
1 42
PURPOSES" is defined as all water used
information. Abby, you would not bamboozled on the phone.)
(D) in the event a lot, parcel of land,
by the city other than water used through
believe some of the language I have
The public should also be made
building or premises discharges sewage,
fire hydrants. In all bill charges the amount
heard before they hang up on me!
aware that once people buy or give
water, or other liquid wastes or uses water
of such charges shall be subject to a
Please ask your readers to be a on the basis of a phone solicitation,
supplied on other than a metered basis
little more courteous and to cooper- their names are sold to other
minimum charge of $4.00 for the first 2,000
from either a private or a public water
ate with callers from market re- telephone solicitors as "hot prosgallons of water used or supplied.
supply, then the owner or occupant may be
(B) The City of Murray shall pay $48.00
search firms. And if they are too pects."
required to cause a water meter or other
each per year for the first one hundred
busy to answer a few questions, all
I urge anyone who is fed up with
measuring device to be installed which is
(100) fire hydrants maintained by the City
they have to do is say so.
this home invasion to take action.
acceptable to the City Council, the Public
of Murray. The City of Murray shall pay
Works Committee, or any other board or
MINNESOTAN When one of these calls comes in,
$33.60 per year for each fire hydrant mainask for the name and address of the
body of the City which may be in charge
tained by the City of Murray over and
DEAR MINNESOTAN: There organization (commercial or nonand control of the municipal sewerage
above the first one hundred (100) fire
is no excuse for rudeness, but I profit) involved, then tell them that
system. The quantity of water used, as
hydrants.
believe that the telephone is in you will buy nothing sold on the
measured by such meter, shall determine
(C) All other water customers of the Cithe home for the convenience of phone, and will support no charity
the sewage rate, rental or charge. Pending
ty water and sewer system shall pay for
the person who pays for it. that solicits in this manner. Then
installation of such meter, the sewage rate,
water according to the following schedule:
Market researc-hers should find follow it up with a letter, so they will
rental or charge, shall be as follows:
WATER RATE SCHEDULE/
another way to gather informa- know you mean business.
Inside
Outside
INSIDE CITY CUSTOMERS
tion. Some people sleep at odd
When enough people stop buying
City
City
Gallons per month
hours; others may be ill and or giving, these intrusive phone
Private, single
Rate Per
don't want to be disturbed; and calls will stop paying off and come
Thousand Gallons
family dwelling
10.60
18.14
Minimum Rate
there are many who resent the to a halt.
All others
$4.00
costs
costs*
For the First
intrusion. Read on for a consu.-M.H., CHALFANT; PA.
*,Cost qball be determined by the Director
For the Next 2,000mer's view:
Public Works.......
.1%25
For the Next 2,000
DEAR MRS. M.H.: Bravo!
(E)Each customer applying for a
110
For the Next 2.000
sanitary sewerage connection to the MurDEAR ABBY: Of all the nui95
For the Next 2,000
ray water and sewerage system shall pay
* 5*
sances to plague us over the years,
80
For the Next 50,000
the fee set by the following sewer tap-on
telemarketing is at the top of the
70
All over 60,000
schedule;
list. It differs from direct mail.
62
Dear Abby's Cookbooklet is a collecWATER RATE SCHEDULE/
When you get unsolicited mail, you tion of favorite
SEWER TAP-ONS/INSIDE CITY
recipes - all tested,
OUTSIDE CITY CUSTOMERS
$350 for each single family residence
can toss it out or put it aside to read tried and terrific! To order, send your
Gallons per month
$150 for each additional unit located within
when you feel like it; you can even name and address, plus check or
Rate Per
Thousand Gallons
the same structure
get your name removed from the money order for 83.50 (114 in Canada)
Minimum Rate
SEWER TAP-ONS/OUTSIDE CITY
mailing list. But what do you do to: Abby's Cookbooklet, P.O. Box 447,
$7.00
Mount Morris, III. 61054. (Postage is
For the First 2,000
$600 for each single family residence
about phone calls? Forget unlisted included.)
3 50
For the Next 2,000
$250 for each additional unit located within
2 19
For the Next 2,000
the same structure
1.93
For the Next 2,000
In the event the cost to the City exceeds
1 66
THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
For the Next 2,000
the above tap-on fees, a determination of
1 40
For the Next 50,000
the actual cost shall be made by the Direc1 23
All over 60,000
tor of Public Works and such cost shall be
1 09
(D) Each customer applying for new
the responsibility of the water or sewer
water connection to the Murray water and
customer.
sewer system shall pay the fee set by the
The above tap-on fees are in addition to
following water tap-on schedule:
the water and sewer rates presently in efWATER TAP-ONS
fect or which may hereafter be adopted.
Tap
Inside
(F) Sewer rates provided in divisions
Outside
Size
City
City
( A),(B),(C) and (D) above are based on
34 inch
250.00
the underlying assumption that all metered
400.00
1 inch
350.00
water consumption is eventually returned
600.00
114 inch
600.00
to the sewage treatment system. Where it
1,000.00
2 inch
850.00
can be evidenced that the proportion of
1,500.00
All Over 2 Inches
cost
water actually returned to the treatment
cost
(E) In the event the cost to the city exsystem by an industrial customer is
ceeds the above tap-orctee, a determination
significantly different from the metered
of the actual cost shall be made by the
consumption, service charges shall be
Director of Public Works and such cost
determined on the basis of measured or
shall be the responsibility of the water
estimated wastewater discharge. The city
customer.
reserves the right to determine by
(F)The above tap-on fees are in addition
whatever means and methods it may find
to the water rates presently in effect or
practicable, the amount of water consumpwhich may hereafter be adopted.
tion or wastewater discharge that shall be
(G)The foregoing rates and charges for
used to compute sewer service charges.
the use of and services rendered by the
(G) Surcharge for excessive strength.
Murray water and sewer system as
Users having a discharge over the normal
established by Paragraphs A, B, and C of
sewage strength of 300 mg/1 suspended
this section shall become effective from
solids or 250 mg/1 B.O.D. shall incur an adand after the first meter reading following
ditional charge of $0.12 per pound of
December 5, 1988. The foregoing rates and
suspended solids and $0.14 per pound of
"Big Bob says he's getting tired of yuiradying he
charges for the use of and services
biochemical oxygen demand.
rendered by the Murray water and sewer
doesn't really exist."
(H)The foregoing rates and charges for
system as established by Paragraph D of
the use of and services rendered by the
this section shall become effective for all
Murray water and sewer system as
tap-ons connected after December 5, 1988.
established by Paragraphs A, B, C, and D
H The schedule of rates and charges
of this section shall become effective from
prescribed by this section shall be revised
and after the first meter reading following
from time to time as may be necessary in
December 5, 1988. The foregoing rates and
order that the city may comply with any
charges for the use of and services
ACROSS
covenants and undertakings securing any
Answer to Previous Puzzle
rendered by the Murray water and sewer
42 Above
bonds of the city which may be outstanding
43 Chickens
system as established by Paragraph E of
1 Moccasin
44 Wash
from time to time and which by their terms
4 Bog
this section shall become effective for all
SPA N
M
STAB
46 Watched
are in any manner payable from the
9 Pallor
tap-ons connected after December 5, 1988.
A
secretly
A
12 Time gone by
revenue of any combined and consolidated
Section 3. All ordinances or portions of or48 Hung
13 Seagoing
0
municipal waterworks and sewerage
A
dinances of the City of Murray. Kentucky.
fluttering
vessel
A
S M
system of the city.
in conflict herewith are hereby repealed to
in air
14 Meadow
Section 2: §52.09 RATES AND CHARGES
0 T E
E11 A
the extent of such conflict and to such ex51 Write
15 Tooth doctor
is hereby amended and restated as follows:
52 Public
tent only.
17 Pitchers
E W
A
storehouse
(A)The following schedule of rates shall
19 Drink heavily
ADOPTED AND APPROVED ON THE
A
A
54 Guido's high
apply to each user of the sewage treatment
20 Mast
FIRST READING ON THE 10 DAY OF
A
A
A
note
21 Stalk
system. This schedule includes the rate for
NOVEMBER, 1988.
55 Veneration
no
23 Retracted
user charges as established herein and the
ADOPTED AND APPROVED ON THE
56 Hinder
27 Evergreen
A
ET
rate for debt service charge, each based on
SECOND READING ON THE 29 DAY OF
57 Obscure
trees
A
A
the volume of metered water consumption
NOVEMBER, 1988.
29 Fat of swine
DOWN
0 So
unless otherwise noted.
30 Roman 51
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
(El)(1)Sewer rate schedule for inside ci31 Grain
By: Charles Foster, Acting Mayor
S1110,N L Y
1 Cushion
32 Commonty customers.
2 Mature
ATTEST:
place
3 Satisfied
Jo Crass, City Clerk
7 Myself

Telemarketing Can Be
A Royal Pain in the Ear
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21 "Sonny
22 Crown
24 Choice part
25 Save
wedding
expenses
26 Roadside
restaurant
28 Lett high
and dry
33 Decays
34 Enveloped
36 Woody plant
38 Inlet
40 River in
Germany
41 Incline
45 Declare
46 Health resort
47 Church
bench
48 Chapeau
49 Actor
Wallach
50 Obstruct
53 Tellurium
symbol

2

Notice

LADIES in Orient seek
correspondence w/
single gentlemen. The
Friendship Office, Box
5248 Stn. A. Calgary
Alberta, Canada
T2H1X6.

2

Notice

MENNONITEBake
Sale at Flippens
Hillbilly Barn every
Sat. 9a.m.
Place Christmas or
ders. Grandma Miller's
Country Bakin' Ph.
901'782-3412.
sui

ren

INSTRUCTION

LEARN TO DANE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

5

•No woonence 6
"
no•O•d'
•DOT Cacelecatoon

•Fwiw pen 1.'•
M•1111*19
•Plicao••••• Deg*
•Financial awl
Ar•M•ble

s w,

ALLIANCE

TRACTOR TRAILER
TRAINING CENTERS

LIESA/4004.151

759 4073

1•800-334-1203

SANTA'S
HELPERS
436-5355
Professional Chimney
Cleaner
Offering Fire Box Repair.
Damper Installation,
Custom Hoods and Bird

Screens
Senior Citizens Discount
24 Hour Answering Service

Happy 55th
Anniversary
Aunt Ede & Uncle Bud
(Kinney & Preacher)
McKinney

LYNDA s PRETTY
PUNCH Embroidery
Sweatshirts! Lynda
Ward, 1 miles west of
Hazel on State Line
Road 893. 500 patterns,
glue, guaranteed
needles. Free pattern
with each visit. Free
catalog with purchase
of kit. Taking custom
Sweatshirts
orders
$A
sizes S X XXLarge
$6 Children's sizes 1 16
$3 Phone 492 8580

Annual
Sale
Now In

2

Notice

GRANNY'S Kountry
Krafts will be open on
weekends through Dec.
11th, 1988. It will then
close for winter.
Sweatshirts, pillows,
folkart, crocheted dolls,
decorated hats and
brooms, quilts, antique
baby cradle and
grapevine wreaths.
Hours: Friday
6p.m.•9p.m.; Saturday
10a.m.'6p.m., Sunday
11p.m.-6p.m. 5 miles
south of Murray on Hwy
121.
GRANNY'S Kountry
Krafts will be open on
weekends through Dec
11th, 1988. It will then
close for winter
Sweatshirts, pillows
folkart, crocheted dolls,
decorated hats and
brooms, quilts, antique
baby cradle and
grapevine wreaths
Hours: Friday
6p m. 9p.m.; Saturday
)Oa m. 6p.m.; Sunday
12p.m. 6p.m. 5 miles
south of Murray on Hwy
121.

2

Notice

LEATHER Snakeskin
Come see our new line
of all leather billfolds at
lust $5. Leather vests,
purses, key chains,
belts, belt buckles Will
engrave your name on
leather belts. Snakeskin
(Python, Rattlesnake/
buckles, hats, belts,
billfolds. Shop early for
great savings on
Christmas gifts Ward
Leather, 2 miles west of
Hazel on State Line
Road 893. 491 8580

MANNING
SCRAP
New Business
in Murray
We Buy Copper,
Aluminum & Brass
TOP PRICES PAID
12 S
Beside Old Drive In
Phone 753-0337 or
489-2803 after 5:00

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 401To 65
If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately For A Price Quote.
We Represent 7 "A" And "A +"
Rated Insurance Companies. If You
Are In Average Health For Your
Age, We May Be Able To Save You
Several Hundred Dollars Per Year.

Progress

Hitching
Post
Gifts
Aurora, KY
Hours:

10 a.m.-S p.m.
Closed Mon. 8i Time
174;226F,

a

ORDINANCE NO. 88-882
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ORDINANCE
CODIFIED AS 4153.07 OF THE CITY OF
MURRAY,KENTUCKY HOUSING AND UNSAFE BUILDING CODE.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY AS FOLLOWS,
TO WIT:
SECTION 1: Section 153.07 (B) of the City
of Murray Housing and Unsafe Buildings Code
is hereby amended in its entirety to read as
follows:
B)The Building Official may issue and
cause to be served, in the manner prescribed in §153.08, a complaint charging that a
dwelling is unfit or that any building is unsafe. If his inspection discloses a basis for
so charging, the complaint shall state that
a hearing will be held before the Board of
Building and Housing Appeals at a place
therein fixed not less than ten days nor
more than thirty days after the serving ot
the complaint; that the owner and parties
in interest may file an answer to the corn
plaint and appear in person, or otherwise.
and give testimony at the place and time
fixed in the complaint; and that the rules
of evidence prevailing in the courts of law
or equity shall not be controlling in hearings before the Board of Building and Hou
ing Appeals.
SECTION 2: Section 153.07 (C) of the City
af Murray Housing and Unsafe Buildings Code
is hereby amended in its entirety to read as
follows:
(C) If after such notice and hearing, the
Board of Building and Housing Appeals determines that a dwelling or dwelling unit under
consideration is unfit for human habitation or
the building is unsafe, it shall state in writing
its findings of fact in support of such deter. rnin,ation and stall direct the Building Qffteig;
,tOihsiIé"and eatiie to be served upon the owner
thereof an order stating the findings and the
time specified to repair, alter or improve the
dwelling or other building to render it fit and
safe. If the repair, alteration, or improvement
can be made at a cost that is not more than
50% of the value of the building, at the option
of the owner, the owner, may vacate and close
the dwelling or other building. If the repair
cannot be made at a cost that is not more than
50% of the value, within the time specified in
the order the owner may remove or demolish
the dwelling or other building.
SECTION 3. A new section of §153.07 is
hereby created to read as follows:
(DI The Building Official or any property
owner who feels aggrieved by the decision of
the Board of Building and Housing Appeals
may appeal such decision to the City Council
within ten days from the date of the Order set
forth in paragraph IC) above. Such appeal
shall be in writing and shall be served upon
the City Clerk and City Attorney.
SECTION 4. Any portion of this ordinance
Codified at §153.07 of the Murray Code of Ordinances as amended which may be in conflict
with this ordinance is hereby repealed to the
extent of such conflict.
ADOPTED ON THE FIRST READING ON
THE 10 DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1988.
ADOPTED ON THE SECOND READING ON
THE 29 DAY OF NOVEMBER. 1988.
HOLMES ELLIS, MAYOR
BY: Charles Foster, Acting Mayor
ATTEST:
JO CRASS. CITY CLERK
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CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199,
"Our 26th Year Of Service"
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Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court Dukedom
Bank Plaintiff, versus Robert J. Howell and wife, Sherry A. Howell;
County of Calloway, Kentucky, United States of America, Defendant.
2
N ot ice
9. Situation Wanted
6 Help Wanted
NOTICE OF SALE
16. Home Furnishings
27. Mobile Homes for Sale 37 Livestock -Supplies
Case No. 87-C1.051
BIG Apple Cafe now OFFICE and pro
GLIDDEN Latex wall
PIECE
5'
octagonal
oak,
1976 BUDDY Northern SIMMENTAL and
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
hiring female kitchen fessional building
paint, 5 gal. can $29.99.
brass and glass dinette Insulator, 12x65, 2 bed- Simbrah bulls Per
help. Apply in person, cleaning service. Hon
Court rendered at the November 10 Term thereof 1988, in the above
Get at Black's Decoratset. Also, 5 piece room, double oven with formance 8. semen
Puryear, Tn or call est, reliable, re
cause, for the $39,029.62 with interest accruing thereon at the rate of
ing Center, 701 S. 4th
chrome and butcher built-in range, 10x20 tested. Excellent qual(901) 247 5798 Must be ferences. Free es
St.,
Murray.
$11.67 from March 2, 1987, until paidIllso $27,087.64 with interest ac21.
ti mates. Also block laminated dinette awning included, gas ity. $650 8. up. Cadiz,
set 753 3843
cruing thereon at the rate of $9.01 per day from March 2, 1987. until
heat, new carpet. Extra Ky. 522-7630.
NEW Concord Family CLEANING lady commercial residential COUCH,
1 wing chairs, nice, 55,800 753 0.476
paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court
Salary painting. 489 2869, 759
Nair Stations New needed
dark pine coffee table, 1980 EAGLE 14x65, I 38 Pets -Supplies
Hours: 8: 30a.m. 4p.m. negotiable. • Please call 1837.
House door in the City of Murray. Kentucky. to the highest bidder,
WILL care for children hex table, end table, bedroom, 2 full baths 4 1/2 OLD male beagle,
Special - 150 minutes 753 1798 after 5p.m.
at public auction on the 14th day of December 1988, at 10:00 O'clock
dining table with leaf, 435 4595 after 5p.m.
excellent jump and run
in my home. 759 9883.
shampoo, COOK or counter. per
tanning
with
a.m., or thereabout, upon a credit of cash or 30 days, the following
six chairs, china 1980 MOBILE
home, dog, $100. 6 month old
cut and style! Phone for son. Apply in person:
cabinet. 759 4648 after 14x70, 3 bedrooms
described property. to-wit: •
T.J.'s Bar B Q, 806 10. Business Opportunity
, 1 female bassett hound,
appointment 436-2714.
5p.m.
bath, large living room $50. 436-5.413.
Chestnut, Murray.
TRACT I:
PRIME business loca
KING size waterbed, lots
of extras. Call AKC puppies Scottish
EXPERIENCED pain
Lots 575, 576, 577, 578, 579, Unit No. IV of Smithwood Development
tion for sale or rent. bookcase headboard, 753-4770
Terriers, West Highafter 4:30p m.
ters,
interior
exterior
Corporation as shown by plat of same which is recorded in Plat Book...,
Good investment. side rail caps, $225.
CAROLYN'S capability. 753-6244 Sacrifice
1981, 2 bedroom, 11x56, land Terriers, Australia
due to health. 759-1142.
3, Page 51 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Terriers
and Cocker
5,500 . 5 2 7 - 8 7 5 0
after 5p m.
CORNER
For more information
Spaniels. 489-2246.
Being the same property conveyed to Robert J. Howell and wife,
(Benton).
GET PAID for reading call (502)354-6075 or
19.
Farm
New & Used Furniture
Equipment
Sherry A. Howell by deed from MUdred Raper. dated January 7, 1986,
1983 CLAYTON 14)050, AKC registered Cocker
books! $100 per title. (5021474-8891.
$8,000. 436 2326 after Spaniels- 4 males, 4
Write. PASE 187X, 161
WANT To Buy 1 on or
and of record on microfilm in Book 167, Card 2428 in the office of the
Olftwore
females, 6 blonde and 2
S
ton grain truck 492 8411 6p.m,
Lincolnway, N. 11
Instruction
Clerk of Calloway County Court.
Brinn Colloctible
Aurora, IL 60542.
after 5p.m
I BEDROOM mobile red. 1 345 2426 or 489
TRACT II:
Dolls
home on private lot, 8 2647.
INTERNATIONAL
Lots 295, 126, 127. and 128, Unit II of Croppie Hollow Shores as shown
22
miles east of Murray. CFA Persian and
student org. seeks local
Musical
Hand Wrapped Flowers
by plat of same which is recorded in Plat Book 3, Page 100 of the Clerk
Call Lindsey Beane Hem ilayan kittens,
volunteer to find host
MARSHA
LL
50
watt
shots and wormed, $150
Fall & Christmas
residence, 436,2582.
homes and supervise
of the Calloway County Court.
TRAIN
amplifier, Fender
each. 489 2495 after
Decorations
teen age foreign high
TO BE A
The above-described lots are hereby transferred and conveyed subSquire Stratocaster FOR Sale or Rent 12x65 5p.m.
school exchange
PROFESSIONAL
guitar, $700. 759 1081 mobile home with 12x18 CHRISTM
ject to the following protective covenants:
20% OFF ALL
4SECRETARY
AS Presents!
students. Fees paid.
room addition, front
after
6p.m.
1. Any and all buildings or construction to be of good materials and
•SEC./RECEPTIONIST
GIFTWARE
1 BOO 221 0509.
porch, rear deck. 8 AKC Registered Cocker
•
EX
ECUTIYE SECRETARY
Storewide Thru
workmanship ( wood or masonry construction ). No lean-to shacks permiles north of Murray. Spaniel puppies. 1st
24. Miscellaneous
,r ocaity FtiI time/part time
LOCAL company has
shots and vet checked.
437 4890.
Christmas
mitted. No converted buses, street cars or such will be permitted at
_ea
,
word
process,ng
and
opening for 2 self
1 9 8 2 CHEVROLET
Small size and buff
re,atee secretarial
any time.
Home
motivated individuals
Citation, PS,'PB,
50% OFF MOST
Study and Resident Tratning
colored. (901)247-5508.
2. All construction to be at least 20 feet from road right-of-way and
with sales and
to, iwai3Naries,Otompano Bon ,L
cruise, excellent in-out,
KENNEL CLOSE OUT!
CHRISTMAS
organizational ability,'
'FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
ask $1,750 Apple II Plus
not less than 5 feet from adjoining property lines.
*
Four
Star
AKC Shih-Tzu,
*
DECORATIONS!
..106
PLACEMENT
full or part-time. No age
ASSISTANCE
with sof twares, $950.
3. No livestock to be kept on property except a pony or horse may
Pekinese: All ages and
Mobile
Home
Bel-Air
barrier. Write:
759-9868.
colors, some pregnant.
1-800-327-7728
be ridden on public roads or riding trails during daylight hours.
Shopping Center.
Parts &Service
National Expo, P.O.
35 GALLON barrels for
THE KART SCHOOL
Drastic reduction in
4. No junk yards of any kind permitted.
753-9234
Box 618, Murray.
A'. r4,'
sale. Keith's Lawn 8,
Custom Built Decks
prices! Payments
5. Only professionally made tents may be left standing permanentNEED a job? 4 openings
Tractor, Industrial
Doors and Knobs
—ecefel Atemoe,
available. Contact
SWEATER Sale 1 table now. You may qualify
NHSCI
Road, 759 9831.
$84.95 and Up
ly.-No homemade tents of degrading appearance will be permitted.
Petty Officer Post
long sleeve, $10 each. 1 if: (1)you do not have
FIREWO
OD
Exterior
for
Windows.
sale.
6. West Kentucky Electric Corporation right-of-way reserved:
(901)642-4457, leave
table sweater vests, $10 GED or your high
437
4667.
In!erior Bronze Storrs Wincows
message if not there.
7. No septic tanks nor well systems may be constructed on any lot
each. Solid white sweat school diploma, (2) you
FIREWOOD for sale..
SCHNAUZER pups,
shirts, $6 each or 2 for have been out of school
T-Loc Vinyl Skirting
having a square foot area of less than 10,000 square feet.
$22
a
rick
753-2887
miniature, AKC. SHIN
$10. Scarfs, El each or 3 9 months or more,
Roots Kool Sealed
8. All septic systems subject to Health Dept. regulations.
(3) 13 For Sale or Trade
FIREWOOD for Sale
TZU pups, tiny AKC. S
for $2. Nursing bras $5. You are between ages
16
"Factory
Being the same property conveyed to Robert J. Howell and wife,
Experienc
e
Tree removal
& w. Ready by Christ
Free
Excuisite form bras up & 21'. We are a EOE. TRADE 1978 Toyota
Building 4 Servicing
Sherry A. Howell, by deed from Mildred Raper. dated January 9, 1986,
mas. 901-648 5024.
to $5.48, 20% off. All This projett is funded motor home for 1985 or estimate. 436 2758.
Mobil.
horn..."
and of record on microfilm in Book 167, Card 2428 in the Office of the
WESTIES Champion
Christmas decorated by the Western Ky. newer compact car. FIREWOOD for sale.
• Phone 1502)892.8488 •
line AKC, satisfaction
clothes 40% off. San Private Industry STRINE, P.O. Box 1024, Red oak seasoned or
Clerk of Calloway County.
green. $25 dumped; $30
Souci robes, long and Council- JTPA. Call Murray, Ky.
guarantee. $300 9600.
TRACT III
Miller
Shctrt..30% off. Maternity
.
st COP,.436 54311— .
—06
ifirrinif Efeatiic .
ahd-Rrerffir'I\4o
to Buy
Orktntliety Lake Detretop clothes 20% off. We Care 753-9378 between 8:30dO carts, go carts, go
WRINKLED puppies
Furnaces
men t Corporation. Inc. as shown by plat of record in Plat Book 2. Page
dresses sizes 1 54. Also 12:00 5 days a week.
cafts!
5
HP
single
and
for Christmas) Cham
FRAME mounted
35.400 B T U
$326••
double
skirts, blouses and
seats.
91 in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County.
Keith's
trailer hitch for pick up
pion line of Chinese
40.200 BT U
$348••
Lawn & Tractor Center,
slacks in regular and
truck, class 3 759 4905.
Shar Pei: 2 males, 1
Being the same property conveyed to Robert J. Howell and wife.
plus sizes. Jo -Ann NOW hiring for JUNK cars,
Industrial Road. Call
53
800
Ll
B
T
$3136•°
female. Stud service
batteries,
Sherry A. Howell by deed from Donald P. Master, et ux dated
759-9831.
Varieties on the square. Christmas: Earn up to aluminum cans
available 502 247 8834
and
50% of what you sell in
November 9, 1979, and of record on microfilm in Book 160, Card 1467
753 9.i69.
NAND
crafted
knives.
Avon products Call other scrap. 492 8183.
in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County.
Just
in
time
Public Sales
41
for
hunting
PIANO in good condi753 0171
season or Christmas! 28.
That the personal property upon which the lien of Count II is adtion
492-8411
Mobile
Homes
after
for
Rent
RN -LPN wanted for
For the person who has
Wallpaper
judged and which is hereby ordered sold are the following eight (81
busy physician's office. 5p.m.
Big 4 Party
2 BEDROOM mobile
everything. 753-6308.
WANT
In Stock Paper
gems: 1 Diamond FE1712NK 2.30 ct., VS12H; 1-Diamond 1733CEN
to
buy
Salary negotiable, bet
Raw LARGE,
home, good location,
large,
large
Furs.
Stanley
Owen
ter than average ben
1.05 et.; SI-I; 1-diamond 126028, .60 et.. Loupe-G; 1-Diamond VS12-K,
selection of storage $110 per month
99
efits. Send resume to. McClellan, Pulaski, IL, buildings
.85 ct., Fouresence; 1-Diamond V4744H, .95 ct.. \'S12-H; 1-Diamond
in stock for 753,8216.
Locust Grove Road
Double Roll
618
342
6316.
P.O. Box 1040 C
BEDROOM, central
immediate delivery.
F899357 .44 et., VVS-2; 1-Diamond Am. Brillant White 1.35 ct.;
Murray.
(off 121)
heat,
carpeted.
Acree
Also
2
Borders
15 Articles for Sale
Portable
1-Sapphire D6296, 3.74 ct., Oval Cut.*
TELEPHONE SUR
Buildings, Mayfield, bedroom, 2 baths, gas
Second
House
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with apVEYORS NEEDED for 18" CRAFTMASTER- Ky. 502 247 7831.
99
heat. No pets, re
on
Right
3 to 4 weeks to update skill saw. Used very ORDER
5 Yds
provedecurities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until
ferences
,
641
North
Now! Christ
the -new Murray City little, good condition. mas
753-3942.
paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
trees wholesale
TERRY
'S
PAINT
directory. Must have 436-5582.
Friday
TRAILER for rent Dili
(502)247 7831
prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
legiable hand 18" SEARS portable
Electric.
SEASON
& DECORATING neat
ED
firewood
.
Filed and noted of record this 11-23-88. Calloway Circuit/District,
writing and enjoy con dishwasher with but2744
tact with the public. cher block top, 1 year 436
Southside Shopping Center
by J.S., D.C.
29. Heating and Cooling
Saturday
Requires at least 25 old, 3300 753 1573 after
753-3321
rFFIC1
Jean Miller
ENT
heating
8 am-?
working hours per 5p.m.
stove. Black. Pyramid
Master Commissioner
week, working in your / K_ER.15ENE heaters
FACE
BRICK
shape, heats very large
Calloway Circuit Court TRANSFER your fiMM own home. Job requires and a Magnavox jam
Price. Start A,
area. $150. 753 7276 after
home movies to video
calling from a private box with CD player,
i'Such gems are presently in the possession of plaintiff and may. upon
5P.M
treasonable request, be inspected by prospective buyers at the plain- tape. $3.50 per 50 ft. telephone line. If this is $135. 759 1408, leave
reel, tape included. the job for you, send
message.
tiff's place Of business. The gems are divisable personal property and
30
Business Rentals
Also, slides, negatives
name, address
shall be first exposed to bid upon less than the whole. The gems shall and photographs. Free telephone numberand BASEBALL Cards
APPROX
IMATELY 2,
in Donruss, Tops and
VOWELL &
pick-up and delivery.
719
not be produced at sale.
000 square feet availa
your own hand writing Score, wax

$5

Yard Sale
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Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court Commonwealth of Kentucky Plaintiff, versus Marshall Davis. Defendant
NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 87-C11-073
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the November 11 Term thereof 1988, in the above
cause, for the sum of FOUR THOUSAND AND NO/100 DOLLARS
($4,000.00) and its costs therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest and
hest bidder, at public auction on the 14th day of December. 1988, at
11:00 a.m. o'clock, or thereabout. FOR CASH, the following described property. to-wit:
Five (5) certain lots. being Lots No. 21. 22. 151. 152. and 153 of
..Unit No. 2 of Kentucky Lake Development Corporation, Inc.,
as shown upon plat of the same which is recorded in Plat Book
3. page 21 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bon& with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the date of sale, until
paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Filed and noted of record this 11-23-88. Calloway Circuit/District
by J.S.. D.C.
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Coart Jim
Walter Homes. Inc. Plaintiff, versus James K. Parker and Brenda
G. Parker, Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 87-C1.308
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the November 11 Term thereof 19,68, in the above
cause, for the sum of TWENTY-ONE THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED
EIGHTY-FOUR AND 66/100 DOLLARS I $21,684.66). a reasonable attorneys' fee of THREE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED TWENTYEIGHT AND 83/100 DOLLARS ($3228831. and interest after judgment at the rate of twelve percent I 12'
per annum until paid and
its costs therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse
door in the City of Murray, Kentucky. to the highest and best bidder,
at public auction on the 14th day of December, 1988, at 10:30 a.m.
o'clock, or thereabout, for cash or on a credit of thirty ( 30) days the
following described property. to-wit
Lot 106, Unit 1 of Croppie Hollow Shores as shown by Plat of
same which is recorded in Plat Book 3. Page 86 of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court Kentucky and being more particularly described as follows: Beginning at the Northeast corner of
lot 106; same being the North west corrr of lot 105 owned by
.Jerry Brock; said point also being in the Southerly margin of
a county gravel road; Thence S43 deg. 54.E. 135 feet along the
Westerly line of lot 105; Thence 547 deg. 30W. 75 feet: Thence
N 53 deg. 04W, 150 feet to the Southerly margin of said gravel
road; Thence N54 deg 41'E, 100 feet to the point of beginning.
containing .28 acres_
Being the same property conveyed to James K. Parker and wife,
Brenda from Jerry Brock and wife, Charldean by deed dated
4/9/86 and recorded in Calloway County in Deed Book 168, Page
2271
["or the purchase price, the purchaser. unless it is the Plaintiff, must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest from
the date of sale, until paid, and having the force and effect of a judg•
ment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Filed and noted of record this 11-23-19Pts Calloway Circult/District
by .1 S D C
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
•

Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759 9246

Berk line
urniture Gallery

Shoppers Mall
, Wiggins Furn.
Bklp mw 11 of Murray
On u S 541
noble NW/ Viwns Owner
75J-4566

Open: Thurs., Fri
I Sat. 9-5,. Sun. 12-5
WE clean your rings
free
We discount
jewelry, every day We
buy old gold. We sell for
less, we guarantee it.
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold. If we
don't have what you
want we will get it for
you. Gold Nugget, 106
E. South Street,
Mayfield, Ky., Phone
502 247-6762.

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE lir
Unless still in
School or College,
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-419P

5

re-p local claim

Ilef%

Lost

Found

LOST

and

7 miles south*

est of Lynn Grove
black male Alaskian
Malamute, 1 blue eye, 1
brown eye. wearing a
blue collar with vacina
tion tag Answers to
"Blue" 43$ 43P after
5 m
L ST Black male dog
white on nose and chest
Answers to "Blackie
Lost in Center Ridge
vicinity
Has orange
collar on
Reward ,
436 3651
LOST 11Vhile long
haired, blue eyed. male
cat Stella Lynn Grove
area 435 4252 Childs
Pei

I.

Yard
Sale

cases, $225
ble November 1 800
1040 D, each. 753 0321
SON
South 4th St
MortM
UT 382S
CHRISTMAS TREES
1
for sale, $8 each. To 11111111111111
32 Apts for Rent
order for December 2 &
3 and December 9 & 10 T HE Gold Nugget: / BEDROOM apart
Gold Diamonds Black ment for rent near
call 437 4829.
Hills Gold. Discount downtown Murray 753
Clothes, Furniture
COMMERCIAL 16HP
4109 after 4p.m
lawn genie for picking jewerlry every day. We
etc
up leaves Keith's Lawn buy old gold. If we don't APARTMENT 2 bed
have what you want, we room, near health cen& Tractor Center, In
will get it. -Free ring ter. Stove, refrigerator.
dustrial Rd. 759 9831.
cleaning We sell for washer, dryer, gas heat
COUCH and chair, $50. 4
less
Guaranteed. and water included
dining table chairs, $20
guaranteed $100
Special orders availa- $280 a month. 759-4923.
Wood clarinet
Yard
ble
per week part time.
Southside Court CLEAN, 3 bedroom
sale items 759 1867.
Inside Peck's
Must have own car, FLUTE indroductory Square. Mayfield, Ky. apartment near hospi
247 6762
tal Prefer single lady
Upholstery
Gemeinhardt model,
insurance and be at
WATER heaters, elec- or couple. Cook stove
excellent condition
Sat., Dec. 3
least 18 years old.
tric, 40 gallon, double included. $250 a month.
$225. 12 " color monitor
heating elements, 5 753 3584 evenings.
8 am-?
good condition, $75. Call
Apply in person.
years, glass lined tank, FEMALE roommate
753 0538.
Many useful items andesired
$119.99
to
Wallin
share 2
Hard
FOR Sale
Electric ware, Downtown
tiques. tools, glassParis, bedroom apartment
stove, $30 Electric
ware, radios. apWith another female.
Tn.
URGENTLY NEED furnace, $75 Both in
pliances. bicycle, tape
WE service all brands Non smoker prefered..
DEPENDABLE PER
excellent condition 759
recorders, lots Of
of kerosene heaters and Rent $95 each, low
SON to work without 1464.
utilities. 444-8068 work,
miscellaneous'
carry a full line of parts
supervision for Texas
sale
Sharp
753-7949 home.
Come See!
oil co. in Murray area. copiers and fax Keith's Lawn & Trac
FOR
Rent New Duplex
Wei. train. Write H J
machines Demo units tor, Industrial Road,
at 1005B Northwood
Dick.esson, Pres , also available. Call 759 9831
Drive, Murray 2 be
SWEPCO, BCix .961005, 1-800 248 4319, Benton, WOOD for sale oak and
drooms,
garage with
hickory.
Ft Worth, Tx. 76161.
$15
a
rick.
Ky.
electric opener, ap
FRESH cut holly with 759 9313 after Sp rn
pliances furnished, gas
9 Situation Wanted
berries for sale.
heat Phone 527 9191
Basement American
CHRISTIAN lady will 435 4202
(Benton).
Legion Bldg.
do housecleaning. Re 'HOTPOINT dis
FACE BRICK
FURNISHED apart
ferences available. 491
Start.?
hwasher, almost new,
ments. 1 or 2 bedrooms
Sat.,
Dec. 3
8899
$175 10 4 cubic ft
Also sleeping rooms No
31 3100
DEPENDABLE lady upright freezer, $50.
children, no pets
siR
Per 1,000
a.m.-2
7
p.m.
Will do housecleaning
Saw table. $25. 436 5439
Zimmerman Apart
evenings
753 2622.
ments, South 16th 753
Clothing, household
Morta r•3"Per Bag 6609
rXPERIENCED child MOTORCYCLE jacket,
items.
crafts.
care in my home in black leather, size 42
LARGE 2 bedroom
Christmas
items
Hardin Anytime, full long, made by Schott
duplex in Northwood,
and part time, drop ins. Co $145 or best offer
wooden toys
$315/
month.
759
4.406
Pury•er, TN
759 4104
Ages infant 4 years
MUR Cal apts. Nor
247-3232
Meals and snacks. Re
SACHS Dolmar chain
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR
asonable rates. Pay in saws, Model 111 with 3.1
Now renting
Equal
advance only 437 4678
cubic inches, 18" bar, 26
Housing Opportunity
TV -Radio
electronic
WILL do daytime
ignition, ad 759 4984
color TV in
babysitting in my home. j ust able automatic R CA 25
NICE 1 bedroom apar.
excellen
t
chain
conditio
oiling, D2M anti.
n, tment, located
753 0791
in the
WILL rake leaves and viiSration, 299 95. 3,100 753 8998 after city, $150 Call 759 1089
4p
m
Keith's
Lawn
& Tractor
clean out gutters 753
between 4p.m
and
•Cards
Center, Industrial
9491
10p m
27 Mobile Homes for Sale
Road 759 9831
•Magaz
TAKING applications
ines
TORO self propelled 1974, 17)(65. 7
11 Instruction
ED
for Section 8. Rent
leaf vacuum and ROOM. 1 full baths,
•Miscellaneous
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
blower Keith's Lawn & 54,000 753 1265 or 753
BR
Apply Hilldale
Tractor, Industrial Rd 0716 after op m
Sat. 9-4
Apts
Hardin, Ky
759 9831
FOR country loving this Equal Housing
Penny
-Forrest
UTILITY pole, 700 amp, 3 bedroo
m, 2 bath Opportunity
excellent condition, mobile home
Colema
on 16 acres
n Rd
9225 4365.413
can't be beat! Located 34. Houses for Rent
2nd
House
on Left
South
West of town, has
•TRAVEL AGENT
16 Home Furnishings
BEDROOM house.
2 outbuildings, lots of
• TOUR GUIDE
fruit trees, satellite TVA insulated, gas
43
Real Estate
• AIRLINE
dish, all furnishings and heat $350 a month plus
Water Damage
RESERVATIONIST
deposit.
753
0332
appliances included
BUILDING 5 apart
bedrooms, living ments with 25x40 store
OR
on some of
and much more! Call
had Locally, Full tinte/perl
urn* Train on iive airline
Roberts Realty 753-1651 room, den, 2 baths. 1208 front plus land for
Woodcrafters
South 16th
or 753 3204 nights
Families approximately SO apar
computers HOT* Study
stock.
arid Resident Training
NORTHERN Built only 3400/ month, 3400 tment units
1303
Nat I headquaters
i4x 70 mobile home on deposit 753 4643 from Chestnut St • adjoining
The water
9p
5
m
Pontoon° Bch Fl
MSU 615 262 WOO
beautiful 1 acre shaded
mattress that fits
rot south of town Has
'ROOM, 7 bath. 307
R Sale Good rental
•FINANCIAL AID
your bed
North 7th. $200' month property, four apart
large garage with elec
AVAILABLE
733 2475
tric door opener, cen
menus, I block from
2-King Size
•JOB PLACEMENT
tral heat and air, on city 1415UST7tr'llake.
campus. 142,000, call
4 Full Size &
ASSISTANCE
water, and all applian
like new, upstairs and 733 1703
cos are included This downstairs (duplex) LOT for sale
1 Queen Size
single
home is a must see. and furnished Each has 7 family dwelling
, reA C Y TRAWL IliCIACKX
is in excellent condition
bedrooms. hying room. str
ted, isles
Secnealleed 1111•11111 WWI
Call 497 11543 after 6p m
kitchen Call anytime G•tesborough, water,
731-4322
or 753 1367 days
436 7401
sewer and gas Is) 3541
to: P.O. Box
Murray.

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers
Cash

Poplar
Saturday
7 am - 4 pm

Sale

R

Yard Sale

Puryear Brick

Baseball Card

Yard Sale

1•800.327-7728

Ho
a

75
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43. Real Estate

46. Homes for

Sale

46. Homes for

Sale

49

Used Cars

kOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices. 753-1222, toll free
•1 - 800-251- HOME Ext.
711 L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying 8. selling Real
Estate easy for you

49

Used

Cars

Lr

TN

MATCHER
AUTO SALES

g FREE

• TOMMY
• BLAIR

)8

REMEMBER
DECEMBER 4-

he

CARS...

31, CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE
HAZEL ANTIQUE SHOPS s

CHAPAREL
MOTOR SALES

Used

Cars

53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
55 Feed and Seed
DUNCAN
landscap
S
GOOD quality, fall cuf
1982 Z 28 CAMARO,
WILL do plumbing in
power windows, power ing and lawn service stallation 8. repairs. All fescue and clover baled
provided
Murray
for
the
hay 51 75 per bal,
door locks, power
guaranteed. Free es
steering, T tops, power area. For free es• timates. Phone 492 8899 753 8673
timates
phone
3266.
753
hatch. 51,000 miles,
or 753 1308.
excellent condition, $5, L&L Roofing & General WILL do roofing,
Repair.
Also, gutter
Free Column
500. 753-8630
plumbing, painting, & 56
1983 BLACK Cutlass repair and painting. yard work. Call 753-4370 FREE kittens
Call
Free
estimates
10% or 436 5895_
Supreme
Brougham 753 6315 after Sp.m
discount
Senior
for
power brakes and steering, air and cruise, excel- citizens. 474-8057.
lent condition. 753-7307 or MINOR autobody repair and painting. Ex753-8254.
perienced and quality
1 9 8 3 ISUZU
good work.
Phone 759 4086 or
mechanical shape, 4
759-4990.
door. Must sell! 753 7721
MOBILE HOME
Custom Kitchen
after 6p.m.
Specialist
repair,
Cabinets
Need An Extra Car
leveling, underpinning,
set-ups, tear -downs,
For A Few Days?
All Types Of:
roofs, floors, plumbing,
vi
Rent From Gene At
wiring, washing, *
Custom Woodworking
DWAIN TAYLOR
ir
hurricane straps. 759&
*
4850.
CHEVROLET, INC.
*
P.A. ROSE- carpet and
Cabinets
Bath
Kitchen
&
502-753-2617
*
upholstery cleaning •
****
ars::::
::::
*****
0)::::::
1
*
Quality results and
kir 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - IBerund Bunny Bread ,
satisfaction. 759 4450.
50
Used Trucks
1969 2 TON Ford F 600, PLUMBING repairman
farm truck, new tires, with same day service.
Call 759-4850.
runs good. 753-9366.
1979 DODGE Custom PROFESSIONAL
100, power and air, Painting Contractor
AM-FM, 318 V-8, topper, Brighten up your home
4 new tires, outstanding Call now to book your
condition, $2,695. See at top notch Quality Pain
Ruthie's Gulf, 5 Points, ter who has years
experience in 1-2-3 story
16th & Chestnut. 753
homes and businesses,
9181 or 489-2278.
has all tools and
1984 CHEVROLET
equipment. No job too
Silverado, loaded, 53,
large or too small
000 miles. 435-4415 or
Phone now 753-5192
1986 Buick Riviera, white with red in435-4374 after 5p.m.
FOR Sale 3 storage
terior, loaded, 39,XXX miles, $11,0011
1984 JEEP Grand
Wagoneer, loaded, V-8, sheds like houses,
753-5562 (7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.)
excellent condition. complete electric its,
753-3433 (After 3:00 p.m.)
Average retail $10,200., every way 2 TVs, color
1 dryer. 3 lots for sale
asking S8,900. Call 753
with complete hook ups
7307.
for mobile homes. Rare
1984 SILVERADO
Doberman pinchers,
Chevy pick-up. 436-2828.
fond and rust color
1986 SILVERADO,
AKC registered
2
loaded. 753-6675 after
Hazel. Kentucky beside
mobile homes
You
5:30p.m.
have to see-to believe!
Gallimore'
s Food Stand
1988 DODGE 4x4, Call
for an appointment
Sri
hours
Mon
-Fri
loaded, SWB, 9,000
8 AM-5 3C PM
492-8806.
miles, $15,200 753 7291.
Sat 8 AM -Noon
fil
REDING and Carter's
complete mobile home I*
Other times by appointment
5 1
Campers
repairs service. Cali
Aluminum Cans 40c pound
1983 TOYOTA
fill
492-8806 for estimate.
ti. Top prices paid for aluminum cans.
Sunraider motor home,
ROCKY
COLSON Home
34,000 miles, 1 owner,
junk batteries, old cars. etc.
Repair. Roofing, siding,
full galley and bath,
painting, plumbing,
roof air:- engine air,
concrete. Free es
sleeps four. Good gas
timates. Call 474 2307 or nlitliAlleks
milage, priced to sell.
753-6973.
753 0822
SEAMSTRESS
DRESSMAKER
52. Boats-Motors
DE
SINGER: Custom sew
1986 BOMBER 15' bass,
ing of clothing,
boat, 1979 50HP Men
costumes and crafts. No
cury, trolling motor,
job too big or small.
depth finder. 759-9213.
Quality work. Pick up
16' CHEROKEE V
Saturday 8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
and delivery available.
bottom with 25HP
X mas project you can't
Johnson and trailer.
find time for? Call
Good crappie or duck
753-4920.
hunting boat. 759 1543 or
SEWING machine rep753-0509
air. All makes and
Handmade crafts and baked goods
models, home and in•
53, Services Offered
Lunch will be served
dustry. Call Kenneth
A•1 TREE Service and
10:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Barnhill, 753-2674,
stumP removal. Your
Stella, Ky., Hwy. 121 N.
professional tree serSHEETROCK finishing,
vice. All types, remonew or repair 436 2811.
val, topping, feeding
Free estimates. 50' SUREWAY Tree
Service Topping, prun
bucket truck and chip
ing, tree removal. Ae
per. Call 753-0906.
rial bucket truck. Fully
ALLEN'S Tree and
insured for your prof
Landscaping Service.
ection Stump removal
Free estimates. Haul
ing mulch, manure, with no lawn damage.
Free estimates
No
gravel, dirt. 753 8619 or
obligations. 753-5484.
753 6951 after 5p.m
TELEPHONE wiring
753-2332
24 Hour
jacks installed
answering service.
phones
moved residence and
ANY type of hauling
business
experienced
.
gravel, mulch, etc
You'll find comfort and convenience in this
Call Bobby Wade 753
753-0467,
2220.
4 bedroom. 2 bath home designed for hapAPPLIANCE SER
VICE. Kenmore, WET BASEMENT. We
py family living. Located near university
Westinghouse, make wet basements
and public schools. Priced in the mid 60's
dry. Work completely
Whirlpool
28 years
guaranteed. Call or
experience. Parts and
write Morgan Con
service. Bobby Hopper,
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
753 4872 or 436 5848
409A, Paducah, Ky
DUNAWAY'S Painting
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
interior, exterior, re
sidential, commercial
753-6951, if no answer,
753-2332. Ask for Mike.
TN
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
Why hy/t? Why did you have to die?
your needs
We love you so, and we hope you now
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
that you are with us wherever we go.
also, any type gravel,
Why Kyle? Why did
dirt and sand call Roger
have to clic?
Hudson, 753-4545 or
We call
•ou. hut you don't answer.
753-6763.
Can't you hear our,cries?
GENERAL repair
We only wish to hear your sighs.
Carpentry, plumbing,
rooting, yard and tree
'Don't worry. I have a plan.- "I'll take
work, wood $25 a rick.
care of it.'' are your replies.
Call 436-2642.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Why Kyle.? Why did you have to die?
Sears continuous gutYour life is tilled with laughter and will
ters installed for your
specifications
Call
be for hereafter.
Sears 753-2310 for free
You never seem to show any sign of pain and
estimate.
sorrow, because you know there will always he
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 64.3 Old
an .everlasting tomorr.
Benton Rd. 753 9400
Your tomorrow is eternal, hut tin- us.
JEAN S Custom Sewing
we wait in a place that seems to he internal.
Alterations
Make
pageant dresses,
Why Kyle? Why did you have to die? .
custom sewing of all
kinds, from replacing
God knew what was hest when your life was
hat bands to making
put to a test.
pageant dresses Have
God loves you so. jusr like a beautiful ied rose:
new Serger machine,
can give your .gamertts
should not he sad, because
are with
that professioliorh
354 8669
eternal Dad.
w

Fine Antiques, Country Crafts, 0
Refreshments, Gifts,
Door Prizes, Discounts

MURRAY KY 153•4906

0

5
/
1 Sunday Afternoon 1:00 - 4:00

Hazel, Kentucky
2110t 3111ViiIR(3.
gat%/WAR

Light

blue, 2 dr , bucket seats, pis.
radio. PRICED TOO LOW TO BELIEVE
Local 1 -owner.

1100 CHESTNUT ST.

1987 Dodge Charger

Automobiles At Prices

Black 2-dr . auto , air, AM/FM.
35.000 miles.

YOU Can Afford!

1986 Plymouth Zurismo
Red. 2-dr . air, 5-sp., AM/FM Stereo,
gas saver

Tamils, PHA

1986 Ford Escort

Car betel Psit4
.1•16

Can

You Afford

Blue, 2-dr. 1 -owner, less than 9.000 miles. auto
air. AM/FM stereo

Hours
Mon.-Fri., 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p m
and 6:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m
Sat -Sun., 12 noon-5 p.m.

L
753-5131, Ext 175

1985 Chrysler LeBaron GTS Turbo

To buy A Used Car

Visit us for unusual Christmas
ornaments, music boxes,
Christmas mints, wide assort
ment of stuffed animals,
beautiful poinsettias, plants,
jewelry, arrangements and
unusual gift items for the family.

WITI10117 A

Warranty?

Dark Blue. 4-dr natcnback. sunroof,
AM/FM Cassette

auto

air

COME TO THE TRUSTED
NAME IN AUTOMOIDLESI

MURRM
CAITOWAI'

Ci)UNT1'
110s-1111AL
803 Poplar
Murray, KY 42071

1983 OLDSMOBILE 9g
Regency, 4 door, local
car, triple gray, all
factory options. Call
Mike Outland 753-3154
1985 CAMARO, V 8,
silver with gray interior, new interior, new
carpet, new tires, good
condition $4,800 or take
over payments
759 4116.

1985 Buick LeSabre Limited
4-dr

blac.6 'ull power•& air, all the buttons

SUNDAY - 2:00-4:00 PM

1984 Olds Cutlass Calais
Black, 2-dr . T-Tops. auto . air, tilt cruise. AM/FM
cassette, p/windows, bucket seats. console
49,000 miles, nicest around

1983 Ford Crown Victoria

Mini-Vans...
1987 Ford Aerostar XLT
Completely loaded. front & rear air.
all the buttons. V-6

Trucks...
1987 GMC S-15 Sierra Classic
Black. 1 -owner, tilt. cruise air. AM/FM cassette.
bucket seats tonneau cover chrome rails
chrome wheels, sunroof rear louver

1987 Dodge Dakota LWB

1087 Dodge D-100 LWB
Light blue, Slant 6.• 4-Sp . power steering
Martin Heights
Mockingbird Dr

This weekend, your local CENTURY 21
Professionals are opening doors all over
town mo if you've been thinking about
buying your first home. getting•bigger
home,or just looking at homes. now's the
time
Because we can do more than pistol
,how you • house We'll help you find

Gatesboro
(1108 County Cork I

financing that makes homes affordable
Which la one of the reasons why the CE.
TURY 21 system helps more people Du
and sell their homes than any other real
estate sales organisation tn the world
Call today and find out more We look
forward to seeing you this weekend

OFFICE OPEN SUNDAY 2:00-4:00
(ASK US ABOUT 8.307c INTEREST FIXED 30 YR
FOR FIRST TIME HOME BUYER)

Ontur

Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 North 12th

753-1492

Put your trust in Number One.
•

1988 Jeep Qh4wokee Laredo
White wagon. 4-dr . completely loaded, tilt, cruise
p/windows, p/locks. p?seats, rear
defrost, roof rack. AM/FM cassette V-6
_

1985 Chevy Silverado SWB
V-R

auto, air

tilt. cruise piwindows ,
AM/FM stereo

KGA Recycling

4

V

4

9?

4
4
D. 492-8183 498-8785 4
AftibiA414431fteN A-

pi;

Calvary Temple
Pentecostal Church
Highway 641 South

753-1222

Gold. 4-0, '. cower 8. air

i-led, local 1 -owner extra clean & sharp
V-6. auto . air pis, p/b

Kings•o•xl
(Camelot)

slo

KOPPERUD RE ALTle

1985 Pontiac 6000

Gray. 4-dr . tilt, cruise. AM/FM. p/windows.
pllockq

Announcing
the CENTURY 21'
Open House Weekend.

VoVittentVig7Z, WTI

IL

Maroon, 2-dr., full power & air, auto, sharp'

Pons & Labor with Ni dmisctiblei

%riot
4111111k

J.

1987 Olds Cutlass Clara SL

WARRANTY INCLUDED
ON EVERY CAR!
UP TO
3yr. • 36,000 miles

'• •

Country Christmas
Bazaar

1988 Dodge Aries

In•••11
,

3
9

49

.4 BEDROOM Kentucky GREAT room, 3 be- 1985 CHEVROLET As
Lake home, 1 1/2 drooms, 2 full baths, 2 tro mit" cargo van,
baths, central heat and car garage, brick, $65, automatic and air, $3,
Now it's
air, 8 lots with hook-up 000, by owner. 753-9983.
800 759-9698
for mobile home, 29x20 HOUSE and 2 lots, 3
1986 DODGE Charger,
Dan Taylor
work shop with base
bedrooms, kitchen, liv- silver
and gray, auto
ment, 2 car garage, ing room, bath, dining
matic, air, 49,700 miles,
$35,000. 436-2994 or 436- room, utility room,
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
extra clean. 753-5171
2821.
carport, garden and 2
days, 753-6358 nights.
Cadillac, Inc, of
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath outbuildings, $21,000
1986 GRAND Am
home on large, in town 492.8492.
sedan,
PS,
Paris,
PW,
air,
lot. Available DeNew & Used
cember 28. Rent S425/ MAKE this a family tape stereo, fog lamps,
GM Executives &
month. 1 year lease Christmas and buy a gauges, cruise, sport
prefered. Contact Kop- brand new 3 bedroom, 2 wheels, handling pack
44. Lots for Sale
Program Vehicles
age,
new
wide
tires,
bath house in Martin
perud Realty. 753-1222.
SHADY lot in Sherwood
901442-3900
E)4 EAST on Jones Road- Heights subdivision! MPI V-6, silver, 30,000
Forest All Services
miles,
753-2494
57,800.
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
2 bedroom, cypress Extra nice. Call 753-3903
759 9268
5p.m.
after
siding
759-4941, for appointment.
NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
8: 30a m -5 : 30p m.
45 Farms for Sale
NTICING Price Re- brick home with large 2
79 SURVEYED wooded duction!
Decorative car garage. Energy
1987, 2 DOOR, LaBaron
acres near Kentucky gingerbread
1988
Lincoln
sets off this efficient central gas
coupe, like new, PB, PS,
Lake, good road front- lovely brick
heat
and
Located
air.
Signature
in
Series
tri-level.
cruise, tilt, AM FM
age, very reasonable Freshly
Martin
'Heights
subdecorated,
Car,
Town
low
stereo, A/C, travel
price, $24,000. Phone quiet street,
gas heat, division. Call 759-1503
setter, 24,000 miles,
owner
mileage,
Kopperud Realty 753- eat-in kitchen,
for
an
appointment.
4 beburgundy. Days 354driven car, $23,000
1222
drooms, 2 baths, deck, NICE, neat, 2 bedroom
8392, nights 474.8888
home
close
to
town,
balcony.
on
Priced to
1976 Toyota Celica
46 Homes for Sale
GOVERNMENT
move! Call 753- 1492 city water, all applianCoupe, low
SEIZED Vehicles from
GT
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath Century 21 Loretta Jobs ces included, and has
$100. Fords. Mercedes.
mileage, local
1
large extra lot availahome. Large kitchen Realtors.
Corvettes. Chevys.
with appliances, ceiling
owner, $8,300.
IN today's world it ble. Perfect starter
Surplus. Buyers Guide.
fan, large workshop,
home
or
for
retirement.
takes more to buy or
1982 Toyota Tercel,
(1) 805-687 6000 Ext.
wood deck with view of
sell a home than it used Call Roberts Realty
S-8155.
2 door, 1 owner,
Kentucky Lake. This 2
753-1651
or
753-3204
to. Today it takes
NEED a second car or a
story wood siding home
nights.
local
$1,950
knowledgeable prochild's first car? For
is located in Pine Bluff 'fessional
s, who are 47. Motorcycles
Sale: 1981 Buick
Shores on 15 acre
trained to cover all the
Skylark, 4 cylinder,
wooded lot. 759-1525
bases when it comes to 1985 YAMAHA Tr-?
front wheel drive, 4
after 6 .m.
a Real Estate transac- 250- excellent condition,
door, 79,000 miles acI BEDROOM Kentucky tion. That's
where service regular. After
tual. $1,200 or best offer.
Lake home near Pine ROBERTS REALTY 5p.m. 436-5692.
513S. 12th St. 753-4162
after 5:30p.m.
Crest Resort. Quiet and comes in. Let the Pro- %ORDERS Cycle and
NICE 1978 Ford Fiesta,
private setting, for sale fessionals at ROBERTS ATV Center. Used
Murray, Ky.
40 MPG, 4 speed, stereo.
or lease. Owner financ- REALTY go to work for ATVs, parts, service,
753-1204,
ing, low down payment you. Feel free to contact accessories and tires.
1st $650 See at 804 South
and low monthy any of the knowledgea- 200 North Maih, Benton,
4th St
payments
ble, friendly staff at Ky.,502-527 1680
1502)442-5647.
Roberts Realty for any
1979 OLDSMOBILE • PONTIAC'TOYOTA •
Used Cars
13EORP9M....tigme_Irt..411....y.o.ur.. many Real 49
Cutlass Supreme, good
country. 2 extra sleep- Estate needs. .1971 VW
4 Spencer Says.p,
Super Beetle condition. 753-0789
ing rooms upstairs, ROBERTS, REALTY convertible.
759-9213.
1979 T -BIRD, 51,206
large living room and 414 South 12th'-' Street,
1973 EL CAMIN6 after 5p.m. 753-7323.
dining room. Central Phone 753-1651.
Chevrolet, 1981 MAZDA GLC,
2
gas heat and air.. 12 JUS-T Listed! 3 bed - mechanically
excellent, door, 5 speed, great gas
miles east of Murray_ room home, 1740 sq. ft.
"Pick of the litter- •
body a little rough, 5700. mileage
After 5p.m.
S.50,000. Call 753.1203.
Has gas heat, 40 acres, Also, 1984 Cutlass
with any vehicle 8
753,7323.
3 BEDROOM brick, and much morel Calais
right front fen- 1981
purchase
MUSTANG 4
carport, F HA, VA, Located east of town der.
435-4526 after 4p.m.
speed, rebuilt engine,
KHC, financing availa- and priced right at
1975 GRAND Prix, runs sharp,
$1,200. 753-6268.
ble, little or no down $42,500. Call Roberts
good, $300 or best offer.
payment. Coleman Real Realty 753-1651 or 753
1982 REGAL Somerset
753-9366.
Estate. 753-9898.
Limited, fully loaded,
3204 nights.
1976 FIREBIRD, $700.
AM/FM cassette, vel
762-4107.
our interior, sharp
MERCURY ' MAZDA
1979 DELTA 88 Royale 753-0509 or
759- 1543.
Oldsmobile, nice, 1
owner, loaded. Floyd
McKenzie, 753 4725,

• k<,

..
:•••••.::i.
..,
•.c
.:. :r .-7 ..:...=. - 4'T '..'...!; •: s:
.7
.....i.
-A t.•I . llt.
:InCiger
t.lrfira

Paris• TN
4904-4424664-48003346-3824-

KYLE IN HEA

*

We Stock
Appliance Parts.
*Kenmore
•Whiripool
•GE
*Hot Point
*and others

West Ky.
Appliance
Hwy 641 North, Murray
753-4478
LICETHSE13 ETectri
clan, Doug Jones Elec
tric Residential wiring
and electrical and elec
tric motor repairs No
rewinding
Call
791-4761.

1,1

will live .Our life not free from pain
Id 'Spirow; only until we come to our

UN( (E,MOITOW.

Then, Kyle. we come to you understanding
' -us you knew the reason you had to die.
Now we know why!
You are with your friend, Hen.
in a land filled with milk and honey and
streets paved with gold as the Bible story goes.
This place where you are then, we wish we could he.
Someday we will see and it will he thee...
Kyle in heaven forever and ever. .
In loving memory ofour son and brother Kyle Farrell,
we love and miss you.
Forever yours.
Mom. Dad & Stacey-

•
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Ruth McElyea

Mrs. Mary Gupton Pierce
Mrs. Mary Gupton Pierce, 81,
Murray, died Thursday at 3:40
p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
She was the widow of Wylie Boyd
Gupton.
She was a member of Kirksey
Church of Christ and of Senior
Citizens' Group at Ellis Center.
Born April 18, 1907, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Clifton Robertson and
Lula Cherry Robertson.
Mrs. Pierce is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Thomas (Sue)
Roberts, Murray; two sons,

Business f

James Gupton, Kirksey, and Jerry
Gupton, Nashville, Tenn.; one
sister, Mrs. Delle Frazier,
Kirksey; one brother, Ralph
Robertson, Paragould, Ark.
Also surviving are 13 grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren;
two great-great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be at a
later date. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements, but there will be no
visitation.

Median age of
residents for 1986

11111,11111111111111111111111111111
Utah
Alaska
Louisiana
Mississippi
Wyoming
Texas

New Mexico
Idaho

255
28 4
29 1
29.1
29.1
29.6
29.7
29.8

Stock Market

and Mrs. Wanda Faye Johnson,
Rt. 1, Almo; two greatgrandchildren.
Mrs. McElyea was a member of
Siloam United Methodist Church,
Booneville, Miss., where the
funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m.
Burial will follow in Siloam
Cemetery there.
Friends may call after 2 p.m.
Saturday at McMillen Funeral
Home, Booneville.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
had charge of local arrangements.

Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C..Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen, Store
Exxon
Ford
GAF Corp.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Mrs. Edna Dublin

ts

Youngest states

F'

Mrs. Ruth McElyea, 78, of 1305
Overby St., Murray, died Thursday at 11:23 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
Her husband, James roy
McElyea, died Sept. 9, 1980.
Born Jan. 27, 1910, in New Site,
Miss., she was the daughter of the
late Jim Tom Sparks and Sallie.
Oliver Sparks.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Coy (Faedean) Garrett, Murray; two grandchildren, Coy Edwin Garrett Jr., Nashville, Tenn.,

1

..„

*
Nc te: Illinois median age is 31.7;
H.-1986 data is latest available
Ch cago Tribune Graphic.
Jrce. U.S. Bureau of the Census

Services for Mrs. Edna Dublin
will be Saturday at 3 p.m. at First
Christian Church, Murray. Dr.
David Roos will officiate. Music
will be by Maxine Clark and
Margie Shown.
Active pallbearers will be Dr.
Clegg Austin, Howard Boone, Dan
McKeel, Bailey Gore, Charlie
Williams and Johnny Reagan.
Honorary pallbearers will be the
chairman and members of the
Board of Directors of First Christian Church.
Burial will follow in Antioch
Cemetery.
Friends may call after 7 p.m.
tonight (Friday) at the funeral
home.
Memorials may be made to
First Christian Church, Murray.

Mrs. Dublin died Thursday at
2:49 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Her husband,
Fred L. Dublin, died April 8, 1956,
and one son, 0.0. Dublin, died
Jan. 25, 1969.
Born March 31, 1890, in Graves
County, she was the daughter of
the late Jake Shultz and Martha
Evans Shultz.
Mrs. Dublin had been a member
of First Christian Church in
Mayfield and Murray for over 75
years.
She is survived by a daughter-inlaw, Mrs, Cordie Mae Dublin,
Murray; two. granddaughters,
Miss Rebecca Dublin, Murray,
and Mrs. Barbara D. Schiappa,
Carlisle, Mass.

Prices as of
•10.49
2101.88
4 + 1/4
3
39/
2913 291/1A
291/4 -1/4
27%
2
/
26 -1
393/s Ns
4
/
4 •1
1
30/
10B 10%A
42/
2 -%
1
52 AA
2 unc
1
46/
4 'inc
/
843
4
3
18 ./
4
/
49% •1

10 a.m.
Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
JCPenney
Penwell
Pillsbury
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U .S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
C.E.F. Yield

47/
4 •1
3
4
/
2 +1
1
118/
4
/
32%
4A
1
168 16/
4
/
2 -1
1
18/
4
/
2 -3
1
52/
2 .1%
1
75/
2 + 1/2
1
59/
511/4 -1/1
4 -1
1
4
/
39/
47 .1/s
9814 -%
38 urn'
4
/
292/4 -1
7.82

BETTY BOSTON

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

PAT GOSSUM

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
GM QUALITY

LCI SERVICE PARTS

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South

GM

Murray

753-2617
M

hoop The Cat.t GM Frelirl. V.Ith Genuark

r.•

.•
1986 Celebrity, 4 dr., rose
Eurosport, tilt. auto., air, AM-FM
8,900

4-21-41-4-4-4--Y-11-41-44-41

Robert Edward Davis

Lundergan denies his
company profited from
large state contract
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - 'Indicted state Rep. Jerry
Lundergan, facing possible
discipline by the General
Assembly as well as criminal
charges in court, denies a
legislative complaint that his
family's company illegally profited from a large state contract.
Lundergan's written response to
the legislative Board of Ethics'
complaint says "there was never a
formal written contract" by which.
the Commerce Cabinet paid
Lundy's Catering Co. nearly
$154,000 to help stage a large event
in Louisville last year.
The complaint alleged that
Lundergan, D-Lexington, violated
a law that prohibits a legislator or
his company from receiving a nobid state contract worth more than
$25.
The nine-member board on
Monday made public its complaint
and Lundergan's response. The
Associated Press had requested
release of the documents under
Kentucky's open-records law.
The release came one day after
Lundergan and his brother, Tom
Lundergan, were indicted in
Franklin County on charges of
theft and unlawful use of a
legislator's influence.
Attorney General Fred Cowan,
whose office obtained the indictment through a special prosecutor, said the Lundergans hid
their company's involvement by
having payment made in the name
of a Louisville company, Perfection Catering.
In the response to the ethics
board, written by his attorney,
William E. Johnson of Frankfort,
Jerry Lundergan acknowledged
the company catered the threeday event - Governor's Showcase
'87 and Governor's Industry Appreciation Luncheon - and was
paid
But, "the allegations ... are
denied in that there was never a

formal written contract between
Lundy's and the commonwealth-of
Kentucky," the document said.
It also said Jerry Lundergan "is
without knowledge of whether the
commonwealth of Kentucky gave
public notice or sought competitive bidding" for the catering
job.
It further asserted that the
legislator "acted in good faith in
permitting Lundy's to participate" in catering the event and
that cabinet officials assured him
there would be no conflict of
interest.
The ethics board - four
legislators and five private
citizens - met in closed session
for nearly two hours Thursday and
would not disclose details. It then
reopened its doors, voting to
release the complaint and
response and to have its chairman, Sen. Ed O'Daniel, DSpringfield, make arrangements
for a hearing for Jerry Lundergan.
O'Daniel denied a request by the
lawmaker's wife, Charlotte
Lundergan, to address the board.
After she was turned down, Mrs.
Lundergan told reporters she had
come simply "as the mother of
five very frightened, very confused and very scared little girls."
She declined to answer questions.
The ethics board could recommend disciplinary action against
Jerry Lundergan if it found him
guilty of the alleged violation.
Whether the board can compel action, however, is unclear.
Meanwhile. Jerry Lundergan
declined to answer when asked if
he planned to resign from the
House.
"I would only ask, during this
very trying time of mine, not
necessarily prayers for Jerry
Lundergan. but prayers for my
daughters and my wife and my
brother and his family because
those people are being treated
very unfairly," he said.

The funeral for Robert Edward
Davis was today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Jeff Fuller and
the Rev. Jack Jones officiated.
Mrs. Oneida White was organist.
Pallbearers were Myron Culp,
Lofton Cathey, Ted Crutcher,
Harold Houston, Earl Outland,
Thomas Houston, John Lassiter
and Harold Phillips.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Davis, 79, Rt. 8, Murray,

died Wednesday at 9:40 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. He was preceded in
death by one son, Steve Davis.
He is surVived by his wife, Mrs.
Imogene Stewart Davis; two
daughters, Mrs. Janice Brelsford
and Mrs. Junior (Bobbie)
Childress, Murray; three grandchildren, Robert Jason Brelsford,
Steven B. Brelsford and Ricky
Childress; one great-grandchild,
Tiffany Brelsfo-rd; two
stepchildren.

home after 3 p.m. today (Friday
Mrs. Moore, 80, widow of Albert
W. Moore, died Wednesday at
12:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She is survived by three nieces,
Miss Ida Lorene Vinson, Mrs.
Rena Solonom and Mrs. Kathryn
Chase; two sons, Willie Owen Vinson and Paul E. Dill.

Rodney Lynn Darnell
Rodney Lynn Darnell, 26, died
Thursday at his home on Rt. 1,
Kirksey.
Born Feb. 6, 1962, he was the son
of Rodney Darnell and Phyllis
Potts Darnell.
He and his father operated an
auto body repair shop at the
residence

Mrs. Lucille
Adair
The funeral for Mrs. Lucille
Adair will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray, The Rev. Jimmy Madding will officiate. Burial will
follow in Beech Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. today (Friday).
Mrs. Adair, 77, Clawson, Mich.,
died Wednesday at Beaumont
Hospital, Royal Oak, Mich.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Deanna Holmes, and one son,
Edward Adair, Clawson, Mich.;
one sister, Mrs. Trixie Keeling,
Mayfield; 12 grandchildren.

He is survived by his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Darnell, one sister,
Miss Christie Darnell, and two
brothers, Jeff Darnell and Adam
Darnell, all at home; his grandmother, Mrs. Nova Darnell,
Benton.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2
-p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The
Rev. Mike Littrell will officiate.
Burial will follow in New Zion
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Saturday.

,

Bennett & Associates
Insurance Agency
753-7273
Free Claim Service

$2.29
Order Your Holiday Bar-a-Due Today

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Murray

Chestnut St.

TUCK'S

PANELING
luopATTERNs

753-0045

Hwy 45, 1 Mi So
Martin, TN
901/587-3000

7 30 5 30 MON -FRI
SAT 7 30 3 00
FIBERGLASS TUB UNITS-'125.00
No. 1 INT. DOOR UNITS-137.00
METAL DOOR UNITS-I....,'59.00

VANITIES top '29.99
7/16' CHIPBOARD '4.99
1/4" CHIPBOARD '3.29
1r2" PLYWOOD '6.29
2x4x8.-69`
'2.50
PANELING
VINYL FLOOR COVERING-'2.50
KITCHEN COUNTER TOPS No 1 '4.99 f,
All Kinds of TREATED LUMBER
403 TREATED LATTICE
WHIRLPOOLS '475.00 up
PLUMBING SUPPLIES
STORM DOORS '45.00
s No 3 Pine
24's, 2.6's,
LANDSCAPE TIMBERS '2.69
10Vo AS

Service

custom
door shop

Hog market
ederal stale Market •eo• 5ors Ito December
1. 'OM hentuck) Purchase Aro. Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying %taboos Receipts 40
Mal Eat. IOW Barrows A (illta J4 higher. Sows
lb.
under :Melba. atea43, to .54)14415er, o‘er
.50.1.011 10WPr
I 2 /SO 2541 lb.
414 1.1 tIn Ile lb*
IS 2-3 2/45250 lb.
114 2.4 OS 270 lb.
111 It 17. is. 11.
I'S IS MO 400 lb.
IS 1.3455-54)0 lb.
VA I 3 SW sad up
IS 1•3 3115-5011 lb.
Soars $21.50./4.50

RATES INCREASE
What does it all mean? Members of the AARP
recently received a rate increase of over 50%
on their Medicare Supplement Insurance.
Historically when this happens, those in good
health will get a better rate from a local agency. As more and more healthy people drop out
of a group the cost to the remaining members
gets out of control. If your health is reasonably
good, call Bennett & Associates - find out what
an excellent Medicare Supplement will cost.

Large Bar-B-0 ue
Sandwich & French Fries

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.

Mrs. Grace Vinson Moore
Funeral rites for Mrs. Grace
Vinson Moore will be Saturday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Randolph Allen will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be soloist and
organist.
Burial will follow in Hendon
Cemetery in Stewart County,
Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral

0-

Thls
Weeks
Special

for

3341.50-37.041
/34.50-311.30
1/111.11111-33.34

ssa.was.s.
$14.110-16.110
523.15-25.00
1133.41111.114.16
12.3 011 24.51 few ILO
522.415-411.011

$

Chestnut St.

,
4•1

753-8856

For the weekender or frequent user get a
grip on solid qualify and performance
ECHO has outstanding power to weight
CS280E
ratio and a saw that's built tough for
•27.9cc -2 cycle engine
the long haul
• auto chain oiler

• electronic ignition

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
LUNCH BUFFET
Bring

Mon.-Sat. 11-2 Sun. 12-2
•Must present coupon

when ordering
*Coupon Expires Dec 12. 19138

st

PIO;le 41
- ,retzti

Hours: 7:30-6 Mon.•Fri.: 7:30-5 Sat.

